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THE ETUDE

©mmmmfor m
Fourteenth Annual Announcement
48 Six Cylinder

cttie

1912 The Locomobile will set a new
standard of Luxury in motor cars.
Our success in the past resulted from our
continued efforts to make the Locomobile
'™
'
the best built car in America.
Having attained this mechanical superiority our pres¬
ent aim is to make the Locomobile the most luxurious
American Car — Quiet, Comfortable, Perfect in detail.
The Six Cylinder Locomobile, by virtue of its excellent
performances in 1911, has established a new standard
in Six Cylinder construction. Realizing the demand
on the part of the present day motorist for increased
comfort in automobiling, we have made careful study
|pR

Motor Design l

of 414 inches, 70 horsepower is uuutuieu uu irasi. rms
represents the utmost power obtainable from this size of
cylinder without affecting reliability. Cylinders are de¬
signed specially for the Six and have large valves and

Quietness

axle make for greatly increased quiet¬
ness in the Locomobile Six.
Locomobile S
Moderate Weight with
with possibly one t

cChe 30 Four Cylinder
and investigation for the purpose of making this Car
the last word in Luxury.
The improvements that we have made in this direction *
produce Ease and Comfort hitherto unknown in
motoring. As an instance the rear seat cushions and
high backs are each provided with upholstering ten
inches deep—as soft and restful as the easiest library
chair. Passengers are seated low in the car, which
produces a feeling of security.
The combination of advantages offered only in the
Locomobile Shaft Drive Six makes it—
A Perfect Machine—a Perfect Vehicle.
The Six Cylinder Type in its highest development.

Tire Economy TbZ•den
cal in tire v

. rerful Six is
through tire exr, is economi-

appearances
■hink they had bcei
1,000 miles.
_.. ..| „iOI,
Sixes delivered. Locomobile tire economy is due to mod¬
erate weight and scientific balance of weight; also to the
w
A •’ le differential
‘al when
turning a corner, thus .
ig^any grinding at tion
' on the rubber. The Loco-

Strength of Construction l

when they act as
elliptic rear springs
they have full play.
spring steel that can

distance rods. The three-quarter
are shackled at both ends so that
All springs are made of the finest
be bought.

Rear Axle Construction housing”
provided with a hand hole, affordirte ease of inspection
gears-superior
Rear construction
axle tubes are
without brazing—a
peculiar tosteel,
the
Locomobile.

without disiling ^System '

quently been d
"■lies on a gallon of fuel. This is well in
ordinary six cylinder performance. A oust

moderated? eight.

qualities of oiir Six are due largely to the fact that
power does not pass through the springs.' Thus they are

Locomobile Six has
Riding Qualities ie•nderful
riding qualities
No swerving from side
to side when traveling at speed.'
-jperb riding

ir speeds and reverse and tl.
it gear trouble is absolutely eliminated:^ Universal
mts run over 5,000 miles without attention to lubrica-

The “30”
Locomobile,
Four Cylinders

All 1912
Locomobile
Models

venient five passenger
shaft drive car will be
marketed for 1912 without change excepting in-

UP-TO-DATE PREMIUMS
OF STANDARD QUALITY
A MONTHLY JOURNAL FOR THE MUSICIAN, THE
MUSIC STUDENT, AND ALL MUSIC LOVERS.
Edited by JAMES FRANCIS COOKE
Subserlptlon Price, *1.50 per year In Called Statu, Alaska, Cuba, Porto Rleo,
Mexico, Hawaii,
-------a
In France, 11
Franraiaia Germany,VMarks. AH other countries, 42.20 per year.’
Liberal premiums and c

United States postage stamps are always
received for cash. Money sent In letters is dan¬
gerous, and we are not responsible for Its safe
arrival.
DISCONTINUANCE.—It yon wish the Journal
continued an explicit notice must be sent
ns within four months after the paid np
subscription expires.
Explicit directions
will he sent nt the time of expiration.
RENEWAL.-No receipt is sent for renewals.
On the wrapper of the next lssne sent you
will he printed the date on which yonr
subscription Is paid np, wlileh serves as a
receipt for yonr subscription.
MANUSCRIPTS_All manuscripts Intended for publica¬
tion should be addressed to THE ETUDE, 1712
Chestnut Street, and should be written on one side
of the sheet only. Contributions on topics con¬
nected with music-teaching and music-study are
solicited. Those that are not available will be re¬
turned.
ADVERTISING RATES \
Forms close on 10th c
ceeding month's issue.
THEODORE PRESSER CO.,
,, _
irta Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, P'
Entered at Philadelphia P. O. ns Second-class Matter.
Copyright, 1911, by Theodore Presser Co.

ETUDE readers may safely order these premiums. Every article we offer is of the best make
,d we guarantee them to give absolute satisfaction.
THEODORE PRESSER COMPANY

*2*5° WEBSTER’S NEW STANDARD
DICTIONARY Illustrated.
WITH
NEW U. S. CENSUS

In

Combination

T&ke Your
Choice of the
Books:

Price $4800. Interchangeable Tire*.

The Locomobile Co. of Ameri ca, Bridgeport, Connecticut
New York
Philadelphia
Washington

Boston

Chicago

San Francisco

THE

Contains

ALL THE NEW ,W0RDS
Simplified Spelling,
Synonyms and Antonyms,
Foreign Words and Phrases,
Proverbs and Quotations,
Language of Flowers,
Language of Gems,
States and Their Origin,
Commercial & Legal Terms,
Familiar Allusions,
Prose & Poetry Characters,
World's Great Battles and
many subjects of equal im¬
portance to everybody.

The $2.50
Webster’s
New Standard
Dictionary
Illustrated
(like Illustration) Is bound
in full Limp Leather, flexi¬
ble, stamped in gold on
back and sides, printed on
Bible paper, with red edges

subjects by r
16 pages oi valuabl
in two colors, and
sending us only for
Etude subscription

CONTENTS

More than 600 Subjects
Illustrated in Colors

“THE ETUDE”—July, 1911.
Editorial .
Musical Europe.Arthur Elson
Mendelssohn’s Ideal Musical Training
0. V. Kerr
Great Innovators in Piano Playing
J. dc Zielinski
The Very First I.esson.Rudolf Palme
Aida ...
In Spite of Everything.J. S. Watson
A Remarkable Musical Friendship .A. Eastman
Josef Pischna.
Systematise Your Octave Study
Ernest R. Kroeger
Gustav Mahler .
Gallery of Musical Celebrities.
Old Laws and New Ideas.Dr. Otto Neitzel
The Musician’s Summertime.
Are We Guilty?.Belle Squire
How the Plano Differs from Its Fore-runners

4?
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44

The $2.00 Webster’s New Standard Dictionary illustrated
is exactly the same as the $2.50 book, except in the style of binding—which is in half leather, wit! olive edges, and square
Given as a premium for sending us only three yearly Etude subscriptions at $1.50 each; or with your own renewal
(or a new subscription) both for $2.30.
The $1.50 Webster’s New Standard Dictionary illustrated
is in plain cloth binding, stamped in gold and black; same paper, same illustrations, but has all colored plates and
Given as a’premium for sending us only two yearly Etude subscriptions at J1.50 each; or with your own renewal
(or a new subscription) both for $2.00.
A BOOK EVERY MUSIC TEACHER SHOULD POSSESS

44
44
44
4E
41
41

TRAVELING BAGS
AND SUIT CASES
ENGLISH OXFORD HAND BAG

Characteristic Dance Forms. 4;
Study Notes on Etude Music....P. W. Orem 41
Teachers' Round Table.AL J. Corey 41
The Three I's.Chas. Watt 41
IIow May We Interest Our Pupils?
J. W. Harding 41
Department for Singers. 41
Department for Organists. 41
Department for Violinists.Robert Braine 41
The Children’s Page.Jo-Shipley Watson 4!
Publishers’ Notes . 41
World of Music . 4!
Answers to Questions.Louis C. Elson 4!
What Others Say.4!
Recital Programs . 4i
All Sorts from Everywhere. 4!
Wit and Humor. 5<
A Love Sonnet.Albert Ross Parsons
My Favorite.Carl Koelltng
Rose Glow.F. P. Atherton
Feathered Songsters (Four Hands)
A. d’Haenens
Etude-Novcllette.Oeza Horvath
Butterflies.I. W. Russell
Rose and Butterfly.P. Wachs
Imps at Play.A. Paulsen
Love’s Confiding.F. E. Farrar
In Rhythmetic Step.A. Gcibel
Berceuse .G. Delbruck
Triumphal March from “Aida” (Pipe Organ)
G. Verdi
Nocturne from Fantasie Impromptu, Op. 45
R. W. Oebhardt
Valse Venitienne (Violin & Piano) ..L. Ringuet
Life’s Golden Morn (Vocal).. .Hartwell-Jones
Be My Love. My Lady (Vocal). J. P. Ludebuehl
Under the Orange Blossoms... .H. Engelmann

EITHER BLACK OR TAN
16-inch.9 subscriptions

SUIT CASE, TAN OR RUSSET
24-inch.10 subscriptions

MATTING SUIT CASE
24-inch.5 subscriptions
26-inch.6 subscriptions
Sent by express (collect)

4!
41
4i
4i
4i
4i
4i
4i
-1
4'
4’
4'
4’
4
4
4'
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ETUDE

THE LAST WORD IN DICTIONARIES

MUSIC.

The “48” Locomobile, Six Cylinder Touring Car.

witlr

A

COMFORTABLE, roomy easy-chair,
for parlor, studio or porch. With or ..
rockers. Made of reed, natural finish (shel¬
laced), or stained Pullman Green, Silver Brown 01
Baronial (light golden oak).
Given for 9 subscribers, or two new
subscribers and $3.00 cash
Sent by freight only, charges collect.

SPECIAL RENEWAL OFFER
FOR JULY.
To every subscriber renewing during the month
of July and sending us $1.60, we will send THE
ETUDE for another twelve months and any one of
the following books, postpaid :
Any one volume of Mathews’ Standard Graded
Course of Study.
First Parlor Pieces. (34 selections.)
Modern Dance Album. (18 selections.)
Four Hand Parlor Pieces. (17 selections.)
Handel Album.
Musical Poems for Children. Hudson.
First Steps for the Piano. (Instructive.)
Singers’ Repertoire. (35 selections.)
This offer is good on new subscriptions also.

SEND ALL REMITTANCES TO

THEODORE PRESSER CO., 1712 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

1

THE
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New Publications
Sacred Duets
For All Voices and General Use
Price, 75 Cents
One of the best collections of sacra
duets. All combinations of voices are rep
resented in this volume. The duets ar
all original and by American composers
rsone have appeared in any previous vol
ume. There are numbers suited to all occa
sions, all melodious, artistic and beautifully
harmonized. It will prove a convenien
volume to have on hand, either for regula
or for emergency use.

Richard Wagner

Anthems of Prayer and
Praise

Life Stories of Great
Composers

A collection of anthems for general use
suited to either quartet or chorus choirs
and peculiarly adapted for volunteer choirs
pleasing and singable, of but moderate diffi
culty, varied in character.
This is the fifth and latest volume of
our highly successful series of anthem col
lections, of which more than 100,000 have
been sold. In this new volume we have
surpassed all our previous efforts. Severa
new and important features have been
added. The plates have all been especially

Price, $1.50
A comprehensive and interesting collec:
tion of musical biographies, prepared by
writers of international prominence. This
work is an effort to present to the reader
a means of observing how great life pur¬
poses have been reached through years of
careful preparation and earnest endeavor.
The work is-about 600 pages in length,
amply illustrated and prefaced bv a history
of music from Palestrina to the modern com¬
posers.

which means, by the use of two staves
instead of four, space is saved and sight
reading simplified, and with the result that

HIS LIFE AND WORKS
Price, $1*50

Tbe Young Virtuoso
A

Recital Album

NEW STUDIES

WE

FOR INTERMEDIATE AND
ADVANCED PLAYERS
STYLE AND TECHNIC

TEN MELODIOUS STUDIES

Advanced

Price, 50 Cents

Piannfnrfp Plavinri

EfffitjKBS

SSS«i©£*
Left Hand Recreation

Master Rules for Success¬
ful Piano Practice
Price, 15 Cents

FOR THE PIANOFORTE
Price. SO Cent,

The Two Students

g3Jji
i

Price.

By G. C. BENDER
Price, $1.00

Tone Stories

sssslisiss

For Boys and Girls to Play and Sing
By DANIEL ROWE

(IB
FOR SALE AT LOW ADVANCE PRIC

IN
biographical

preparatory TO complete school

P R ESS
letters

to

chil- :NEW

SEND FOR BULLETIN
POPULAR .ALBUM FOR THE

1LETTERS

FROM A MUSICIAN TO HIS
NEPHEW. E. M. Bowmann
]BACH ALBUM^R TO^PIANOFORTE.
’LAYING TWO AGAINST THREE. C. W. I
stion about New Works In Press see F

I Theo.

*AS IN A ROSE JAR
....
Key, C. Range, a—C.

.

Cadman

.50

Containing 26 Selections

*0’ER THE DREAMY BAY
Key, D flat. Range, d-F.

.

Phelan

.50

ANTHEM REPERTOIRE

JACQUEMINOTS.
Key, E flat. Range, b-E.
*LAND 0’ THE LEAL, THE
.
Key, C m. Range, a—C.
♦SHADOW-TOWN.
Key, E flat. Range, b—C.
♦ALL THE DAY.
Key, D. Range, a—D.
♦A TOKEN .
Key, C. Range, g—C.

.

Elliott

.50

.

Cauldron Rag
Irmcna Rag { A “°*PpH0'f25kce°e,s°nmber
Star & Garter Rag Waltz

.50

Jordan

MODEL ANTHEMS

IMPORTANT TO ORGANISTS

New Flagler Book

.50

Containing 20 Selections

—- VOLUME V.
50
.

Davis

.

Cantor

.50

Knox

.50

ANTHEM DEVOTION

NOW READY

.50

.

Containing 23 Selections

ANTHEM WORSHIP

Containing 17 Selections

^ Mr.^I. V. Flagler's series of popular^collecfifthvolume* AlTtlre proceeding numbers have
been great successes; the appearance of the
new volume has been eagerly anticipated.
Vol. V. contains 2. pieces, all composed or
arranged by Mr. Flagler, including new and
original numbers, and transcriptions from
Wagner, Liszt, Rubinstein, Mendelssohn and
others. All the pieces are of practical value
and playable, each is a musical gem, useful and
attractive.

.50

NEW ANTHEM COLLECTION

ANTHEMS OF PRAYER
AND PRAISE
For Quartet or Chorus Choirs Specially
Adapted for Volunteer Choirs,
for General Use.

White-Smith Music Publishing Co.
BOSTON: 62 and 64 Stanhope Street
CHICAGO: 316 So. Wabash A

B«.utm,i wait.
“The Maiden and The Mouse.” Elegaut two-.t.p“Hearts of Gold.” Fine litue „aiu.
“Rosebud Schottische-Caprice. ”
At all stores, or direct of us at 15c each,'

“EVM,Ins Dc-

THE ARTHUR BELLIKGER MUSIC CO., Battle Creek, MIek.

INTRODUCTION OFFERS
WE ANTICIPATE AND SUPPLY EVERY NEED IN MUSIC

Sound and itsRela- !
tion to Music

GRADED PIANO
COURSE

Pianoforte Duets for the Concert and Home
Price, $1.00.
As Implied by the title, a collection of
hands, others__11__
,
are gems. This will be a large and hand¬
some volume, substantially gotten up. The
pieces range in difficulty from Grades III
to V, with a preponderance of the lower
grades. This is one of the strongest and
most comprehensive collections of fourhand pieces ever compiled. Sight readers
"~J lovers of duet playing will find In this
me an abundance of material suited
heir especial needs.
THEO. PRESSER CO.. PHILADELPHIA PA.
PROFESSIONAL DIRECTORY on page 494
inserted 12 Times Before Half Million
Musical People for $15.00.

A handbook of acoustics as relating to music
that has been brought in line with the latest
discoveries and theories. The author has pre¬
sented the essential facts together with many
interesting experiments and helpful figures
and diagrams to make the principles clear. A
good text book for schools and colleges.
Bound in Cloth
.
.
$1.25

6
•

By William Harkness Arnold
reduced
French pronunciation to a comparatively few
fundamental principles, which can readily be
mastered by the earnest, intelligent student.
The clearest, most practical work on the sub¬
ject in the market.
Bound in Cloth
.
.
$1.00
Introduction Price, until Pub¬
lication, Postage Paid .
.50

‘S

H

Let us send our list of new octavo music, also
ur plan for sending "Octavo Music on Sale.’’
'
'
catalogue, containing many

THEODORE PRESSER CO.
PHILADELPHIA, PENNA.

EVERYONE INTERESTED IN MUSIC Sho^dpyh
GEO.

The Interpretation
of Piano Music
By Mary Venable
Studies in the notation of piano music, the
meaning of the various signs on the printed
page, and the means of realizing the effects
called for through the various forms of piano
technic. Full of helpful suggestions to teachers
and advanced students.
Bound in Cloth
.
$1.25
Introduction Price,until Pub¬
lication, Postage Paid .
. .65

CEO. L.
SPAULDING’S
NOTE-SPELLER

are expected tobereadv for the Fallt-aching season. Pricesauotcd
boston!1- mass. —

SPAULDING’S

This is a novel system of learning to read and write
the notes in music, and is destined to revolutionize
modern elementary methods.
If
ii you are learning to sing or to play the piano, organ,
organ.
violin, cornet, clarinet, flute, trombone or AN Y other
musical instrument, the “Note-Speller” will teach you to
read the notes accurately in a small fraction of the time
heretofore consumed, without in the least interfering with
your present routine of practice.
The “Note-Speller” will prove a most valuable adjunct
to. every course of musical instruction, being, in fact,
indispensable in the modern studio, class-room and kin¬
dergarten.
In one MONTH, students of the “Note-Speller” will
have leaped a YEAR ahead in their studies.
SOc-RECULAR PRICE-50C
To Readers of this Ad.-One Copy to a Person.

25c SPE«^rH,CE 2Sc

!Lcsheaz£z°pm account' th'+°sta*‘

OLIVER DITSON COM PA N Y

L.

NOTE-SPELLER

.65
THREE NEW MUSIC STUDENTS
LIBRARY VOLUME

Each of these volumes contains
of melodious anthems of modernt<
difficulty suited for general and
deluding standard and original
of CO
lth.___
The titles of the above collections are ar¬
ranged in the order of their d" "
the composers represented
Bamby, Buck, Danks, G "
Spinny. Gaul, Brackett,
Handel and Beethoven.

By Clarence G. Hamilton, A.M.

By Thomas Tapper
A preliminary book for the young beginner,
adapted for the special use of children. This
is not, however, a kindergarten book. We
predict a splendid success for this latest addi¬
tion to the course.
Price
....
$1.00
Introduction Price,until Pub¬
lication, Postage Paid .
. .30

French Diction for Sing¬
ers and Speakers

Price, 25 cts. each postpaid; $1.80
per dozen not postpaid. A sample
copy of all five for 75 cts.

Four-Hand Miscellany

‘ ‘The Daisy and The Rose. ”

Sabbath
anemones

} This piece of music will appeal to everybody, and should be
a very^nterSting teactfinVpiece. ’ Published for Piano^d
Organ. Price. fiOe. No stamps, please.
187 Mal»,’St'L?CGRATB MCSIS.W>„Ue. Moss.

These

Presser Co., Philadelphia. Pal

\

.50

The First Piano Book

Mistakes and Disputed Business Manual for Music
Points Jn Music
Teachers

AT THE

SMALLEST PRICE
POSSIBLE

♦O’ER FAIR PALERMO’S RIPPLING BAY .
. Strelezki
Key, D. Range, a—E. Key, E flat. Range, b—F.
CUDDLE DOON.
Key, E flat. Range, g—C.

NEW YORK: 13 East 17th Street

I

°

RAG-TI M E

TION BO<
Ragtime Instructor teaching hot
Vaudeville Plano Playing

.50

»!.»

Studies in Florid Song
By F. W. ROOT
Price. *1.00

Hamilton

ANTHEM
COLLECTIONS

*Also published for high voice.

Album of Four-Hand Pieces

^

.

♦CAPTIVE ROSE, THE ....
Key, D. Range, c—D.
♦SUNSET.
Ifou R flot Pqtwvn a_f1

Stories of Standard
Teaching Pieces
By DANIEL BLOOMFIELD
Price, 75 Cents.

BIRTH OF FLOWERS
GLOAMING
MEADOW BROOK
By Mail. 15 Cents each
Chas. E. Roat Music Co., Battle Creek, Mich.

Songs

DOUGLAS GORDON
....
Key, G. Range, a—D.
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3 FINE REVERIES

THESE

On Approval

Fifteen Melodious Studies for the Second
and Third Grades
FOR THE PIANOFORTE
GUSTAV LAZARUS
Op. 129
Price, $1.00
These studies are particularly intended
develop style, mechanism and fluency. Eu_
study offers a distinct technical problem,
the conscientious solution of which by conturned repetition of each separate figure ii
each hand separately will result in greal
benefit to the player. This book may b(
taken up to good advantage by advanced
second-grade pupils—pupils who are about
Sgiade* ™dr'f *de W°rk' ” Pre,’aring for

Price, 75 Cent.

KIlsi

SEND

Blto

Pronouncing Dictionary
of Musical Terms
Elementary School of

WILL

ETUDE

IVI.

Dent. T”

WITMARK

fit
48 WItmark Building,

SONS
NEW YORK

THE
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The

Musical Necessities
PUBLISHED BY

THE WILLIS MUSIC CO,W
ARNOLD, F.
CAD M A N, C.
opaaT,itei.25
CAMPBELL,
for the pianoforte .Y5
FISCHER, 0. H.'Vortoe pianoforte,01-0’-1 .60
GIESBACH, A/^tdLT^viid . .to
HOFFMAN,
So„natiaa - .»
HOGARTH, K/elTvenHsk"chef/^cisfor
pianoforte

-

1-26

KROEGER, E.

MINETTI,
EHRMANN, M.
EHRMANN, M. B.‘^LsteSd0,nfJtha8ury2'.oo
H A RT & REED, “Rid? “;”na |“n
QIC DT D C “ Foundation Studies,’’ selected
*11D111, T -from op> 42 and 43 ; for the voice 1.00

SIEBER,F.^‘“- - -so
SIEBER, F.v“a8'rs’.op- l13’ *0 fo!low. 2.oo
STAN BE RY, P.
.80
MIESSNER,W. 0.;&“sSku
.50
SURDO, J-o^rettafor^difltsVyoungpersorfs^.OO
SURD0,J.;“ncgh;^reg”-an°!ere“a .75
THOMPSON,A• S.“^bj-e™ftom tChe bibl’e .75
ELSENHEIME R,N.r£°”^“ °f tha ,00
FOGG, E.S.s®rons^eTTriSsfanf4C,rtts”.30
PIKE, H. H. Pike Anthem Book - - 1.00
BRAHM, S. tTheevViXfirst-b00^for.

TERSE FACTS for
BUSY TEACHERS
IT IS NOT POSSIBLE TO OVERESTIMATE
the value of having on hand a stock of music
(on sale) consisting of the best pieces for
instruction and recreation, as large as the
number of pupils demands, added to monthly,
by packages of new music or for special
needs as they arise. Settlement once a year.
TO CATER SUCCESSFULLY to the needs and
desires of a clientage of educators requires
peculiar conditions and advantages possessed
by but few houses.
THE HOUSE OF THEO. PRESSER has an experi¬
ence of over twenty-five years as publishers,
based on an intimate knowledge of the needs
of the profession, the result of actual work.
ATT Basis: — A large well selected stock of the
publications of all houses, American and Foreign
constantly added to, by the best of the new
of all publishers.

<1

GANTV00 RT, A.
GANTVOO RT, A.J.s^t0e,”2of.Sigh.t S!n.Bi;g0i
GANTVOO RT,
Sif
WEISHAUPT,W.C“ed method for w.
ALCHI N, C. A.^nL^c^nffoTtink tots”

A force of 150 efficient employees, drilled and
trained for our own particular business; That
over 80 per cent, of our employees of ten years
ago are still with us and 67 per cent, of five years
ago, are significant facts.

BRl X, S-t^rn6\^ird0uetsS?orn?rea^
brix,s.““and.

.

EVANS, F. S.Ste^0C vola°m1sreaSchdie-3 ^ G Rl M M, C. W.Pbrea|lLn«s £”he" GRIM M, C.W.g;£S£C

Publications for particular purposes selected
from the catalogs of the world, made into con¬
venient lists and sold as though our own pub¬
lication, at large discounts, is a sample of up-to-date
service furnished in one particular.

U c I I CD Q Selected Studies from op. 16, 45
■‘kLLE.n, O. 46^ 47j complete in 1 vol., cloth
HOFFMAN, F.Fi”m^iitdelirdPievi?sedayin8r ’

LAWRENCE, F.
LAWRENCE, F. L.RaT“ do^no
PETERS, W. M.M|“ethod.ofPiano. j
REUTLING,H. f*syCto dSit, 4 b^ks
REUTLING,H.s“Saa:a?r.'s’ ROBERSON,
VILL0I NG,A.Ru“L«Tec.hnic- SCHmE,L5jS2^5ySf^f^
SEDERBERG, H. &*%&*£££”
SQUIRE, V. B.Fi^oki™°. .
SQUI RE, V. B.s^tc15001-1 infan? .
VREDENBURG, A. G.p^™pf^E:
KERN, C. W.v^i^8^^™.
GRI M M, C. W.A^Ien“^Sj,frtS
GRIM M, C. W.SZJSt^
GRI M M, C. W. J1"”•dadiiatioii
.^KetdiSk
GRIMM,C.W.AaP—-—
isical terms
LEIGHTON, G. A.Ha™0°thy'at-ei' D-°
PETERS, W. M.Bla^?“ok w.ith Tid'
REUTLING, H Padf°"h0a0™oedss7Udd
SQUIRE, V. B. wnUngaBmo7su-

TO WHICH WE ADD:—
Large Discounts, the same upon “On Sale” as
upon regular orders.
Liberal Terms and Courteous Treatment.
Promptness in Filling Orders.
Accounts Solicited with any responsible pro¬
fessional musician.
Satisfaction Absolutely Guaranteed.
Catalogs, special lists, our system of dealing, information
on every subject connected with music, free for the asking.
Large or small orders receive exactly the same attention.
“ On Sale ” packages sent cheerfully, even though regula
orders or renewals of “ On Sale” packages are sent through
the local dealer.
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tinction of having been imitated and paralleled to
a greater extent than any other educational work
ever published.
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The Only Real Help
When the genial “Autocrat at the Breakfast Table

remarked,

“Everybody likes and respects self-made men. It is a great deal
better to be made in that way than not'to be made at all,” he made
a statement which one of Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes’ wholesome
wit might well have expanded with profit to all young men and
women. As a matter of fact, all great men have been self-made,
no matter how much they may have been helped by training received
through academic channels.
If a collegiate or a conservatory
training could make great men the world would be peopled with
characters so eminent that there would be scant room for their
activities. Much as we who have earned our living through teach¬
ing must respect systematized educational work, we cannot deny
the fact that even with the best of teachers the pupil will fail unless
he learns the great secret of how to help himself.
It is human to depend upon others. Students go to teachers
and to conservatories like so many empty bottles, expecting to have
an education literally poured into them. Perhaps this is the reason
why, out of the thousands and thousands of students who have
graduated from leading conservatories, only a few score have ever
reached large success.
More than this, there are hundreds of
instances of “Self-Help” students who have had little or no musical
training, but who have scaled the heights only to look down upon
hundreds who have been loaded down with so-called advantages.
If you can afford a good teacher, by all means have one, but do not
forget that you must remain just as much a self-help student with

EDUCATIONAL WORKS FOR SUMMER COURSES
THEORETICAL WORKS
PIANOFORTE STUDIES
FIRST YEAR HARMONY

MODERN HARMONY

By THOMAS TAPPER
Price, SI.00
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KRAUSE. EMU.
Op. 99. 1 a Tech,ileal Studies Tor the e<jual
develoament^of^beth hands .. .1

FIRST YEAR MELODY WRITING

a teacher as you were without one.
The Etude is now starting what its editors consider one of
the most important works it has yet undertaken. This is a cam¬
paign to help those who are trying to help themselves. Ever since
its inception The Etude has been a journal of self-help, self-help,
for those with teachers as well as those without teachers. The
teacher carinot even begin to include in the lesson all of the one
hundred and one things which the pupil should know, and which
only a magazine like The Etude can supply. Just now, however,
we are going to give special attention to this matter of self-help,
with a view of imparting new inspiration, new vigor, new industry
and new uplift to .thousands ofour readers who will be benefited
by it. This will culminate in one of the most vitalizing issues of
The Etude we have ever published—an issue that should make all
earnest students, music lovers and teachers teem with desire to
do newer, better and grander things. We want the influence of
this work to he as widespread as possible, and we hope that our
friends will publish this news among all their musical acquaintances.

TONAL COUNTERPOINT
The Fruits of Thrift
INTERMEDIATE AND ADVANCED GRADES

THE ELEMENTS OF HARMONY

SOME PRACTICAL THINGS IN
PIANO PLAYING
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The time is now here when musicians who have not been
provident during the winter find themselves in a somewhat pre¬
carious position.
Thanks to the summer schools which many
have had the foresight to organize, hundreds of teachers con¬
tinue their business through most of the summer, to the advan¬
tage of both their pupils and themselves.
Nevertheless, many
teachers feel pinched in the summer. The old fable of the ant and
the grasshopper is reversed, and those who have danced all winter
may be obliged to “squeeze” through the summer. If you have
not “set by” a nice little sum from your teaching work last winter,
now is the time to fix your mind upon the definite purpose of saving
for next year. There is no habit so commendable as saving, and

NO. 7

possibly no habit more enjoyable. The delight of seeing a little
bank account grow and grow, with the knowledge that every dollar
put in has been bought with some little sacrifice, is inexpressibly
great. Unfortunately, far too few teachers of music have culti¬
vated this habit. Saving does not necessarily mean saving dollars.
A dollar invested in really good hooks, good) music, good furniture
and good clothes is just as much an accumulation of capital as a
dollar invested in a savings bank. However, the dollar is the unit
of all thrift in our country, and the following from the National
Magazine is one of the most forceful presentations of the thrift
idea we have ever seen:
“A dollar—what is it ?

‘A piece of paper,’ says one.

than that.
“ ‘Circulating medium,’ says one.

No, more

No, more than that.

“That dollar is a part of my life. I worked hard yesterday
and earned a d’ollar. I might have spent it in a minute’s time and
been no richer for the investment, hut I did not spend it. It was
the only tangible thing I had out of the whole day’s existence.
The joy, the opportunity and the privileges of the day had gone
into the silence of the eternity that has passed. That dollar is my
yesterday. I may spend it and start to-morrow bankrupt. I may
keep it and to-morrow need not work at all, because my yesterday’s
dollar will pay for the services of one who may do the work better
than myself; or, I may work again to-morrow and the next day,
and the next, and save my yesterdays until I have long years of
yesterdays, strong and capable of toil, who shall labor for me and
keep me in comfort when my body is too weak to toil.”

Buying a Piano
Our attention has been continually called to various schemes
to induce unsuspecting purchasers to buy worthless pianos. Buy¬
ing a piano is a most important matter to many people. Considered
intrinsically, the piano is often the most expensive possession of
the owners. Involving as it does a considerable outlay of money,
we believe that the matter should be given unusual care. We can¬
not think that any of our readers could be gullible enough to be
caught by any catch-penny scheme, but we know that they are
coming in contact with many who may be considering the purchase
of a piano, and a word of advice may not be out of place.
The only way to purchase a piano is to go about it as you
would buy a house or any other expensive property. Induce an
expert, a real expert, to pass upon the worth of the materials used
in the piano, the workmanship and the reputation of the maker.
One of the favorite catch-penny schemes employed in some parts
jf the country to-day is to publish a puzzle, the answer of which
is as obvious as grass in July. The reader solves the absurd puzzle.
and sends in his reply. He receives in return a reward in the
shape of a “Discount Receipt” entitling him to $100 as part pay¬
ment upon the Bachhoven Piano or some other equally unknown
instrument. He may be very shrewd in all his other dealings, but
the combination of the fool puzzle and the Bachhoven Piano
proposition is too much. He examines it carefully through his
stove-lid spectacles, and apparently never dreams that the $100 is
a fictitious price added to the asking price for the sole purpose of
swindling him. This is only one of endless schemes which seem
to be adding to the millions of the gentlemen with cob-web con¬
sciences. Perhaps the American people really do want to be fooled.
We are told by New York detectives that the “gold-brick” swindle
is attempted nearly every day of the year in the “city of a billion
lights.”
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in the eighth century. Some have claimed that the
violin was derived from the Celtic crwth spoken of
by Bishop Fortunatus about the year 570. But in
his. description there is no mention of the use o the
ACTION IN EUROPE
bow If the crwth is considered as a bowed instru¬
ment, then any relation with the ravanastron would
By ARTHUR ELSON
have to date back to the Indo-Germamc origin of
the Celts But the evidence we have shows that the
bow was not used on the crwth until the eleventh
GEORGE SAND ON CHOPIN.
century. Before that time its cords were plucked,
In Der Merker, Lola Lorme draws, from letters of
like those of the rota. Notker, of St. Gallen, in the
George Sand, a personal picture of Chopin.
He is
tenth century, states that the rota and the Greek
musician and nothing else,” said the gifted novelist.
cithara were identical. Miss Kathleen Schlesinger s
“His thoughts can be expressed only in music. He
recent book on the subject indicates that bowing ac¬
is infinitely refined in delicacy and wit; but painting,
companied plucking before finally displacing it. The
sculpture, architecture, these are sealed books to him.
cithara family, as distinct from the lyre family, has
Michael Angelo worries him, Rubens irritates him.
its sounding board not quite flat, and has a separate
Everything that seems unusual to him makes him
back with perpendicular connections, like the mod¬
angry. He limits himself in the narrowest conven¬
ern guitar. M. Greilsamer accepts the theory that
tions—an anomaly, since his genius is the most
viols and violins were derived from the cithara,
original in music.”
which Miss Schlesinger bases on an eighth or ninth
A conversation by Delacroix on the reflex impres¬
century manuscript called the Utrecht psalter. Some
sions of color and tone merely brought Chopin, who
archaeologists trace this manuscript to Oriental
was improvising, to an unwilling pause. Resuming,
sources, and hold that it was copied from the
the composer again charmed his auditors, and George
famous library in Alexandria, burned in 638. In the
Sand pays further tribute to the subjective nature of
psalter are illustrations of the cithara, the rota, and
his genius. “Our eyes glow with soft light, she
an unknown instrument derived from the cithara by
writes, “at his sweet modulations. The tones suggest
the suppression of its columns (called Kerata and
the deep blue of a transparent summer night Light
Zugon) and the adding of a long body. In one in¬
clouds take fantastic shapes, covering the horizon;
stance it had frets. Miss Schlesinger holds that the
they veil the moon, which sends opalescent rays
bow was adopted for this instrument in the Orient,
through their shadowy folds and wakens the sleeping
and the use of bows on the rebec (rebab) makes this
colors. We dream of the night; we await the mghtseem probable. The rebec did not merge itself into
the viol family, but maintained a separate existence
“A heavenly song arises. The master knows well
almost to the nineteenth century—a second indica¬
whatf he does. He laughs at all those who try to pict¬
tion that the viols were not derived from it. The
ure men and things by imitative harmony. He ignores
slow development of bowing is ascribed to the fact
such petty ways. He knows that music is a human
feeling, a human expression. The soul thinks and that plucked-string tones carried farther than bowed
tones on the early instruments.
speaks. Man . . . expresses his feelings without
ever trying to express their cause.
MUSICAL NOVELTIES.
“When the nightingale begins to sing in the clear,
The opera industry is flourishing, as the following
starry night, the real master will depict in his tones
French summary proves. Massenet has finished
anything but the trills of the bird. He lets his music
“Roma,” while Faure is doing the same with “Penel¬
sing with the feelings that are aroused when one
ope.” Widor has begun “Nerta,” on a subject from
listens to the song of the nightingale. . . . tor
Mistral. Charpentier promises early sequels to
clearness of impression one needs the words of a
“Louise.” Reynaldo Hahn is finishing “Nausicaa”
song. With instruments alone the musical drama has
and “Le Dieu Bleu,” the latter a ballet. Fevrier
its own language, and is not to be translated by the
will set “Gismonda” and d’Annunzio’s “Le Nave.”
hearer. Music brings understanding tO ( the soul
Gabriel Dupont is composing “La Farce du Cuvier”
without making any explanation necessary.
and “Clytemnestra.” Xavier Leroux is working on
This is a strong plea for the subjective in program
“Grand’ Magnet,” a Mendes subject. Other works to
music which modern composers would do well to
come are Max d’Ollone’s “Retour” and “Jean,” Ed¬
heed. Strauss, and with him Nicode and Ritter, have
mond Malherbe’s “Madame Pierre” and “L’Emeute,”
led the world too far into the objective field. When
and Ernest Moret’s “Lorenzaccio.”
music tries to picture definite objects or events it is
Charles Pons scored a recent success with his twoalways at its weakest. Yet this tendency seems to
act comedy, “Le voile de Bonheur.” It treats of
have existed a long time. One may mention again
the story of a blind mandarin. He receives an elixir,
the Athenian who gave on his lyre a tone picture of
of which three drops will cure, while ten will blind
a tempest. “I have heard a better storm in a pot of
again. Restored secretly to sight, he finds a trusted
boiling water,” said the wit Dorian—whence our
friend false, a protege eager to rob him, his son
phrase, “a tempest in a teapot.” In later times we
lacking in respect, and his wife ready to turn unfind the objective idea still prominent, all the way
feathful; so he applies the rest of the elixir and
from Jannequin’s Paris street cries to the bleating
becomes blind again from choice.
sheep and upsetting boat of “Don Quixote.” Yet
Laparra’s “La Jota” deals with the Carlist wars.
music is always stronger in its subjective side, its
La Soledad, the Aragonese heroine, loves Juan, of
ability to express emotions. “Tasso, Lament and
Navarre, but the latter’s friends take him back to
Triumph,” is a sufficient outline for a program. One
fight with them. When the Navarrais attack the
may even confute Strauss with Strauss, for “Death Aragon town the inhabitants defend themselves in the
and Transfiguration” deals in emotions rather than
church. Juan is mortally wounded. La Soledad es¬
tone-pictures. Of course even absolute music should
capes from the priest Jago, who is inflamed with love
be emotional in style. Yet it needs no program, for
for her, only to be killed beside Juan by an explosion.
“music begins where language ends,” and speaks
German operas include “Die Weiberkrieg,” based
directly to our consciousness without any necessity
on the women’s defense of Schorndorf against the
for verbal explanation.
But the two objective
French in 1688; Reinhold Herrmann’s “Sundari,” on
tours de force of to-day need long printed explanations,
an East Indian legend; and “1870,” a setting of “La
and are not too convincing even then.
Debacle,” by Karl Weiss. The Hungarian ballet
What George Sand considered narrowness in
“Edelweiss,” by Ivan Hiivos, serves to help along
Chopin is almost a necessity for great composers. A
the revival in this form. Ravel’s “Daphnis and
genius should be wholly wrapped up in itself and
Chloe” is a Parisian contribution to the cause. Diefeel only passing interest in other matters. Life itself
penbrock’s incidental music to “Marsyas” may serve
is too short for the great ones, and we find a Bee¬
as a reminder of future possibilities in melodrama.
thoven saying that all he had written was as noth¬
“Una Sosta,” opera by Sereno d’Alba, was wildly
ing compar ed to what he planned in his last years.
praised by a Sicilian audience.
Modern civilization puts more and more tempta¬
In symphonies, Schubert’s fifth was sufficiently
tions in our way, so the need for concentration is
unknown to be classed as a novelty at Mannheim.
greater than ever.
More recent orchestral works include a suite by
THE ANCESTORS OF THE VIOLIN.
Dohnanyi, a symphony by Frank Choisy, two sym¬
phonic sketches, “Spring” and “Autumn,” by Leopold
In the Revue Mensuelle (S. I. M.) is an abstract
of a talk by Lucien Greilsamer on the precursors of van der Pals, and a symphony and ’cello concerto by
Julius Roentgen. String quartets by Guido Peters
the violin. The usual theory states that the violin
and Franz Mittler are considered noteworthy, also
is derived from the primitive ravanastron of India,
three idyls by Frank Bridge and Conrado del
which tradition describes as the invention of Ravana,
Campo’s “Caprichos Romanticos” for the same in¬
a mythical king of Ceylon. From this came the
struments.
Arabian rebab, which the Moors brought to Spain
MUSICAL THOUGHT AND
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.“At the opening of my season last year I intro¬
duced what I termed a piano orchestra. There were
in fact two piano orchestras. One was called the
Beethoven Orchestra and the other the Liszt Or¬
chestra. Each orchestra was composed of twelve
members. Six pianos were employed, with two per¬
formers at each instrument. Arrangements of Beet¬
hoven Symphony in E Flat (Eroica), Wagners
Tannhauser Overture, Greig’s Concerto in A minor
(Opus 16), Mendelssohn’s War March of Priests
(Athalie), Saint-Saens’ Second Concerto in G Minor,
Op 22; Cortege de Bacchus by Delibes and other
numbers. These I conducted as an orchestra is
conducted. In schools where two or more pianos
are located in the concert hall the piano orchestra
may be introduced with success. The music may be
arranged from piano duets and from six-hand ar¬
rangements.”
H. H. E.
“A short time ago my club of students decided to
have a Chopin Meeting. The president approached
me with the startling suggestion that the members
wanted a Chopin contest. Who ever heard of a Cho¬
pin contest? I was not willing to have my resource¬
fulness questioned, so I immediately devised one
which proved a success. Before the Chopin meeting
I secured as many sheets of music paper as there
were members in the club. On each sheet I wrote
ten examples four measures in length. The exam¬
ples were taken from the opening measures of Cho¬
pin’s best known works. These were numbered, and
the pupils were asked to write under each example
the name of the composition.
The Funeral march,
the E flat Nocturne and the Minute waltz were iden¬
tified at once by most of the Students. The other
selections added zest to the contest.”
I. D. B.

troubled with ‘nerves.’ I was one of the worst vic¬
tims. Fnally I became genuinely nervous and feared
a nervous breakdown. Thinking the matter over, I
commenced to see how very artificial my work really
made my life. Nature never intended anyone to
work in the way in which I was working—ten hours
a day, with barely time for meals. Then it was I de¬
cided to have a ‘rest hour’ every day. This hour I
spent partly in contemplation of beautiful thoughts
and partly in outdoor exercise when the weather
permitted. I sought a darkened room and laid flat
on my back and divorced my mind from anything
like worry for at least one-half an hour. I permitted
no one l^ptalk to me. As a wrinkle eraser and nerve
pacifier there is nothing like it. Before long I dis¬
covered that the world was full of friends and help¬
ers, and that they were the very people I had pre¬
viously regarded as enemies.”
A Master of Himself.
“The study of education as a separate study al¬
ways had a hold on me. I think that all teachers
would be better if they gave a little more thought to
the study of education entirely apart from those who
have made a specialty of teaching music. There are
general teaching principles which have been evolved
from the life work of the great pedagogs. ConseZT l’ l !
UP the self'study of education
through books procured at the library.
Kent’s
History of Education was especially helpful.
I
sincerely believe that this had the result of making
me a far better teacher of music.”
J. c. de B.

On the 3d of February, 1809, there was a gather¬
ing of the good fairies around the cradle of a little
child which had come to gladden the 'hearts of a
prominent Jewish family living in Hamburg. _
^
The child was to be “healthy, wealthy and wise;’
the great of the land should bow down before him;
as a poet and painter he was to have singular gifts;
as a musician he was to have the greater largess
of genius; to this rich endowment was to be added
a rare personality and the gentle art of making
friends.
...
T • t.
The father was the son of the famous Jewish
philosopher, Moses Mendelssohn, whom the great
German writer, Lessing, delighted to honor by tak¬
ing him as the model of the name hero in his
drama of Nathan the Wise.
Our Mendelssohn’s father was accustomed to say,
in fine irony: “Formerly I was the son of my
father—now I am the father of my son.
He ruled his family with the wisdom and severity
of one of the patriarchs of old, and his interesting
letters to his family prove that the reins of parental
government were never allowed to fall from his own
hands, even after his children had become inde¬
pendent artistic individualities.
The father, though himself presenting the anomaly
of a free-thinking Jew, had his children educated
according to the strict tenets of the Christian re¬
ligion. and at an early age they were all christened
in the evangelical faith. It was on this occasion
that the auspicious name of Felix (happy) was
given to the boy Upon whose brow genius had
already set her seal, and to the family name was
added that of Bartholdy, in order that it might be
distinguished from the widespreading family of the
Mendelssohns who had remained true to the Jewish
faith.
. ,
Although the father was not a practical musician,
he possessed a lively interest and keen understand¬
ing, and Felix once wrote to him; “I cannot com¬
prehend how it is possible to have so keen an
understanding of music without any technical
knowledge.”
THE MOTHER’S PART.
It was the mother who gave the children their
first five-minute piano lessons; whose prophetic
spirit soon discovered that the daughter Fanny had
“Bach Fugue fingers,” and that Felix would “un¬
doubtedly adopt music as his profession.” As soon
as these musical gifts were fully established the
children were given the best musical instruction
which Berlin had to offer, for when Felix was two
years old the family had left Hamburg and estab¬
lished themselves in Berlin.
Carl Friedrich Zelter was chosen as, the person
who was to initiate the embryo composer into the
mysteries of thorough bass and counterpoint, and,
however cut-and-dried his methods of instruction
may have been, they served to place Mendelssohn s
natural gifts upon a firm theoretical foundation.
But, above all. Zelter, who was a zealous collector
of Bach manuscripts, deserves the credit of having
brought the great Thuringen composer within the
ken of his precocious pupil—an inspiration which
had as direct an effect upon Mendelssohn’s musical
development as any definite scheme of instruction.
Zelter was too pedantic to realize that the pupil
soon became the master, and even after the boy had
won his spurs and set up an enduring monument
for himself in the overture to A Midsummer Night’s
Dream (1826), Zelter refused to acquiesce in the
decision of the father to leave the boy to work out
his own artistic salvation.
“Zelter sees the fish
swimming and imagines himself to be the one who
taught him.”

MENDELSSOHN’S VARIED TALENTS.
Although the tonal art usurped first place in- the
Mendelssohn household, the education of the chil¬
dren was not allowed to be marred by a one-sided
development. Hand, in hand with music went the
cultivation of the sister art of painting, and in this
Felix soon attained to an astonishing degree of
perfection.
On his various journeys he was always accompanied by a sketch-book, and many of the descrip¬
tions of people and places which he recorded in his

course with distinguished men and women, no one
stood so close to his real inner life, is so insepar¬
ably connected with his artistic development, as his
highly gifted sister Fanny. She had a keen mind,
a strong character and a deeply artistic nature, so
that she was able to exert a powerful influence on
the development of the brother, three years younger
than herself. In 1822 she writes: “Up to the present
time I possess his absolute confidence. I have seen
his talent develop step by step, and have in a certain
sense contributed to his musical education. I am
his only musical adviser, and he never puts a thought
upon paper without having first submitted it to me.
Her conspicuous musical gifts were just as care¬
fully cultivated as those of her brother, and in p'aying the piano there was always good-natured rivalry
between the two. She had an astounding gift of
memory, and when she was thirteen years old she
surprised her father by playing the twenty-four
Bach Preludes without notes. She also had a strong
creative vein, and it is a well-known fact that she
was the composer of a number of the Songs Without
Words. But for posterity her compositions seem to
be only a mild reflection of her brother’s stronger
musical nature, and they are far less important than
her letters. These mirror her rich soul life, and in
reading them it is easy to understand how she
gained such supremacy in her home and social
circles.
These two, so closely united in life, have not been
separated in death, and the ivy which has thrown
out its loving tendrils from one grave to another in
the old Dreifaltigskeit Cemetery in Berlin is but
symbolic of the tie that bound together the souls
of these two gifted natures through a short but
happy span of human life.
MOZART’S PRECOCITY.

diary and letters are pointed by clever pen-and-ink
sketches. Mendelssohn was what the Germans call
a gliickeskind ; whatever he, did he did extremely well,
whether it were drawing, painting, letter-writing,
verse-making, riding, dancing or swimming.
This latter sport grew to be a veritable cult; a
swimming club was organized and Karl Klingemann, the poet of the circle, wrote “swimming
ppems,” which Mendelssohn set to music, and which
were to be sung as they floated around in the swim¬
ming pool.
HELLENIC IDEALS.
.Thb education in the Mendelssohn family strived
toward the Hellenic ideal of a harmonic develop¬
ment of body and mind, and this was supplemented
by . the circle of distinguished and in;spirjn.g spirits
to whom this hospitable home was always open.
> ’ All of this created a most auspicious atmosphere
for the unfolding and development of the rich intel¬
lectual gifts of Felix—this “child of the sun.” His
youth fell just at the flowering period of the
romantic school of German literature, and the found¬
ing of the Royal University in Berlin had awakened
a rich social and intellectual life which has never
since been equalled.
FANNY MENDELSSOHN’S GREAT GIFTS.
However much the early years of Mendelssohn
were enriched by the versatile and inspiring inter¬

Like Mozart and Meyerbeer, Mendelssohn was so
precocious that he appeared as a concert pianist
when he was only nine years old. Even the mis¬
anthrope, Heinrich Heine, wrote of him at this time:
“Aside from the young Felix Mendelssohn, who,
according to the opinion of all the musicians, is a
prodigy and may become a second Mozart, I do not
know of a single musical genius among the living
autochthons of Berlin.”
When the boy Felix was eleven years' old his
regular creative activity began, and from the very
beginning his style was characterized by richness of
invention and chasteness of style. At this age he
had already written a violin sonata, two piano
sonatas, a little cantata, songs, male quartets, etc.
These youthful works were performed at the
“Sunday Musicales,” which were a regular feature
in the Mendelssohn home.
In 1825 the Mendelssohn family moved into a
house on the Leipzigerstrasse—a house which stood
as one of the landmarks of “old Berlin” until it was
torn down a few years ago to make room for the
magnificent building now occupied by the Prussian
House of Lords. In those early days of the last
century it was regarded as one of the most elegant
private palaces in Berlin, situated as it was in the
midst of a spacious garden, a remnant of the neigh¬
boring Thiergarten.
“SUNDAY MUSIC.”
A large pavilion in the garden, which accommo¬
dated several hundred people, was dedicated to the
cause of the “Sunday Music,” as it was known far
and wide in artistic circles. A small orchestra,
made up of players from the Royal Opera, was
engaged by Mendelssohn’s father, and Felix had the
double advantage of learning the exact nature and
effect of the various orchestral instruments, and of
being initiated into the practical duties of a con¬
ductor.
The summer months in this unique home formed
an uninterrupted holiday, full of music, poetiy, in¬
tellectual games, clever charades, masquerades and
theatricals, in all of which the chief figure was the
buoyant and beloved Felix. Together with some of
his younger friends, a little daily paper called the
Garden Journal was started, contributions for which
were to be placed in the drawer of a table which
stood in the pavilion. In the winter the paper was
continued under the name of Snow and Tea Journal,
and even so distinguished a personage as Alexander
von Humboldt did not disdain to contribute to the
scintillating columns.
(Another phase of Mendelssohn’s youth will appear
mem month.)
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keyboard and encourage the pupil to answer as
rapidly as possible, giving the name of the piano
keys G, D, E, F, etc. Confine yourself to teaching
the white piano keys at this first lesson. Do not
discuss the black piano keys, the sharps and flats,
etc., and do not attempt to give the names of the
relative octaves, such as Great C or two-lined B,
until a later lesson. About twenty minutes can very
easily be consumed in the foregoing drill.

(1778-1837), whose sonata

STSSp miS £y t»t=s.. th= <** pl>«< -a,

iSySr of .he work that erne uoder

When Johann Sebastian Bach (1685-1750) aged ten
passed under the care of his elder brother Johann
Christoph (1671-1721), not to be confounded with his
uncle of the same Christian name, he studied the clavi¬
chord and harpsichord, besides the organ. At that time
the organ was well developed, for Germany and Hol¬
land possessed quite a few organ builders of more
than local fame, such men as Christian Former, of
Wettin; Schnitker, of Hamburg, and Bernard Schmidt,
the latter going to England in the year of the restora¬
tion of Charles II, where he became known as Father
Smith. But it was a different proposition as regards
the clavichord, precursor of the spinet and piano, and
of the harpsichord, which instrument, according to
Couperin le Grand, a man of knowledge and authority,
had “ Brilliancy and clearness by far superior to that
of other instruments,” while some English commentator
likened its tones to “a scratch with a sound at the end
of it.”
Heavy or light pressure upon the keys of the harpsi¬
chord (clavecin) did not alter the quality of tone, but
some of the harpsichords had two keyboards, one for
the loud and one for the soft tones. One of that kind
was owned by Bach, who developed upon it as com¬
pensation for its lack of sustaining power—the orna¬
ments, called manieren by the Germans and Agremens
by the French—so plentiful in his works. As re¬
gards the clavichord: After one Daniel Faber had in¬
creased its size and power, it interested Johann Se¬
bastian Bach so far as to apply equal temperament in
tuning it; and to prove that his theory was correct
he wrote, in 1722, the first twenty-four Preludes and
Fugues which he named “Das Wohltemperirte Clavier.”
Many of his best • thoughts were first reproduced on
that instrument, but his pupils had to give much time
and attention to the variety of tone-gradations which
he considered possible to produce on a harpsichord
after assiduous study; as far as the pianoforte was
concerned (which instrument first saw daylight in
1711) ; Bach had no use for it.
BACH AND POLYPHONY.
At that time the Netherlanders, later the Italians,
had a full grip on the canonic form which gave
great symmetry to a composition, destroying, however,
all freedom of movement and tonal variety; so when
Bach developed the fugue by inspiring it with soul¬
fulness and intellect, he not only lifted that form to
the highest perfection, but gave us also a lesson in
rhythm, melody and art of developing the harmonic
element. With Bach the polyphonic style was pre¬
eminently first, and it meant the combined use of
rnany voices in a manner so precise as not to over¬
look the smallest condition of their relation toward
each other. To put into concise language the opinion
of an old master, by polyphonic movement should be
understood only such as presents voices led in mixed
counterpoint, each voice retaining its independent in¬
dividual melodic and rhythmic flow, thus appearing as
the principal voice. This emphasizes the fact that in
polyphonic music each voice or part has its own im¬
portance, while in homophonic music only one voice,
the principal, is of any value, the other voices serving
merely the purpose of giving it a harmonic and
rhythmic zest. Thus Bach taught us absolute pre¬
cision, the lack of which can be easily perceived nowa¬
days in all conceptions and definitions excepting the
purely logical and mathematical.
. His third son, Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach (17141788), though a versatile composer, did not shine in
vocal or orchestral music, and such men as Burney
(1726-1814), Reichart (1752-1814) and others were not
slow in pointing out his weakness. In his clavier music,
however, Emanuel looms up original and with inex¬
haustible variety; it is not contrapuntal or fugal music
like his father’s, though he could write most charming
and ingenious canons, as well as excellent fugues,

He was one of the first to combine two or three move¬
ments of varied character under the head of “Sonata,”
and it was this style that led Haydn, Mozart and Bee¬
thoven to great achievements in compositions of similar
character.
I speak particularly of the Sonata in preference to
the Fantasia, Impromptu or other forms so common
because the Sonata is the highest type of composition,
calling for a most intellectual comprehension of the
composer’s thoughts on the part of the interpreter.
These sonatas of Philipp Emanuel Bach have been
called by some writers “preparatory attempts,” yet they
differ so greatly from each other as to make it im¬
possible to find two of similar character; furthermore,
they abound in feeling—a rare merit in those days—
in spirit and great brilliancy; they present also an ad¬
vancement over Scarlatti (1683-1757) in the care with
which Bach filled out the form with valuable embellish¬
ments, the rendition of which he discusses in , his“Essays on the true manner of playing the clavier.”
THE INTRODUCTION OF EMBELLISHMENTS.
A few words here about these Manieren or embellish¬
ments, so numerous in the old masters, and so little
understood! Their rendition is covered by a simple
rule well exemplified in one of the volumes of Lebert
and Stark’s Method, also in Dannreuther’s “Musical
Ornamentation,” Part II, and demonstrating on lines
ancient and classic that all embellishing notes belong
to the next following principal note curtailed in value
by the embellishments that precede it. These embellish¬
ments are never to be considered as attachments be¬
longing to the preceding note, and are played together
with the bass or other parts in place of the following
principal note. Here is an example of an Anschlag
by Philipp Emanuel Bach, and the manner of its ren¬
dition :

Now as regards the sonatas of Haydn (1732-1809)
and Mozart (1756-1791), excepting the two in E flat
(B. & H. edition. Nos. 1 and 3) and the one in F (B.
& H., No. 17) by Haydn, all his other sonatas, as well,
as all of Mozart’s without exception, were written dur¬
ing the lifetime of Philipp Emanuel Bach, who, we
must not forget, was well appreciated by Frederick the
Great, though it does not prove that Philipp Emanuel
thought much of the royal flutist.
Haydn enriched orchestral as well as clavier music
with humor and mirth, but never stepped outside of his
Croation individuality attuned to the good-natured
(gemuthlich) Austrian style of composition, keeping in
close touch with the impressions received in his early
youth from Philipp Emanuel Bach's first six sonatas,
written in 1742 and dedicated to Frederick II, the
Great. This much, however, may be added—that
Haydn’s changes reach beyond the art of Philipp
Emanuel; for while the latter is mostly satisfied with
rhythmic variations in the melodic upper, voice, the
accompanying part in left hand remaining unchanged,
Haydn delves with magic hand into the'makeup of the
themes and transforms them in their repetitions into
something entirely new.
MOZART’S INNOVATIONS.
Different from this man who introduced the minuet
into the symphony and whose development of the sonata
form was of consequence is Mozart. Here we have
temperament and exquisite grace to reckon with, and
even his greatest rival, Muzio Clementi (1752-1832),
was not slow in declaring he had never heard any one
play with such soulful charm as Mozart. Thus we
come face to face with the greatest innovator of the
modern musical era. With Mozart expression of

Siting; there hasten too much modish music, full
of wild and crazy punctuations. tra™g“
,
nevertheless, his sonatas present rich varieties
cognate thought in perfect symmetry and of admir¬
able articulation, all of which is a great lesson in th
charm that does not overwhelm, but impresses us with
the totality of Mozart’s artistic character. Wolfgang
Amadeus Mozart instilled into the Viennese the cantabile style and natural elegance which were lost sight
of by encroachments, developments
^hat-"ot. °n
the part of men like Moscheles (1794-1870), Steibelt
(1765-1823), Kalkbrenner (1788-1849), Herz (18061888) and Czerny (1791-1857). They placed technic
above all else, crowding out with superficial bravura
effects soulful pianism and the spiritual element in
composition.
,, ,
Another pre-Beethovenian composer who should be
mentioned here, though none of his sonatas were
epoch-makers, is Johann Ladislaus Dussek (1761-1812);
out of his thirty-two sonatas the one in F sharp minor,
Op. 61, and that in A flat, Op. 70 (le re tour & Pans)
stand forth prominently on account of a greater fullness in their makeup, including occasional outbursts
of bold modulations unlooked for in those days.
BEETHOVEN’S GREAT ADVANCE.
With Beethoven (1770-1827) the sonata form that
had been established by Philipp Emanuel Bacli and in¬
stilled with, the individuality of Haydn and Mozart
becomes welded into a more perfect union. As a rule,
a sonata of Beethoven’s period contains three or even
four movements, a few of them having but two. Lud¬
wig van Beethoven’s sonatas excel in their wealth of
material, sublime thoughts and deep feeling, and his
manifold and free use of it all stamps it absolutely
as the outpouring of a great master who gave his very
best, besides widening and deeping the form. Fetis
(1784-1871), director of the Royal Conservatory at
Brussels, the very learned writer of a dictionary and
some other works, would have taken a hand in cor¬
recting some of Beethoven’s rhythmical and harmonic
vagaries; the schoolmaster was abroad, and could not
consider things as did Moritz Hauptmann (1792-1868),
who said, wisely, that “a rule is just the subordination
of the accidental to the essential,” and so if these
transgressions of rules were corrected only greater
faults would be the result. In other words, Beethoven
felt his mastership and disposed in a masterly, as well
as masterful, fashion of rules which the dictates of
theorists would have imposed on him.
Now as regards his contemporaries: Hummel wrote
nine sonatas, which, like the sixty-four of Muzio Cle¬
menti, are things of the past; seldom, if ever, quoted.
Joseph Woelfl (1772-1812), whose technic was a marvel
a century ago, wrote over forty sonatas, and Johann
Baptiste Cramer (1771-1858), fifty of whose studies
were resurrected by Hans von Bulow (1830-1894), left
one hundred and five sonatas, all of them absolutely
forgotten.
Since. Beethoven other masters have cultivated the
sonata style, but' with what kind of success? Carl
Maria von Weber (1786-1826) left us four sonatas
(Op. 24, 39, 49 and 70) of lively, dramatic contents
bat wanting in thematic development; they call, how¬
ever, for the virtuosity of Hummel and a technic of
Beethoven’s epoch. The rondo finale of the sonata in
E, Op. 24,, is best known on account of its presto move¬
ment, which has been dubbed “perpetuum mobile" by
sensational virtuosi; Tschaikowsky (1840-1893) added
to their labors by transcribing it for the left hand
Of Franz Schubert (1797-1828), who wrote ten sonatas,
we hear much oftener his fantasias. Op. 15 and 78
while Mendelssohn’s three sonatas (Op. 6, 105 and 1061.
though carefully written, rewritten and polished in
the purest piano style, are not particularly impressive
and hardly ever played. Robert Schumann (1810-18561
"™.was but a fe"’ months the junior of Chopin (18101849) possessed _ an active, impressionable intellect,
capable of assimilating the dramatic style of Weber
with Chopin’s chromatic progressions and constant
rhythmic variations which led to an original style of
absolutely different from that of any other
composer. Excepting the very original sonata, Op 14.
known as the concerto for piano solo, he presents,
however, nothing of importance in the five other
S0?^ Vs‘e/,i,undei;
n> 22 and 118(PartIIof this valuable article will appear next month.)
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THE VERY FIRST LESSONS AT THE PIANO
By

RUDOLF

PALME

(Translated by F. S. LAW)

SECOND PART.
In the case of older pupils taking one-hour les¬
sons, this second part of Lesson I may be given at
the same time. With young children it will be found
advisable to give the lesson at a little later time.
CORRECT POSITION AT THE KEYBOARD.

[Editok’s Note.—In presenting portions of Rudolf
Palme’s “Der Klavieruntericht im Ersten Monat (The
First Lessons in Pianoforte-Flaying), especially arranged,
enlarged and adapted to American conditions by American
musical educational experts, we believe that we are giving
mil- teacher readers some very desirable belps. Unfor¬
tunately only a small portion of this intcresting work is
suitable for journalistic use. One of the faults of American
musical education is that there is no systematic method of
procedure introduced at the very first lessons.
There are few teachers who attempt to instruct those
pupils who expect to teach just how to go about it. Ihese
young aspirants are given the conventional musical nam¬
ing. Later on they announce themselves as “teachers, ana
tli« first pupils who come to them suffer accordingly. After
many years of blundering they form some sort of a plan, and
frequently that plan is a very good one for the teachers
needs. But what of the pupils with whom they have ex¬
perimented? Have they not some right to expect a good
musical training at the outstart? There are other teachers
who are recruited from the ranks of necessity—that is,
thousands of people who have had good musical educations
in their vouths find themselves in a position later in life
where they are unexpectedly obliged to earn their own
livings. Naturally they think first of their musical assets
and desire to become teachers.
,. .
The question then is, “How to go about it. There is then
obvious need for a work to serve as a kind of guide for the
teacher who desires to give the first lessons in a systematic
manner. In seeking such a guide we discovered the’work
from which the following extract is made. It presented in
a very compact form much the same kind of instruction as
is given in many of the foremost German music schools. It
at best is only an outline. No teacher should follow any
outline blindly. The material should always be adapted to
the immediate needs of the teacher as well as those of the
pupil. This first lesson is divided into two parts. In Ger¬
many the lesson was given as a whole at one period. In
America, however, few pupils will be found who would not
find this ldsson too long.]
LESSON I.
EXPLAINING THE NATURE OF THE PIANO TO THE
PUPIL.
The teacher will find it advantageous at the start
to satisfy the natural curiosity of the pupil, and at
the same time to stimulate a direct interest, by
introducing him to the instrument itself. The dif¬
ferent kinds of pianos—grand, square and uprightmay be described to the pupil who is unfamiliar
with them. The teacher may also tell older pupils
something of the interesting evolution of the piano
from the harp, the dulcimer, the harpsichord and the
clavichord to our modern instruments. Full details
may be obtained from any standard musical history.
THE MECHANISM OF THE PIANO.
It is not necessary to explain more than the main
parts of the mechanism at first. The pupils should
see how the hammers fly against the wires when the
keys are depressed; how the dampers remain away
from the wires as long as the piano keys are pressed
down; how all the dampers may be held up at one
time by pressing down the sustaining (miscalled
“loud”) pedal; how each hammer strikes two or
three wires, as the case may be; how the soft pedal
operates in the upright piano by bringing the ham¬
mers nearer the piano keys—in the square piano by
bringing a'strip of felt against the wires, and in the
grand piano by moving the whole body of the ham¬
mers slightly to one side, so that only one wire is
struck by a hammer, instead of three or two. This
little talk should be made as interesting and as lively
as possible. It should not require more than five
minutes at the most.
TESTS IN EAR TRAINING.
The pupil should be made to realize from the start
that music is the art which reaches the mind through
the ears. The necessity for training the sense of
hearing should be strongly emphasized. Have the
pupil stand with his back to the instrument. Strike
a number of tones and have him distinguish which
are high and which are low. Continue this method
of musical measurement until the pupil can tell
whether two given tones are very far apart or very
near together. Next request him to determine the
degrees of force of a series of tones played on the

keyboard, soft, very soft, loud, very loud, etc. Five
minutes may be very profitably spent in this indispensable exercise of the hearing faculties of young
pupils.
EXPLAINING THE KEYBOARD.
It is of greatest importance for the pupil to^get
an exact and comprehensive knowledge of the “lay
of the piano keys” at the very beginning of his work.
The teacher should examine the pupil and crossexamine him until he is sure that there is no possible
doubt that the pupil knows the names and relative
positions of the piano keys from one end of the
keyboard to the other. By doing this an infinite
amount of confusion may be saved in the future.
Show that the piano keys are not all of the same
shape, and that they do not lie in the same position.
They are divided into two classes: white piano keys
and black piano keys. The white piano keys are
longer and broader than the black piano keys. The
white piano keys follow each other in regular order;
the black piano keys are arranged in groups of twos
and threes. Each piano key gives one tone only.
In writing music the names of the principal tones
A B C D E F G
This series of letters forms what is known as the
musical alphabet. It is applied to the white piano
keys in their regular order. Point out that A is
always the piano key just to the left of the^top
black piano key of the group of three. The pupil
should now be put through the following course:
C
The white piano key to the left of the two black
piano keys is called C—shows all Cs on the keyboard.
E
The white piano key to the right of the two black
piano keys is called E—show all E’s on the key¬
board. Strike E and C and have the pupil name
them with back turned to the keyboard until you are
positive that the pupil recognizes both the sound of
the tone and the position of the piano key.
D
D is found between the two black piano keys.
Point out all the D’s on the keyboard. Have the
pupil strike at command E, D and C. Have the
pupil stand with back to the keyboard and name the
tones as you strike them in different octaves. This
may be a little difficult at first, but it can be accom¬
plished, much to the pupil’s benefit, if you persist.
Similar ear-training exercises may be attempted at
the teacher’s discretion in connection with the fol¬
lowing exercises.
F
The piano key to the left of the three black piano
keys is F. Ask the pupil the following questions:
What white piano key already learned is next
to F?
What piano keys are on each side of E?
What piano keys are on each side of D?
Show me four E’s on the keybdard, four D’s, four
C’s, four F’s.
B
The white piano key to the right of the three
black piano keys is B. Point out all B’s. Employ
similar questions and ear-training exercises as those
given with other letters.
G AND A
G and A are found between F and B; G above F,
A below B. Show all the G’s; all the A’s. Strike
many piano keys at random in different parts of the

The player should sit directly before the middle
of the keyboard, so that the hands can reach all the
necessary piano keys. A good method of measuring
this is to place the pupil directly in front of the
piano key E, which is found under the name of the
maker of the instrument. Eminent pianists lay great
stress upon the necessity for sitting in exactly the
same place every time. By doing this the pupil
comes to possess a kind of automatic means of
measuring distances by which is destroyed at once
the bad habit of sitting in a different position at
different times.
THE HEIGHT OF THE SEAT.
Modern authorities differ greatly upon this matter,
but the best height is that which is a compromise
of extremes. The seat should be at such a height
that when the curved finger tips rest on the white
piano keys and the arms hang easily and naturally
from the shoulders, the elbows may be a little higher
than the level of the keyboard. As the pupil grows
physically the seat may be lowered until the elbows
are on a level with the white piano keys.
The forearm makes a slightly obtuse angle with
the upper arm; the latter inclines forward, while
the forearm is held at a right angle with the body.
A COMFORTABLE SEAT.
Generally speaking, the keyboards of most pianos
are too high to enable the player to assume a really
natural position. Consequently the seat has to be
elevated. This is especially the case with upright
pianos. Since the seat should support the player
firmly and securely, a chair is preferable to a piano
stool. If the pupil’s feet do not reach the floor, a
foot-stool should be provided. This is more im¬
portant than it may at first appear, because if the
feet of children are not given this rest a serious
strain upon the spine results.
THE POSITION OF THE BODY AND THE ARMS.
The body should assume an erect, unconstrained
position, and not be allowed to sway to and fro
during playing. The arms should hang easily by
the sides. The forearm should form a straight line
with the wrist. The middle finger of the hand, when
placed on the keyboard, should be parallel with the
edge of the piano keys. The tips of the other
fingers form an arc on the keyboard.
The outer part of the hand, toward the fourth and
fifth fingers, should be raised somewhat, so that the
inner part may sink slightly. This enables the
fourth and fifth fingers to strike with greater free¬
dom, and also facilitates the putting under of the
thumb in running passages.
THE POSITION OF THE THUMB.
The first joints of the four fingers are best when
held at right angles to the piano keys. The thumb
is held rather close to the second finger, but with¬
out touching it. The thumb extends slightly down¬
ward at a slight angle to the hand, and falls on the
piano key with its end joint, without in the least
bending the wrist. In this position the thumb and
the little finger will be on the same line on the key¬
board; the second and fourth fingers will be upon a
similar line a little in advance of the two, while the
third finger is a trifle in advance of all.
The shape of the hand upon the keyboard will
depend much upon the shape of individual hands.
Pupils with long, bony fingers will find that their
hands appear much higher upon the keyboard than
those with short, stubby fingers. The interior
(palm) of the hand approaches the most commonly
accepted position when it assumes the shape of a
dome or inverted bowl.
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looseness mqst be retained throughout, and whenever compromised in the least, should be immediately corrected.
EXERCISE FOR TOUCH I.
RAISING AND LOWERING THE FINGERS.
The following model is for the teacher’s assistIt indicates in notation how the Exercise for
T (Mil'll T
Ti
Sustain

The teacher should take the same care with the
left hand. Frequently this is neglected, and many
young pupils who can boast of an excellent righthand position have a left hand , which is never in
satisfactory position. The following shows a de¬
sirable position for the left hand:

Play the Quarter notes.

This example shows only the position for the
second finger., When other playing fingers are used
the chord to be sustained changes accordingly.
The following shows the notes sustained when the
left hand is Used:
Sustain
,
tne
f 4 Chord.

Play the Quarter notes.
3

It is best to commence with the second finger,
since it is the easiest finger to use in a stroke.
When the teacher says “One,” the pupil raises the
finger at once from the metacarpal joint (the joint
connecting the finger with the hand) as high as
possible without changing the position of the hand,
at least somewhat higher than the height of the
black piano keys.

th hlnrf E l° ^onstrate the proper position of
the hand to the pupil I have him let his right hand
hang loosely from the shoulder to the finger tips,
then take his right hand from above in my left
raise it to some distance above the keyboard and
put my right hand under his wrist, so that the enti-e
weight of his hand rests upon my forefinger. While
ah ow >rrnSJhe
n6d conditions of Ws hand I
allow it t6 sink gradually, until, at first the middle
finger touches a white key; then in succession the
second and fourth, and finally the thumb and the
. e finger all rest upon the keyboard. At last the
:vi
I""?'"? the fingers tlpon the piano keys
h/nrf
their joints to bend until the back of the
H " ?uSTeS,US pr0per curved Position. At all
t mes the hand must be unconstrained and relaxed.
PREPARATION FOR EXERCISE IN TOUCH
(Practically all of the exercises in this book mav
be practiced at a table if the teacher prefers )
7
sufficient 6X,TSe fo.r Position has been practiced
sufficiently and the position approved by the teacher
attained, the pupil should be able to assume it
dowWyfi a"d aCCl,rateIy' Next Iet the pupil press
down five contiguous keys. The most convenient

n:vhe

cto
mJddle °f the p-S
mini! f ii ? de.r t0 keep the k6ys depressed, most
pupils fall into the error of pressing with the hand
and :wrist as well as with the ' fingers. This
variably results in strain in connection with the
following exercises. It must be 'sedulously avoided
JenreT'fh f ^
armis puite sufficient to
depress the fingers. The arm itself must feel per
fectly loose at all times.
. ' '
P
. ,™S, is Particularly important, as otherwise the
touch becpmes hard and stiff and the muscles soon
become fatigued. In order to draw the attention of
the learner to the sensation of a.loose wrist I have
him p_ ace his hand on the keys in the playing posi¬
tion, but without pressing them down. Then I take
his wrist between my thumb and forefinger and
move it gently up and down, at first only a trifle
keeP the Prescribed position of
the fingers. The hand, as well as the forearm, must
follow this movement in perfect freedom, with no
Part °f the pupi,; the elbow re!
^ This practice must be kept up until
the wrist is thoroughly loose and independent, while
the position of the hand and fingers is not disturbed
and it should be repeated in every lesson of this
first series. In the practice of all exercises this

THE

3. That the correct position of all other parts
should not be altered.
With weak or over-stiff muscles the teacher will
find it advisable at the start to hold the pupil’s hand
in his own, in order to direct the attention to his
fingers until the latter is able to control them bv
his own will power. To this end let the teacher
take the right hand of the pupil, placing the thumb
of his own right hand under the learner's wrist and
letting his other fingers rest on the back of tht
child’s hand, thus keeping the metacarpal joints in
the proper position.
In order to show him the necessity f this unac¬
customed position of the metacarpa1
.ints which
is the chief difficulty in his practice.
him place
his hand loosely in the correct positi
at the key¬
board. Then let the teacher press d
,, the meta¬
carpal joint of the middle finger w
one hand
while with the other he lifts the finger
the middle
joint high in the air and suddenly !
jt drop on
the piano key. Do this several ti,
and wit])
other fingers, until the pupil notes th
'.isticity of
the finger and the strength with which
falls. Then
let the teacher put his forefinger m
the same
metacarpal joint, so that it stands ,
;n a faulty
manner, and let the finger drop similai
The ounii
will immediately notice the weak, in,
-1VC stroke
which barely touches the key, not to
tk of nrn.
ducing a tone.
To help him in raising the fourth an,!
have him press down live finger- :
Jet the teacher take the finger he de-r
between two of his own fingers am!
causing it to go through with the ,
twelve times in succession, slowly and
but w.thout strain. Immediately after ,

ftl, fineers
r Th J
, exercise
it high
, r actf0„
-!, energy
the pUpj|

generaTvryath'°U8h
Same procodl,r<
generaHy an improvement will be perm

^iself, and
,! which
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(Scene from "Atda"-Abom Production)

CORRECT POSITION FOR THE SECOND FINGER WHEN RAISED.
IN THIS ILLUSTRATION THE THUMB IS HELD AT ONE
SIDE TO SHOW FINGER POSITION MORE CLEARLY.
The other two joints, during and after this move¬
ment, remain perfectly quiet, neither stretched out
nor drawn together, two faults which appear with
every beginner and which must always be corrected
I"J+8 pos'tlon the finger remains immovable, until
kev wTth rried finfer faHs quick!y
the piano
key with the fleshy end, not with the nai’ and wH.
sufficient force to produce a moderately st’rong tone,
ihis is done often with each finger to secure a cer
am correctness, at least ten times, and in the fol
lowing order:.* 3, 4, 1. The teacher may separate
h,s counts by a long or by a short interval accord
theiJ0resnCret
tl°n:piano
^ keys. n0t engaged hoId
tiieir respective
The greatest difficulty is caused by the fourth
finger. Generally speaking, the beginner can hard J
lift this finger from the piano key; it must 'there
fingeerrseuntViI It™ n'riJe saf Vh'gh° ^ ^
,u
•
°f th foUr fin^ers should not be seer
otherwise the position is incorrect. The thumw’
quires especial attention; it must rise from 't

observe !he

Ca*fully

always* take* the^Mrane
ment is in the me’acarpal joint, and that the keTk
struck exactly in the middle.
y IS
2. That, the finger should execute everv m„
ment quickly and with energy but that it «h m
be perfectly quiet before anT after tvlyIT
TI,,re sh„„,d b. ,
p„>e >fVerM.,

VERDI’S EGYPTIAN OPERA “AIDA”

ORDER OF PRACTICE.
(alway^ffiw).f0P t0UCh Wilh each si:
3 Studvinif? LhC natl’re of the piano.
backward °f ^ mUSlCal a!phabet. for

finSer

,rd and

S.' Eardfr°f •He names of ‘be keys,
ance).
aimng’ hlgh and
(with family assist-

“AS THE TWIG IS I

Tis education' forma^th1 tbe trec s lnclln,,(i:
In these
ihe comn>on mind."
wbat is probablyntheA,'eXander Pope Save the w0
written. On yot,r
Ueducati°nal epigram e
summer and j„ the f
through the woods in
to observe how some of th°U»
have f,ne chan
assume odd and oftel a- he ta,Iest and s‘oueest tr
did not come when t.dlstor,cd shapes. These sha
growth. They dale
,tT(*s had attained their
‘be forest giant was hSlapling SUge' W‘
A11 those who hoy U
°re than a twig,
ing of little human6/0' ^ W‘tb tbe musical tra
Wbat seems insignific/l'fSh°Uld rementber tl
PQrtant. For insg''Can/ >s often really very i
‘o Perform mechanically '?* 'm,*'? °ne is permit'
p ayer all of if
”:all> 't will be a machine-1
gardening done bv «
°U have seen ‘be fantas
which a tree is tnine'/™6 've,]'nieauing workers
what not. ThVridI°'0ok'ikeadog,abird,
Jbing to prevent the tree .
to be doing *ve'
Tbis resembles the
«‘s normal shai
Tbe first thing the teo
°f many m«sic teache
‘he natural inclinat;on h.er. shoidd do is to consid
to develop this inclination^*

and then pr0Ce

GREAT SINGERS IN “AIDA.”
The cast of characters in
Aida: Aida (soprano), Amneris (mezzo-soprano), Radames (tenor), Amonasro (bar¬
itone), Ramphis (bass). The
King (bass), A Messenger
(tenor). In addition to this
there are a large number of
supernumeraries and chorus
members, priests, priestesses,
ministers, captains, soldiers,
officials,
Ethiopian
slaves,
Kellogg.
prisoners and populace. Of
the singers who took part in
the first productions of the opera at Cairo and at
Milan none are known to American readers of the
present day. The first production in New York
'(November 26, 1873) included at least three singers
who .will not be forgotten in America for a long
time to come. These were Anna Louise Carey,
(Amneris), Italio Campanini (Radames), Victor
Maurel (Amonasro). It is interesting to note that at
the first American performance the part of Am¬
neris was sung by an American singer. The greatest
• Radames of modern times is, of course, Caruso,
: whose voice seems to be peculiarly adapted to certain
arias from this opera. The - best known musical
numbers from the opera are: Ah Celeste Aida,
(tenor), O cieli-assurri (soprano), and the famous
Aida March, which is considered one of the greatest
— marches ever written. Louise Homer and Ernestine
Schumann-Heink are probably the most famous sing¬
ers of modern times in the difficult role of Amneris.
Verdi was accused of imitating Wagner in the
opera, but impartial observers discover great orig. inality in the work. It makes far greater demands
' upon the singer than any of Verdi’s earlier works.

THE STORY OF “AIDA.”
Place : Egypt in time of the Pharaohs. _
Act 'I. Palace of the King of Memphis.. Aida,
daughter of'Amonasro, King of the Egyptians, is
held a slave. Aida loves a young warrior, Radames,
who in turn is loved by Amneris, daughter of the
King' of Egypt. Radames is chosen commander of
the Egyptian army. News of the advancing army
of Amonasro is received, and in a closing scene
Radames is installed with great ceremony.
!Act II. Amneris’ room. Amneris forces Aida to
reveal her love for Radames. In the second scene
Radames returns triumphant with Amonasro as a
captive. The triumphal march is one of the most
spectacular scenes in opera. Aida recognizes her
father. The King of Egypt astonishes everybody by
declaring that Radames shall marry Amneris.
Act III. Temple of Isis on the banks of the Nile.
Aida’s father forces her to make Radames betray
the position of the Egyptian army. Amneris learns
of this treachery and Radames is taken prisoner.
Aida flees with Amonasro.
Act IV. Hall in the Temple of Justice. Amneris
offer? to buy Radames’ pardon for his love. He
refuses and is condemned to be buried alive. In the
last- scene the stage is divided into two portions.
The"lower portion shows the vault in which Radames
is immured. The upper portion shows the brilliant
and (gorgeous Temple of Vulcan. Aida, repentant,
joinsiRada’mes in the tomb to die with him. Amneris
in the temple above is heart-broken with despair and
falls .-fainting upon the stone slab which seals the
fate,'.of the lovers. The remarkable double stage
setting, the first of its kind, is said to have been
the product of Verdi’s own originality. The whole
opera is one of the most spectacular works for the
stage.'
The libretto of the opera is much stronger than
the earlier librettos to which Verdi wrote the music.

HOW VERDI WROTE “AIDA.”
One of the most important
and exciting periods "in. mod¬
ern Egypt was that which may
be best located by the comple¬
tion of the Suez Canal in
1871. The land of the: Rameses and the Pharaohs was
corning to a new Hfet The
Khedive Ismail Pacha de¬
sired above all things, to be
considered progressive, con¬
sequently he endeayored to
induce the fifty-seyep-yearold Verdi to write the music
for a grand opera to. be pro¬
duced at the newly-opened opera house in Cairo.
Verdi felt the weight :of approaching years and did
not think that it would be desirable to commence
a new work. In fact, he considered his career as a
composer closed. Consequently he made what he
considered an exorbitant price, $20,000, or $30,000
if he conducted the first performance. To his sur¬
prise the Khedive accepted this price, and Verdi
set to work upon this work, little thinking that it
was to be the threshold of a new musical develop¬
ment which was to preserve him from being ranked
with Bellini and Donizetti. The opera was first pro¬
duced December 24, wl, before one of the oddest
mixtures of the peojjle. of the Occident and of the
Orient ever seen in an opera house. The opera was
an immense success and is still such an excellent
“drawing card” that a .great spectacular special pro¬
duction will be sent tjpon the road next year.
Verdi wrote in all- thirty operas. His other musi¬
cal works, with the.exception of the Requiem, are
practically unknown.'. His most popular opera is
11 Trovatore, although this ranks considerably below
Aida in musicianship/ ••
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IN SPITE OF EVERYTHING.

A REMARKABLE MUSICAL FRIENDSHIP.

BY JO-SHIPLEY WATSON.

BY ALLAN EASTMAN.

After one’lias prepared himself to teach rudiments,
Probably the most enthusiastic friendship in musical
technic, style, finish and all the expected things that
history was that of Haydn and Mozart. Not even
the tie of marriage which made Liszt the fafher-inlesson-giving requires, come the innumerable unex¬
law of Wagner was as strong as the tie of
pected happenings that are never set down in the
ship which held Mozart and Haydn together. They
instruction book. These are forever coming up to
first met in 1781 at Vienna. Mozart, although
perplex the ambitious and conscientious teacher.
twenty-four years younger than Haydn, was quite
To prepare for the unexpected is difficult and takes
as well known. His tours as a prodigy had amazed
time; two things we must learn speedily, and they
all Europe. Consequently, when he went to Vienna
are tio( easily mastered.
he was hailed as one of the greatest masters of his
First; Learn not to be taken by surprise.
Second: Never allow yourself to be put out of . time. Haydn was then forty-six and Mozart twentytwo, or less than half the age of the great Croatian
humor.. There’s Mary, you have trained her pa¬
tiently, she can play well, she shows your work, and
at your closing recital you have given her an im¬
portant place on the program. The day of the re¬
cital cpmes and in the morning she telephones that
she has a headache and cannot play. You long to
scream and shout over the wire, but what’s the use?
She will only say “What?” “What did you say?” or
No, I cant possibly!” Do not shout and scream
and plead with her, for she is not worth the im¬
portant place you have given her. She lacks the
great essential to all success—stability. Do not in¬
sist, but drop Mary out of your list and make the
recital live without her.
Perhaps in your town, as in mine, there is a big’
college or State Normal, which some of your best
pupils attend. At Christmas, at Easter, on May
Day the schools arrange cantatas and plays for the
chil<£en: Your PUP^S* being pretty and attractive,
are “in it” as May Queen or Bo-Peep. For weeks
they practice and drill their parts. They are com¬
pletely worn Out and come to their lessons without
practice and with minds preoccupied. You long to
go to the parents and remonstrate; but what’s the
use? The Normal is the biggest thing in town, and
to have Mildred be May Queen means more to the
mother than for her to know the best music that
ever existed. The drilling will go on year after year
and you cannot change it. Adjust yourself, buy
tickets and go. Smooth out the frowns and try to
appear interested in the May Queen and her mother
and in the Normal, the pride of your town. You
are very small and the school is very big, so it is
better to cooperate than to fight the inevitable.
After the cantatas and plays come the benefit
circuses and operettas and Sorority dances. The
young ladies of your class take part in these, and
the course of study you have outlined for them is
broken, and half you planned for is lost through
interruptions. Finally you appeal to some of the
older ones, you try to tell them what music will
mean to them later on, what comfort it brings and
what pleasure it gives to others; you try to make
It is a notable fact that the greatest works of both
them see that circuses, operettas and Sororitv dances
composers was done after this meeting. The fresh
are for the moment only. They are bored and think
ness and vigor of Mozart had the effect of putting
you are “preaching.”
an entirely new spirit in the works of Haydn, and
\ ou can reach them in only one way, and that
the skill of the latter had the effect of making the
takes time. By your own devotion and enthusiasm
works of Mozart more finished. Although Mozart
you may be able to hold these girls, more often you
was ostensibly the pupil of Haydn, it is difficult to
are not; but, in any case, try, and do not appear
determine which composer had the most beneficial
ottended and hurt when they seem irresponsive. If
effect upon the other.
you can, go to the circus or operetta, praise them if
From 1781 until Mozart’s death, ten years later
they deserve it; but keep right on making your music
both were fast friends. Haydn assumed a kind of
and yourself indispensable to th*e community.
fatherly protectorate over Mozart and often referred
After cantatas and circuses comes the Boy and
to him as his son Unfortunately, they were-com¬
Lirl Scout Movement. This seems the worst interpelled to live in different cities much of the time
ference, because it is the newest, perhaps, and all
and could, not *ee s° muc.h of each other personally
the 'tramps ’ and scouting is done on Saturday, your
as they might have done if both had lived in Vienna
busiest day, Every pupil is topsy-turvy with excite¬
for the entire period.
ment and longs to get through his lesson as soon as
In 1790 Haydn was persuaded, much against his
possible. After a few Saturdays some drop their
will, to make a trip to London to conduct some of
music entirely, and the great gap in your morning
his works. Mozart was constantly at his side in
schedule yawns in your face. What can you do?
Vienna
to cheer up his old master, who dreaded the
Meet it some way. Form a party of Musical Scouts,
lengthy trip. Finally the time for the parting came
and instead of tramping through the woods and
Haydn grasped his young friend’s hand, and as
cooking bacon on a stick, tramp and take along
though a presentiment came over him, he said: “I
some sheets of ruled music paper and pencil. Let
know that I shall never see you again.” His idea
each scout try to put down, in musical notation,
doubtless was that he would never live to return
, a* he hears the birds sing. Then tramp back and
to Vienna. He little thought that Mozart would
play these things on the piano. This scout party
be
the one to go upon a far longer voyage the
may go on farther than your yard or to the edge of
voyage that never ends. Mozart died during the
town and still learn something valuable about music
next winter.
6
io fret over conditions is useless. Keep your
It is said that Haydn was as depressed over the
mind fresh and act. Try a!ways to find out new
loss of Mozart as he would have been over a son
ways of doing old things. Tell a good story once in
The writer of the article is engaged upon the closa while and experiment. Resolve not to show your
ing paragraph in a room in a large studio building.
disappointment or resentment.
Just as he is writing it the sounds of “With Verdure

repeat a tone or resume playing after a pause called
Clad,” from Haydn’s “Creation,” prophetically float
in from another studio, while at the same time the
strains of a Mozart sonata arc heard coming from
another part of the building. Nearly a century and
a quarter has passed since Mozart and Haydn met
and yet their music mingles here to-day in the heart
of a great throbbing commercial city in up-to-date
America. What better evidence could we want of
the vitality of their art.

JOSEF PISCHNA.
The renowned writer of Technical ' xercises.
The strong endorsement which the Bischna exer¬
cises have received from virtuosos an the wide use
which has come to Der Kleine Pisclm,: 'The Little
Pischna,” a set of remarkably fine .■ ,y technical
.exercises written by Wolff, a pupil of
chna) have
led to innumerable inquiries regards. the identity
of Pischna. To all these inquiries T.
Etude has
in the past been compelled to displas
M.mewhat
compromising ignorance. Pischna L
mentioned
in any of the standard biographical
lionaries—
not even in the very latest. For years Thf.
Etude endeavored to secure informal1
regarding
the identity of the technical writer
had at¬
tracted so much attention. The Euro
n publish¬
ers of his works were consulted. onl\
find that
they were all in ignorance of his lit.
. activities
outside of his published works. FinalK fin: Etude
appealed to Royal Professor Herman I
,-r, of the
Koenigliche Musikschule of Wurzbut
probably
the most renowned living German : Imrity on
musical history. Professor Ritter infer
-I us that,
so far as he knew, no printed biograph
f Pischna
was in existence, but with true German t
roughness
he immediately started an investigate, which re¬
sulted in what we are pleased to pr<
t to our
readers as the first printed biograpl
.i Josef
Pischna.
, Josef Pischna was born at I.ang Lhot
Bohemia)
in 1826. In 1847 he graduated from the
,val Con¬
servatory at Prague as an oboe player
However,
as in all Continental schools, he was
liged to
study piano in addition to tire orchestra!
trument.
He also had the thorough training i
harmony;
counterpoint, musical history, etc., wl h is de¬
manded before the student is permitted
graduate.
Consequently, although Ire lost his kh
:y in the
orchestras in which he performed, he
really a
very able and well trained musician. 1 : -n Prague
he went to Odessa, Russia, and becam, the coll¬
ector of a military band. Thence he moved to
Moscow, where he became Professor of Music in
vef,end2,Yed instit«t« for young ladie- of noble
Dirth. There he remained for thirty-five years,
P'ano Practically all of this time. It was
ere that he had an opportunity to try his technical
exercises. Working carefully and slowlv, he soon
Tt,°1ssfdr.-relUltS Wl"ch attracted wide attention.
.
P'schna retired upon a pension from the
Russian government. Thereafter he lived in Prague.
IRQ?1S o- u ,Pr’Vate puP'K He d'ed October 19,
1896. Pischna’s name in Bohemian was Pizny.

The latest work upon the life of Johannes Brah
charaew Buller:Ma>tland, brings to view sevc
these wa b- tfaitS °f the Sreat composer. One
estine for ^
°f hllrnor- and it will be ini
of the wort™6 5^ those who have regarded m:
“leaden»T
°frBrahms as “dull.” “muddy”
will surell Jeaa °f hlS qi,ick wit- 0ne quick ret
musicai hist°r-v- a ,and,<
best wine fr,r " ^'?nna was asked to produce
dine there/ Wh°enetbrTdm W,'°m Brahm* t0°k
said, with the b
* iandlord served the wine
win; that s ,rL °Pe ° flattering Brahms. “Here
°f Brahms surnaeS 3
“Well then”Pr

°i.thers as much as the mu
of a11 other master

Bring us’ aboitle'of Bach”11"13’

^ "

wrote anSoperan°He1’w
°Pera f°rm and "C'
opera Carmen ' Om-eTS'- h.°wever, very fond of t
mann Goetz the „ "e lnjured the feeling of H
Shrew, by as'kimr , .ompo_ser of The Taming of ■
such trifling things.'"1 Why he amused himself w

^Playing6legato will be the most important thing
for you fo do during the first year of piano study
That touch must be mastered prior to any of the
differentUCforms of detached or so-called staccatotouch. The staccato-touch should not Je attempted
until the legato-touch has been thoroughly mastered
and has Some a “habit.” If Miss Proctor shows
you anything about staccato and asks y°“
P>ay
with that touch, kindly tell her that y°ur
{
ward has requested you not to use any
n o
staccato-touch until the habit of legato shall have
been so thoroughly established that p aymg staccato
From “Letters from a Musician to His Nephew.”
will not break into the legato habit in the kaSt
From my giving you such positive directions to play
only legato until the legato habit is formed, you will
By E. M BOWMAN.
perhaps “guess,” like a Vermont Yankee boy, that I
have had, as a teacher, enough trouble to make me
finishing lessons, and therefore do not enjoy,being
wisely cautious about trying to teach at the same time
informed that they have a bad touch and do not
[Editok’s N°™-T~YlnhwrlttnKr^^etters^frosa aM^icto
two kinds of touch which are directly contrary to
he C addressed these unique mes^
play legato. Sometimes it is I who get the finish
each other. Undue haste to learn and to use the
ing’ instead of the pupil ”
staccato-touch has ruined many a legato-touch which
1
frnm taTunc Into the most common musical
was in a hopeful process of formation. For two pas¬
SOMETHING ALL PUPILS NEED.
, taASM
senger trains to meet and try to pass each other on,
start. a\“"r°ofncoursee
xne Doy, ui c
teacher with helpfulffJL
letters.
If I had the space I could give you Pages of their
the same track is poor business!
interesting remarks and opinions on this subject. 1
*
*
have told you enough, however, to make yov‘ *£efu{
to do-your very best to master the legato-touch. I
last March.]
trust that Miss Proctor not only has a good com¬
You are now to learn alternate movements with a
mand of this touch, but that she will be able to teach
pair of fingers, one downward and the other upward
it to you. If she does not talk much about it or
at the same time, one of them striking a key and
appear very anxious to have you acquire it you can
the other lifting to prepare to strike. Here looms
be fairly sure either that she does not know much
up before you, my little man, the beginning of what
about it herself or that you are a wonderful freak of
is known as the legato-touch. It is the cornerstone
nature. I say this, for I have never met the piano
of good piano playing. Without this foundation you
pupil who did not need to be taught this touch nor
can never become an artistic pianist. With it, to¬
have I ever taught it to one who did not give me the
gether with other gifts and powers, you may, and i
opportunity to fully earn the money paid me for my
think you will, become a fine player. By and by,
lessons!
.
, • „
when you know more about playing than you now
Before you begin the finger movements m Paying
do I will go into this matter fully and will show
legato I wish to have you get a good idea of the
you just why the legato-touch is so important, and
meaning or tone-effect that we call legato. It means
why it is positively necessary for you to master it.
so to join two or more different tones that there
You and your parents, for the present, must take my
shall be no break between them. Ask Miss Proctor
word for it, while you give your best efforts toward
to sing a few tones legato. While she sings, you
learning it. In order to convince you that I am not
should notice that the tones are connected one to an¬
making too much fuss about this touch I must tell
other) that there is no break in the sound when her
you that for many years I had great difficulty m
I will put that exercise into notes for you to show
voice goes from one tone to another. This is marble
teaching it to my pupils. I knew that it was highly
Miss Proctor, so that she may quite understand wtiat
time for boys, is it not? Well, take a lot of your
important for them to master it, and I always per¬
I wish. If you can read it all right. If not she will
marbles and lay them in a row, as if m a little
severed until they had done so.
tell you just how to practice the exercise from the
groove or trough, so that each one will touch the
next one to it. The shape or outline of each marble
figures given first.
AN INTERESTING INVESTIGATION.
Metronome at 6o, play one note to a beat.
is quite distinct, but each marble is connected by
I had observed that pupils who had not gained that
Practice with each hand separately, memorize and
just the smallest possible spot—a mere pm point—to
touch would advance just about so far in their play¬
the next one, and that one to the next, and so on to
then play from memory only.
ing, and then seem to stop making further progress.
The left hand should play two octaves lower than
the end of the line. This is a good illustration of a
There they would stick, like a boy floundering in a
plain legato or so-called passage legato. Each tone
the right hand.
,
Vermont snowdrift. I became anxious to know if
Notes marked (*) are to be played with armshould be distinct and perfect in outline, but each
other teachers were having the same experience. So
action; all other notes with knuckle-action, vertical
tone should be connected to the one before it and to
I wrote to between three and four hundred of the
the one after it by the tiniest thread of sound, ex¬
action and finger-tip.
leading teachers, scattered all over the country, ask¬
actly as the marbles are connected by touching each
ing them to favor me with an answer to a certain
PLAY EXERCISES FROM MEMORY.
list of questions which I sent to them.
^Think of this binding effect now as you practice
My reason for directing you to play only from
The questions were mainly about the value that
the two-finger movements. Take your place at the
memory is that you may be able to watch closely
should be placed on the legato-touch, and what pro¬
piano in proper position.
By an ann-movement
the position of arm, hand and fingers, keep the wrist
portion of their pupils had this touch before com¬
place the first finger (thumb) of the right hand on
pliant and move the fingers accurately and properly.
ing to these leading teachers in New York, Boston,
the keyboard and play alternately the first and sec¬
Beginners cannot at one and the same time read the
Philadelphia, Chicago, Cincinnati, St. Louis, Den¬
ond fingers, as in a slow trill.
notes, the fingering, keep time with the metronome
ver, San Francisco, and many other cities, as well
I suppose that during the time you have been
and remember the points about position and action.
as in colleges and schools where advanced piano
practicing the exercises up to this point you have
Besides this, the position, action and pliant condition
students were taught. Every one of these teachers
also been learning the names of the keys on the key¬
of the playing machine are, at this time, of very
—and the list included all or most of the great
board and the corresponding names of the lines and
great importance, for you are now laying the foun¬
musical names at that time in the United States—
spaces on the staff. Also, that different shaped
dations of your future touch and technic. Reading
agreed on the vital necessity to pianists of their
signs, called notes and rests, are placed on the staff,
notes and playing them on the piano, compared to
having a good legato-touch. They also said that
so that you may know what tone on the piano is to
the importance of forming your touch and technic,
comparatively few pupils had that touch at the time
be sounded, just how long it is to sound and how
at present, is of no consequence whatever. Hence,
of their coming to them for lessons.
long the pauses are to be where the rests are placed.
I still have these hundreds of letters in reply to
keep your eye on the fingers. Just now, how you
You are to learn all about these signs, but for the
my questions, and they show that only about five in
make the sound is all-important. Just now, which
present it will be better not to try to play by note,
every hundred pupils had been taught this touch in
sounds you make or how long the sounds are is of
but by figures.
the beginning, as they should have been the touch
slight importance!
which, in order to become a superior or even a
A PRACTICAL LEGATO EXERCISE.
Good-bye till to-morrow!
passably good pianist, one must positively possess.
Uncle Edward.
In doing this, in the exercises to follow, the fig¬
Many of the letters said something like this: “Be¬
ures 1, 2, 3, 4, S will refer to the fingers from the
fore I can do any good work with a pupil who
thumb to the fifth. Practice from memory the fol¬
cannot play legato, I am obliged to break up his
Teachers often fail to realize that technic is best
lowing exercise. The first tone in the exercise is to
(or her) old, bad habits and begin at the foundation
be played with an arm-movement. Also where a
taught as a separate study. Plaidy was one of the first
to form a legato-touch.”
finger is to be repeated, the arm-movement is to be
to discover this. At the outstart of his career Plaidy
Dr. William Mason, one of the most eminent and
used, the same as with the first tone. All the other
was
a violinist. Later he decided to become a pianist
experienced among American teachers during the
tones are to be played with a finger-movement. Here
and sought the shortest mean to his desired end. This
last half century, a teacher, too, who had a better
are two kinds of “touch,” one with the fingers, the
resulted in his technical studies. At the Leipsic con¬
grade of pupils than most of us, said in his reply.
other with the arm. These two kinds will be all that
servatory, where he taught for twenty-two years, his
“I very rarely have a pupil come to me for lessons
you will really need for several months. With the
principal work was teaching technic to pupils who
who has a good legato. It is often very difficult to
finger-touch you will be able to play legato. With
reform the touch of such pupils. They come to me
needed his special attention.
the arm-touch you can properly begin a phrase or
with the idea that they are to receive so-called

HOW TO SECURE A LEGATO-TOUCH.
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E. R. Kroeger.
It seems to the writer that if there is any feature
in piano instruction wherein a lack of judgment
characterises a number of pianoforte teachers it is
in regard to octave playing. “One must be able to
walk before he can run,” and yet pieces containing
difficult octave passages are frequently given stu¬
dents who possess but an elementary technic in
single note passages. It is a rare thing to find even
advanced students who have been taken systematic¬
ally through a course in octaves.
Many a pupil has been given Kullak’s second book
of octave studies before he has had the first. Now,
this second book is a most excellent thing, although
there is a wide divergence between the first and last
studies' in difficulty of execution. But Kullak (a
really great authority in regard to octave playing)
intended that before it was adopted as a part of the
regular course of study the first book should be
carefully and diligently practiced. The liberation
of the wrist has to be given the utmost care, and
there are exercises especially adapted for this pur¬
pose.
OCTAVE SCALES.
Scale and arpeggio practice are essential in order
to secure certainty and speed, The employment of
the third, fourth and fifth fingers requires a spe¬
cial schooling, so that when emergencies arise in
pieces they can be utilized readily and accurately.
The matter of a proper position of the hand and
the correct angle of the unused fingers ought not
to be left to chance. But it is a fact that many
teachers give pupils octave work without instructing
them in these particulars. The result is that they
play with rigid wrists; with the fifth fingers on
black notes in scale passages, and with the inter¬
mediate fingers outstretched stiffly. They draw
upon the upper arms, the shoulders, and even the
back for muscular aid when it is absolutely un¬
necessary. They look as if they were battling with '
the piano instead of playing it.
GODOWSKY’S MASTERLY OCTAVES.
To watch a master like Godowsky play octaves
is an education in itself. The extraordinary facility
with which his hands fall immediately into any re¬
quired position; the absolute relaxation of such
muscles as are not needed for actual work; the
apparent absence of effort—these are model points
for the student to follow. But they were gained
only by a minutely critical analysis of the details
which led to such results. This phenomenal virtu¬
osity was attained by an almost incredible patience,
perseverance and intelligence which conquered step
by step every point until the goal was attained.
Good octave playing is a most necessary depart¬
ment of piano playing. There are very few pieces
in the fourth grade and beyond which contain no
octaves.
The great compositions of Beethoven,
Schumann, Brahms, Chopin, Henselt and Liszt are
full of octave passages. To master these, octave
technic should be as much a matter of systematic
study as any other feature of piano practice. The
Kullak Octave School is by common consent given
first place in this direction. The first book contains
the preparatory work; the second, seven special
studies; the third, a number of selected passages by
famous composers.
CZERNY’S OCTAVE STUDIES.
,

Czerny’s Octave Studies are of course excellent.
One etude from Czerny’s Opus 740 has been used
by the celebrated pianist, Lhevinne, as an encore
number with dazzling effect. One of our best Ameri¬
can composers, Carl A. Preyer, has written some
octave etudes as beautiful as they are valuable. J.
H. Rogers has also written some very artistic and
beneficial octave studies. There are, of course, many
others.
The point the writer wishes to make is that octave
teaching should not be desultory or haphazard, but
that it ought to be as methodical as anything else.
In this way pupils are able to fulfill the requirements
of advanced compositions instead of giving the im¬
pression that when they are playing octaves they are
struggling with apparently insurmountable diffi¬
culties.

ETUDE

THE CLOSING OF A GREAT CAREER—
GUSTAV MAHLER.

SYSTEMATISE YOUR OCTAVE STUDY.

back to the old Bohemian folk-songs he heard when
he was a boy. Mahler was inclined to look with
disdain upon the assistance he had received from
his teachers, and claimed that those who would com¬
pose must learn to depend upon themselves. Al¬
though he had been a pupil of as famous a master
as Bruckner, he waived aside the fact of having
such a training and claimed that he had been obliged
to work out his own musical salvation.
As a composer Mahler will be known principally
through his eight symphonies
He has also com¬
posed a few choral works of significance, including
Das Klagende Lied. The two operatic works with
which he is credited by the Grove dictionary we
know, upon the composer’s own authority, to be
merely sketches or outlines which he never had the
time to develop as he desired. The nature of his
works makes it unlikely that he will become well
known to the public of the future as a c ;uposer.
A symphony, particularly a Mahler symph .y, de¬
mands a large body of men to give it a ton ! exist¬
ence. Mahler wrote practically nothing n the
smaller forms by which he will be renn l ered.
His orchestral effects were startling and c ; rived
with great ingenuity. His intimate know!
e of
the possibilities of the orchestra gave hi-ical
ideas a kind of fluency of expression which ■ ■ tabled
him to employ many effects which other
ould
have found it extremely difficult to secure. ! i • was
invariably ranked with Strauss and Reger a , ne of
the greatest composers of our time.

PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF GREAT
COMPOSERS.
BY FREDERIC S. LAW.

The death of Gustav Mahler, on May 18, in Vienna,
gives a great many interesting particulars c<
, rnwas a shock to the, entire musical world. A biog¬
raphy of this great composer-director was given in
ing the outward appearance of German mu :
ns.
the May issue of The Etude in connection with
which he founds upon portraits from life :
ted
what'was doubtless his. last statement of. musical by contemporaneous artists.
consequence. The Etude had little idea that it was
His judgment of Schubert is based upon a
- toll
to have the melancholy honor of publishing the
by Moritz von Schwind. Schubert’s hair was
wn
“swan song” of this famous master. He was very with a reddish tinge, his eyes were gray, hi
-maverse to being interviewed, contending that an in¬
pIex,on was remarkably delicate and rather
terview would be construed as an attempt to', push
the shape of his skull indicates a racial origin
m
himself forward, or as a bid for publicity. He was
the Alps. Beethoven’s face was perhaps tin me
quite willing to give ‘our readers the benefit qf his
most like Schubert’s, but his hair and eyere
opinions, but his genuine modesty and retiring dis¬
decided.y darker. It is worth noting tin,. Hreposition was almost pathetic, as he dreaded the'limethovens eyes were said by some of his conic: ■ light, and desired to. be known only through his
ranes to be brown, while by others—and tin is
work as a conductor and as a composer.
£aplm”ei probable they were declared t > be
In addressing our representative he said that he
.' t e Stre,SS 1S la,d uP°n the fact that tie
had long since ceased to read musical criticisms in bore" a
boie a more sympathetic expression than that which
the papers. He claimed that they annoyed him
quite as much when they were good as when they
were bad. This general animosity to the critic
made many enemies for him, and some did not hesi•tate to express themselves very freely over his work.
-Accustomed by long years of service in Europe to
' expect a kind of military obedience to all of his
commands, his path in America was by no means
an easy'one. Nevertheless, he produced results in
opera and in concert with the New York Phil¬
Richard Wagner was a
7
less prom,n<‘nt
harmonic that will long be reriiembered.
eyes were Ho-Ut
? rather dark blonde, but bis
Mahler was a kind of human dynamo with hardly' his head was »
comPlexio” was fair, while
flesh and blood enough to conceal the coils and
magnets. For many years he had been nervous to
the point of explosiveness. His memory, training
and natural ability as a conductor were ' nothing
short of marvelous. In his attire he was simple to
Brahm.s was a V",J hS/ki"^ to him *>«“"»”
the point of being ascetic In fact, when his slender
little body, with its distinctive individuality, came
between the (orchestra and the audience the audiehce
Richard
&£?££%** '-I’"'A> **
was at once impressed, that the man was a real
Nation, in part at 1«♦ Consulers h.s Alpine dermaster—such a master‘as one might have expected
features are so wel k ' ^ Tt,reIy certain. Bach’s
to see walkipg in the streets of Leipsic or Vienna
going into particulars" abouJ them ^Hi* "Yf*1 "f
one hundred' years agp. Although receiving the
pearance indicates Northern a
H
wh°,e ap'
highest salary ever paid to a conductor in America gleaming
eye Handel
descent, especially the
or in any other country' Mahler gave no indication
and one of the hanl
3,S° b,ue-eye(! and fair,
.of being mercenary. His salary came to him be¬
posers. Gluck was
Yu men among great com¬
cause he was the one man in the world who could
pearance and posterity Ws pureIy Northern in apcommand it.
from the fine portrait in tie
^ ,dea °f him
In his interview for The Etude Mahler laid great
zart, whose father w 'n,lh ,V'enT,a Museum. Mostress upon the importance of the folk-song in early
to
Austria, was also TortV,™1" ^outh Germany
musical education. He-told our representative that
Haydn, on the cYr!
Northern »n appearance,
while the melodies he employed and the themes he
in his looks; his hair wa^ a tborough Austrian
used were quite original, he felt his mind wandering
brown, whiUhe^aS-l^ ^
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tu -J.. which met with immediate and enormous appreciation,
In February, 1909, THE ETUDE commenced the first of this series of portrait-biographies. Ine i
.
biographies have been written by Mr. A. S.
was an original project created in THE ETUDE offices and is entirely unlike any previous journalistic inven i •
^ stu(jents
teachers. One hundred and
Garbett, and the plan of cutting out the pictures and mounting them in books has been followed by thousan s o
ormajjon which cannot be obtained in even so
eighty portrait-biographies have already been published. In several cases these have provided reader, «
^ ^ as long a* practical,
voluminous a work as the Grove Dictionary. The first series of seventy-two are obtainable in book form.__
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OLD LAWS AND NEW IDEAS
Important Observations Upon Piano Practice

Mr. Bowman was born at Barnard, Vt.,
July 18, 1848. He first studied music in
a somewhat desultory fashion, but the
influence of Dr. William Mason altered
all that, and he went through a long and
thorough course of study in theory, piano
and organ playing, etc. His teachers in
America were Dr. Mason (piano) and
John P. Morgan (organ and composition).
In Germany he studied with Bendel,
Rohde, Haupt and Weitzmann; in Paris
with Batiste and Guilmant; in London
with Macfarren, Bridge and Dr. Turpin.
He was actively engaged in organ play¬
ing, conducting, teaching, etc., in St. Louis
from 1867 to 1887. He then came to New¬
ark, N. J., as organist of the Peddie Me¬
morial Church until 1894. He has held
many similar positions in the neighbor¬
hood of New York since then. He was
one of the founders of the American
Guild of Organists, re-organized and di¬
rected the Temple choir and orchestra,
was professor of music at Vassar from
1891 to 1895, and has acted as conductor
and organiser in many successful lines
of musical work. As a writer, Mr. Bow¬
man has had much of value to say. The
Letters from a Musician to His Nephciv
now appearing serially in The Etude are
excellent examples of his work. He has
also translated the book oh Harmony by
his former teacher, Weitzmann. Alto¬
gether, Mr. Bowman may be taken as reptesenting all that is best in American
musical pedagogy.
(The Etude Gallery, i

ALBERT ROSS PARSONS.
Mr. Parsons was born at Sandusky, O.,
September 16, 1847. He studied piano
with Robert Denton, of Buffalo, N. Y„
at the age of six and first played in con¬
cert at eight. Removing to Indianapolis,
Ind., in 1857, he studied alone till 1863,
at the same time playing in concerts in
different parts of the State. From his
twelfth to his sixteenth year he played,
. self-taught, a two-manual organ in
church. He studied harmony and com¬
position with Dr. Ritter in New York,
1863-66, and then went to Europe. From
1867 to 1869 fig studied with Moscheles,
Papperitz, Weniel and Reinecke at Leipsic.
During 1872-73 he studied with
Tausig, Weitzman and Kullak at Berlin,
also receiving attentions from Wagner,
Liszt, Rubinstein and von Bitlow.
On
returning to New York in 1874 he became
known as a pianist, teacher and organist.
He conducted an enthusiastic Wagner
propaganda, and was instrumental in hav¬
ing Wagner opera established at the
Metropolitan. He has been closelv identi¬
fied with the Music Teachers’ Associa¬
tions, and in 1889 was President of the
National Music Teachers’ Association.
He has composed pieces in smaller forms,
of which an excellent specimen will be
found in this issue, and has also edited
technical and pedagogical works. He has
also contributed to the literature of music.
As a teacher he is equipped with an ex¬
perience equalled by few in America, and
Mr. Parsons has launched many success¬
ful musicians and music teachers upon
the sea of life.
(The Etude Gallery.)
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HUGH ARCHIBALD CLARKE.
Dr. Clarke was born near Toronto,
Canada, August 15, 1839, and is the son
of James Patton C. Clarke, Mus.Doc.
(Oxford), a well-known organist and
professor of music at the University of
Upper Canada. Dr. Hugh Clarke played
the organ in church when he was twelve
years old. He mov.ed to Philadelphia in
1859, and for twenty-two years was or¬
ganist at the Second Presbyterian Church.
In 1875 he was appointed professor of
music at the University of Pennsylvania.
He still occupies this position, and has
exerted a wide and beneficial influence
throughout his long career. His compo¬
sitions include an oratorio, Jerusalem; but
perhaps his best work in this direction is
the music to Aristophanes’ Acharnians
(for which he received the honorary de¬
gree of Mus.Doc. from Pennsylvania Uni¬
versity) and the music to Euripides’
Iphegenia in Tauris. He also has a num¬
ber of works in all forms in manuscript.
He is inclined to regard his pupils as his
“best works,” however, and both at the
University and for twenty-four years at
the Broad Street Conservatory he has
done incalculable work for music. His
text-books on harmony and counterpoint
are very popular among all students of
these subjects in America, and are works
in which Dr. Clarke’s ripe scholarship
and long experience as a teacher of theory
have found admirable scope. He has also
compiled a pronouncing dictionary and
contributed articles to the standard mu¬
sical magazines.
(The Etulle Gallery.)

RAYMOND HUNTINGTON
WOODMAN.
Mr. Woodman was born at Brooklyn,
N. Y., January 18, 1861. He first began
his career as an organist at St. George’s
Church, Flushing, L. I„ where in his
thirteenth year he assisted his father.
When eighteen years old he went to
Christ Church, Norwich, Conn., for one
year, after which he was appointed to his
present post at the First Presbyterian
Church, Brooklyn. He has brought the
music of this church to a pitch of excel¬
lence perhaps unexcelled by any other in
the country. He studied four years with
Dudley Buck, and in 1888 received sup¬
plementary instruction from Cesar Franck
in Paris. Mr. Woodman is professor of
music at the Packer Collegiate Institute,
President of the Musical Department and
a charter member qf the Brooklyn Insti¬
tute, an excellent private teacher, and di¬
rector of the Theory Department at the
American Institute of Applied Music. He
has acted as Warden of the American
' Guild of Organists, of which he was one
of the founders.
As a composer Mr.
Woodman has been especially successful
in the smaller forms, many of his songs,
such as A Birthday, An Open Secret, and
The Pine, being typical of his marked
ability. There are also many excellent
anthems of his besides cantatas and partsongs. ^ lie has also contributed articles
to various musical magazines, and from
1894 to 1897 he was editor of The New
York Evangelist. Mr. Woodman’s work
as a teacher and organist and composer
is typical of what is best in modern prac¬
tical musicianship.
(The Etude Gallery.).
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ERNEST R. KROEGER.
Mr. Kroeger was born at St. Louis,
Mo., August 10, 1862. His father was a
native of Germany and his mother Eng¬
lish. Until the age of twenty-three music
was a secondary consideration, though
received a good grounding. All his st
ies have been conducted in Amen
especially in the West, and he has chief1
been engaged in teaching in his home city.
For some time he was director of tinCollege of Music at the Forest Park l i
versity for Women. His keen interest r
all that concerns the welfare of the muteacher and student is shown in the
tides which he has contributed to Tin.
Etude and to other magazines from tiru
to time. Mr. Kroeger was president
the Music Teachers' National Associate
1895-6, and of the Missouri State MuTeachers’ Association, 1897-9. Like nu
American concert pianists, Mr. Krocgi i
has added to his musical usefulness by
gan playing, and is a Fellow of the Ami r
ican Guild of Organists. As a conduct
and composer, he has done some cxcc'
lent work. He was Master of Programin the Bureau of Music at the St. LornExposition of 1904. His compositions in¬
clude a symphony, a symphonic poem.
Sardanapalus an overture. Hiawatha bused on Indian themes, Ten American
Sketches, and an overture inspired by
Keat’s Endymion. He has written also a
good deal of chamber music and pieces in
smaller forms. His pipe organ piece.
Adoration, and his piano piece. Little Mas
queraders, are good examples of his skill
in composing salon music.

WILLIAM WALLACE GILCHRIST.
Dr. Gilchrist was born at Jersey Cits.
N. J January 8, 1846. He studied with
Dr. Clarke at the University- of Pennsylvama and became nationally known as a
singer. He was soloist at Holy Trinih
Church during the Phillips Brooks regime
Alter a short time spent in Cincinnati.
He returned to Philadelphia in 1873 and
took up work as an oratorio singer, etc.,
and also as choirmaster and conductor of
numerous choral organisations. In 1884 he
organised two highly successful choral fesmMs wth a chorus of 600 picked voices.
At about this time he was choir director
at St. Clement’s P. E. Church and also a
pm herH8t the Philadelphia Musical Acadtohn n Vs thf founder of the Mendels» 9ub) a"d for thirty-five years has
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The scr
Z'lmnrcs devoted to the
5 first of t
Music'1 ofC,An "Germany." Dr^ Si»^ one of the most
'r'tenti!herma'lccturcr (in GermanFrench, English and other
mi-sent' article Is well worth the perusal of conscientious
students and teachers mho Wee to keep in toucA
Ithe
representative musical and educational thought of their day.l
We have now considered the physical exercises
designed to bring the performer’s body to the proper
condition—a condition in which practice may be
undertaken without detriment to the performer's
health—and also those keyboard exercises which
indicate the most desirable daily material for use
with the student.
In these exercises the pupil may have encountered
some difficulty in playing double notes (thirds or
sixths). Playing double notes is by no means an
easy matter. As Schumann has indicated in his in¬
troductory notes to the Paganini Caprices, double
notes should be played at first very slowly, and the
greatest possible care should be taken to see that
both of the notes forming the chord are played pre¬
cisely together. Unless the ears, as well as the eyes,
are extremely attentive every second, the' pupil is
very likely to be deceived and think that both noteare played together, whereas one note may be played
very little before the other note. Every teacher en
counters cases of this kind. The double notes should
be played at first in groups of two, then in groups
of three. As the speed is increased little inaccuracies
are sure to be noticed. In this case return at once
to the slower tempi for the purpose of insuring
preciseness.
The study of arpeggios extending beyond the
octave is of greatest importance to all those who
are preparing for the pianoforte compositions of
Chopin. Henselt, Thalberg, Schumann and Liszt. If
these arpeggios are not properly studied, so that
-train may be avoided, the player may incur pianist’s
cramp, if not exostosis, or enlargement of the bones.
In fact, the player needs to give more careful atten¬
tion to stretching passages than to any other branch
of pianoforte study..
One phase of pianoforte technic is often neglected
by teachers and pupils. I refer to the individualiza¬
tion of notes in chord playing. This can be accom¬
plished after extensive practice. What I mean is
perhaps best illustrated by the following short ex¬
tract from Saint-Saens’ Six Etudes, Opus 52, No. 2:
(See Music Cut.)
It will be noticed in these 'repeated chords that
some noted are printed larger than the others.
These notes are to be accented or played louder than
the others, To do this successfully demands not
only fine muscular work, but the most careful listen¬
ing. The possession of the ability to accent in this
manner only comes with the most advanced tech¬
nical work. It is more difficult than the achieve¬
ment of great velocity, but, once possessed, the
player is able to give a character and individuality
to his playing which would otherwise be unattain¬
able.
1 would also call attention to the necessity for
practice in skips. There must not only be absolute'
certainty of aim. but there must also be the surety
which comes with confidence. The pupil should
practice until he is able to play the most difficult
skips, such as those appearing in Liszt’s La Campanella, with the eyes closed. Unfortunately, most of
the books of studies fail to give adequate work in
skips. In this case the teacher must devise special

exercises to fit special cases. Many useful exercises
may be changed into skipping exercises. For in¬
stance, the Chopin Study, Opus 10, in C minor, may
with very little ingenuity be turned into a skipping
exercise by playing it in part in octaves.
By this time the reader has had his attention
called to the immense amount of material he is
obliged to encompass. How can he manage to get
all this work in during one day. Only by discon¬
tinuing the easier studies and substituting the more
difficult ones as he advances.

pertaining to musical interpretation. There is an
old la'w in pianoforte playing which directs the
student to play everything very slowly at first. This
is a most excellent law, but, like all good rules it is
subject to exception. The rule is,, in fact, only
partly exact.
We should never play any slower than is really
necessary to enable us to play the composition with
the requisite exactness. To play a passage slower
than the speed at which we can play it with abso¬
lute correctness is a loss of time. To play it quicker
might result in blundering. It is quite impossible to
give positive rules for the tempo at which certain
exercises or pieces should be practiced at first, for
the simple reason that many students are more care¬
ful, capable and attentive than others.
Some teachers advocate practicing continually
with a very heavy touch until the piece is mastered.
This also seems a bad plan to me, since it cultivates
a heavy touch, and a heavy touch only. We should
never forget that our mission is not to hammer the
piano, but, rather, to produce a beautiful tone.

Saint-Saens, Op. 62, No. 2.

TONE BEAUTY ALWAYS ESSENTIAL.
Except in the preliminary practice of double thirds
and double sixths, we must be extremely careful
not to employ too much force at the keyboard.
Avoid all hammering of the keys with the fingers,
but depend upon a carefully regulated sense of pres¬
sure for your effects. There should be something
affectionate in the manner with which you press the
keys, something akin to the grasp taking the hand
of a dear friend. For instance, in taking the hand
of some person for whom you have no particular
regard you have an entirely different feeling from
that which is so evident when you take the hand
of a friend, or, perchance, a sweetheart. Think of
the Bible words: “Though I speak with the tongues
of men and of angels and have not charity, I am
become as sounding brass, or a tinkling cymbal.”
If you would consecrate yourself to your art you
must remember that the keystone of your entire
musical structure is a full round tone made glorious
by your own sense of the beautiful.
LEGATO THE FOUNDATION OF ALL TOUCH STUDY.
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SPECIAL TECHNICAL STUDIES.
As the pupil progresses he will notice that there
are many studies and exercises with which he has
especial difficulty. These he should note very care¬
fully and arrange them so that he can give daily
attention to these special exercises. In fact, if the
student is employing a special book of exercises or
technic, he may find it an excellent plan to paste’
in a sheet of music paper here and there and write
down exercises of his own invention, designed to
apply especially to his own technical difficulties. At
the end of the same book he may make a collec¬
tion of especially difficult passages from pieces suited
for his own personal needs. By following this plan
he may actually feel his fingers grow in strength
and agility. It is really the only way in which to
obtain a genuine mastery of some pieces.
STUDYING INTERPRETATION.
Thus far in this series upon practice we have
given our entire attention to the material side of
the subject. Now let us give a little attention to
the studies which are best adapted to give the
student a knowledge of some of those myriad things

The basis of all good piano playing is the ability
to execute a good legato touch. Through the culture
of the legato touch the pupil gains that sense of
position by means of which he knows just where
each piano key may be found without looking at the
keyboard. Legato should thus be the predecessor
of staccato, and as the pupil develops security and
exactness in play, the staccato touch may be intro¬
duced. The break between the notes must be very
short at first, but it may grow longer as the pupil
progresses. In legato playing, press the fingers on
the keys just as you would in attaching a stamp to
a letter. In staccato playing let them fly up from
the piano keys after the stroke just as if you had
touched a hot iron.
The pupil who would advance must not confine
himself to a monotonous round of exercises. Noth¬
ing could be more deadening to the ambition. By
means of rhythmic changes he will be able to make
a pleasing variety in his work. He may also resort
to the gradation of tone quantity from pianissimo to
fortissimo. He should also practice crescendo and
decrescendo, as well as left-hand crescendo, righthand decrescendo, and vice versa.
The same principles should be applied to scale
playing. A scale form rarely seen in books, but
one which presents many desirable features, is the
following: Play with both hands, starting the scale
with the lowest keynotes in the bass. Play ascend¬
ing two octaves in parallel motion, then play two
octaves in contrary motion, then ascend two more
octaves in parallel motion; then reverse this by
descending two octaves in parallel motion, then two
octaves in contrary motion, finally . returning by
means of two octaves in parallel motion. This form
covers the entire keyboard and gives exercise in all
possible positions. Exercising the scale for two
octaves in the center of the keyboard is entirely
insufficient. A similar plan may be tried with twooctave arpeggios.
The pupil should try to cultivate an individual
tone quality. What do I mean by this? I mean
that every one has a tone quality which is as dis¬
tinctive as his facial features. He should seek to
cultivate this tone quality, not to annihilate it. Just
at this time the inventors of a new piano method
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are seeking to prove that the only variation in.tone
upon the piano is due to gradations of force. Some
piano makers are endorsing this opinion. Notwith¬
standing this, most pianists have a tone quality
which is quite readily distinguishable. Rubinstein,
for instance, had a broad, full-tone quality which
one would find difficult to forget. Other pianists
would give almost anything if they could hide their
sharp, harsh tone quality. The gentlemen of the
new and wonderful methods claim that the only
modifications of touch we note in the playing of
strongly individual pianists are due to mental sug¬
gestion. That is, we are told that we imagine these
distinguishing traits—that they do not really exist
in fact. This may be so, but, judging from the same
standpoint, is not the whole art an illusion? An
illusion which charms? Away, then, with drum¬
ming! Let real beauty be our aim.
STUDYING A NEW PIECE.
A conspicuous fault in musical educational institu¬
tions in all parts of the world is that they teach
how to play and how to sing, but do not teach how
to study. The general level of music study could be
greatly raised if the pupil was compelled to spend
at least one in every four practice periods with the
teacher. Too much stress is laid upon practice and
too little upon instruction.
Let us sketch out a good plan of study as applied
to a new piece. The pupil should first play over the
new piece, regardless of mistakes, so that he may
get a fair general idea of the nature of the composi¬
tion. Then he should commence to play the piece
at so slow a rate of speed that mistakes cannot
occur. (See directions given above regarding speed.)
This process is kept up until the pupil reaches a
passage of such difficulty that it becomes necessary
for him to play it separately. This he does until
he can master the passage with both hands together.
The speed should then be increased very gradually
until the piece can be played at the desired tempo.
Many difficulties can only be overcome after
months of study. Have patience. Depend upon
your natural resources to secure results. Play the
difficult passage faithfully every day, and that which
seemed altogether impossible becomes a trifle. You
must not make your fingers merely your slaves.
They must be like dearly beloved children who have
been taught to obey your will with affection as well
as promptnes's.
Never be satisfied with half-finished results. If
you fail to complete a passage to-day because you
are fatigued,- do not fail to take up that same pas¬
sage on the following day. Advance inch by inch,
foot by foot, until you become your own master.
In this way you will save much time and spare your¬
self many tedious hours of practice.
Some well-known pianists in the past have had a
rule: “Technic first, soul afterward.’’ The rule
really ought to be: “Technic, but never without
sot]h" If all of our technic is not guided by an
artistic spirit we shall find ourselves without the
pale of musical success, cold and hungry for real
artistic results.
It is far better to lack in technic than to lack
in the right artistic spirit. The best way is to con¬
sider both technic and expression at the same time.
Therefore, play with attention and good taste even
when playing technical exercises.
SOME TIME-SAVING IDEAS IN PRACTICE.
fn all practice the members not employed should
invariably be kept quiet. Move only the fingers
of hands actually engaged in playing. Do not make
one single unnecessary motion.
To obtain poise in playing, the old idea of placing
coins or little disks of cork on the back of the hand
is excellent. This avoids any superfluous motions
or any so-called “lost motions.” The late able piano
teacher, Ehrlich, even went so far as to recommend
placing a handkerchief between the elbow and the
side of the body in such a way that it was necessary
to keep the elbow pressed against the side in order
to retain the handkerchief in position. This is ex¬
tremely fatiguing, and, if tried at all, it should be
continued for but a comparatively few minutes at
a time.
. An excellent method of fixing a difficult passage
in the mind is to play it in a neighboring key. If
the pupil has not mastered the art of transposition
he is neglecting one of the most illuminating factors
in musical education. Playing a piece in a new and
strange key often throws a new light upon the whole

subject. At any rate, it affords a variety which is
refreshing after one has been accustomed to one key.
Some pupils have difficulty in keeping the body
in repose during practice. They realise that the in¬
cessant bobbing about which the caricaturists of
other days tells us was-characteristic of the famous
piano virtuosos has now been ridiculed out of exist¬
ence. I have often gone the extreme of advising
some of my pupils to try to cultivate bodily repose
by advising them to place a small weight upon the
crown of the head while practicing. Once I had a
charming little Russian girl as a pupil. She had long
braids of luxurious black hair, and as she played she
had the bad habit of bobbing her little head about
until the braids fairly danced like marionets. Sud¬
denly I fell upon the idea of fastening her braids to
the back of the piano chair. This I did, and she
was soon cured of her restlessness and affectation
at the keyboard.
The discussion of this phase of musical art is well
nigh endless; in fact, it is almost as inexhaustible
as art itself. At the end all that we have sought
may be expressed in the two words:
Know thyself.
Serve only the beautiful.

THE MUSICIANS’ SUMMERTIME.
Summertime! How much it means to us all as we
cast off the dull drudgery of the cities and the weari¬
ness born of the long days of teaching and study to
go with Orlando to some forest of Arden to find
it not a Rosalinde, at least a little of the gentle philoso¬
phy of the melancholy Jaques,” -who could not have
been so very melancholy after all, since he lived with
such merry people and was well liked by them. To
the musician, of all people, the summertime is the
happiest season, because, after a busy season of
teaching or playing he is at last at liberty to renew
acquaintance with the old dreams and ideals of his
s reses of
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But it was not all play with Mendelssohn in it
summertime, for later on in the same
tlle
to his mother-he says: “I have b
c‘en
here, and have completed a piano trio fiveloL™^
songs for the open air, and three fugues for ^
organ, as well as commenced many others.”
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WAGNER’S SUMMER SUCCESS
The summertime seems to be the season of
with musicians no less than the winter, for manTof
he greatest compositions the world has eveYnown
have been either commenced, completed or first n
formed in the season of sunshine. It was in Y"
summer of 1876 that Wagner at last suoo 'i Y6
producing his magnificent Der Rin<r das Nihlt^
For years efforts had been made" to ra£ P
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money to give this great trilogy an adecmY"0^
formance and all Wagner’s suoporters had h
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b.t.o„ at Philadelphia, for which he was paS $5000
The march was a poor one, but most Amerie
forgive the. march for the sake of the music draml!

Among the distinguished people present on this sum¬
mer day in Bayreuth, when the fruit of so many
years of labor was at last to be tasted, were the
Emperors of Germany and Brazil, the King of Ba¬
varia, the Grand Dukes of Weimar, Baden and Mecklenberg, and others no less distinguished. Among
the musicians present were Franz Liszt, Camille
Saint-Saens, and Edvard Grieg. Truly this summer
day must have been for Wagner ample payment for
the many summers’ he had spent in dire poverty,
hopelessly striving for the success which seemed so
unattainable.
MOZART’S SUMMER MASTERPIECE.
But it is not always happiness that c
t-s in the
summertime. At least it was not hap, less that
came to Mozart one day in the summer
1791. At
that time he was working hard and long .
position of The Magic l-lute and receive the mysterious commission for the Requiem wl
■ was to
be his last, and perhaps his greatest
rk. The
story is too familiar for repetition, but th
is something like poetic justice in the idea of
ting his last commission in the summi t
composers, saving perhaps, Mendel--. !
the musician of summertime. His nu b
full of the freshness and beauty of life,
conception, so spontaneous in charm t.
seem to belong essentially to the fullm rather than the promise of spring, the t
autumn, or the decay of winter,
One of the few happy periods in the !
bert occurred in the summer of 1824. i
Esterhazy summoned him to Zcloz, wl
to teach the Count’s daughter, Caroline
She was seventeen years old, and Schuln
more; that happened which might hawpected. Unfortunately the social barn, :
half-starved musician and a Count’s dam
too great to be scaled, even by flightpoor Schubert and poor Caroline had t.,
with a summer romance. Nevertheless, :!
was one of the few bright spots in the lit,
of genius, and Schubert never forgot it.
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ARE WE GUILTY?
BY BELLE SQUIRE.
Not long ago I received, as did perhaps five hun¬
dred other music teachers in —-, the following
letter from a piano company. It was a circular
letter and I violate no confidence in publishing it.

“ Dear Madame i—
* In order to introduce our pianos into
Chicago homes we take the liberty of ad¬
dressing you as a music teacher and here¬
with enclose a due bill for $75. This due
bill is just as good as so much cash toward
the purchase of any piano in our wareroom
and if you have any prospective piano
buyers among your pupils you can either
sell or give it to them and by so doing save
them $75. on the purchase of a piano.
‘It costs the - Avenue dealers
from $75 to $100 for every piano they sell,
such as high rents, salary and commision,
and large advertising bills. This expense
must necessarily be added to the piano and
paid by the purchaser. We are on the
third floor—small rents—no salesmen nor
commission to pay and no advertising bills,
hence you can see at a glance that we can
give our customers the benefit of this saving
instead of spending it as above noted.
‘ Under no conditions do we pay music
teachers commissions where you use the
due bill.
‘ Hoping you will call and examine our
line of goods, we remain,
Respectfully.
-Piano Company.”
Enclosed in this letter was a due bill professing
to be worth $75, and the following notice type¬
written on cheap yellow paper:

NOTICE.
“The enclosed letter is worded so you
can show it to your prospects and make a hit.
The majority of piano buyers are afraid of
a music teacher, thinking that they get a
commission, hence we put in the letter
saying we positively pay no commission
where you use the due bill and in that way
make them believe that you are not getting
a cent out of the deal. However, we will
pay you all the way from 10% to 15%
commission on any sales you may bring in
here where you use the due bill or not.
We also have a scheme whereby we will
pay you as a music teacher for a certain
number of piano lessons where you can
Call and see us when we will explain
matters more fully.
Respectfully,
-Piano Company.”
The letter, taken by itself, is a little lesson in
political economy, and at first glance looks like a
straightforward bid for legitimate business, though
a child could figure out the futility of the due bill
scheme. Outside of this trifling matter and the
covert suggestion that I, as a teacher, sell the due
bill to one of my pupils for $75 in order to save
him that amount, or, failing to sell it, give it away,
and some uncertainty as to the antecedent of the
personal pronoun “you,” it is a fair letter and lays
bare a great truth—namely, that the purchaser al¬
ways pays the bill. Whether he knows it or not he
pays the manufacturing bill, the rent bill, the sales¬
men’s salaries, the advertising bill, commissions and
all expenses or else the company fails. Bear this
in mind—THE PURCHASER PAYS THE BILL.
The little notice, though, is a triumph of post¬
scripts. It is not a lesson in political economy, but
a lesson in morals, a much more delicate and com¬
plex subject. If a politician had dictated this post¬
script he would have written large upon it, Please
burn this Notice. Suppose this letter and its P. S.
had fallen into the hands of a young and unsophisti¬
cated teacher, as perhaps a hundred or so have
reached young teachers full of high ideals and
ambitious to get on in the world. Would such a
one, in his first enthusiasm, be tempted to sell his
$75 due bill for $50, or $25, or say $10, or seventy-
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five cents perhaps, if he were obliged to come down
in his price? Then after having disposed of his
due bill at a profit and effected a sale would he also
claim his ten per cent, or fifteen per cent, and make
arrangements for the “certain number of piano les¬
sons,” too? If he could accomplish all this with
the aid of one customer he has plainly missed his
calling. He belongs to the piano trade or in the
realms of “high finance.” How would this little
Blip of yellow paper affect him if he were at all
weak morally, supposing him to have no talent for
turning a nimble penny? Might it not start him on
a career of trying to get “easy money,” of engaging
in sharp practices with his patrons, or urge him on
to the necessity of lying as well as cheating and
stealing, all under the guise of an upright profes¬
sional career?
As to the manager who could send out such
strange and offending advertising matter, either he
is a business bungler or else (perish the thought)
his experience with teachers has justified him in
thinking that their standard is no higher than his
own. Of course, the house that would allow such
damning evidence against its integrity to go broad¬
cast is self-convicted. Unfortunately, though, its
very effrontery in sending out such missives throws
a disagreeable suspicion upon our profession as
well. It looks as if the management was sure cf
its ground, as if it were treading familiar paths.
AN OPEN QUESTION.
Why should a piano buyer be afraid of a piano
teacher? Why should a commission, if honestly
earned, be given secretly? What is this commis¬
sion proposition anyway?
Is it honest? Is it
honorable? How did piano teachers happen to get
mixed up in the piano business? These are the
questions that come up for answers, the questions
that will determine the degree of our guilt or else
acquit us from the accusations against us.
In the ordinary family the buying of a piano is
undoubtedly a serious affair. It is not unlike the
marriage contract, in that it is made “for better or
for worse,” and no one knows how it will turn out.
Every ambitious household seems to feel that it
must have a piano, as a sort of badge of respect¬
ability, a hall mark of culture, yet when it comes
to choosing and buying an instrument the whole
household usually feels its incompetence and in¬
ability to judge correctly of what is fair and what
is bad, what is excellent and what is mediocre, of
what is good, and what is positively worthless. In
the matter of price there is even more confusion.
How much should a good piano cost? How much
or how little will buy a medium grade piano? Below
what price is it money thrown away to buy? But
even with these points settled how is the uninitiated
to know whether or not for a first-class price he is
getting a first-class piano, or a middle grade piano,
or a poor or even worthless one? Perhaps, in the
course of time, the magazine writers will get around
to the piano business and then we shall all know
more about it than we do now, but under the cir¬
cumstances it has been the habit of many people to
turn to professional musicians, teachers of piano
usually, to help them out of their difficulty, to aid
in choosing a piano out of the bewildering array
offered for sale. Often it is only a matter of an
hour or so of trying various instruments until a
certain one is decided upon, the contract signed and
the deed done for “richer or poorer,” as the case
might be.
It is fair to presume that the first few musicians
who acted as arbiters in the exchange were pleas¬
antly surprised at receiving, within a short time,
a neatly engraved check, bearing the signature of
the piano firm, with two figures written in after the
dollar sign, made payable to the receiver. It is
needless to say that all parties were satisfied for
the time being. The dealer.had made a profitable
sale, the household had acquired its badge of cul¬
ture, while the musician—why, it was such an
absurdly easy way to earn money.
The householder, as he grew attached to his in¬
strument, felt friendly toward the musician, and no
doubt cultivated his acquaintance. ’In the early
days it is safe to say that the musician made an
honest choice, and his honest opinion, as well as
his time, was worth something. The dealer, as he
looked the situation over, also felt grateful to the
musician, and as a purely business venture also
cultivated his acquaintance, while the musician him¬
self, in his first glow of pleasure, saw with his
mind’s eye what the dealer also saw—a new field

of profit, a side line to the noble profession of
music. But for a long time the party ef the first
part, the householder, never knew.
SOME PIANO BUYERS MISTRUST TEACHERS.
,A11 this is changed, it seems. Our gentle friend,
the piano dealer, tells us frankly that piano buyers
are afraid of us, though it would seem that if a
“prospect” could get hold of the little notice he
would transfer his alarm to the party of the second
part, the dealer, and cut the piano business entirely
out of his calculations. Either he would do that
or he would be filled with admiration for the gigan¬
tic intellect that could evolve such a scheme. He
would realize that brain work is entitled to much
more than mere muscular exertion, and he would
look with scorn on the puny musician who would
be content with a bare ten per cent, or fifteen per
cent, of the game.
Personally, I do not like the commission idea as
it is practiced to-day. I received a commission
once for helping choose a piano, and I have felt
mean about it ever since. It seemed all right at
first, but it made me uneasy and I paid it back,
indirectly, but nevertheless truly, to the person to
whom it belonged, for I realized at once, without
any lessons in political economy, that the purchaser
paid the bill, and I washed my hands of the busi¬
ness. Now, when any one asks me what piano to
buy or how to buy, I usually say, “Choose a repu¬
table dealer to do business with, choose a reputable
maker, then choose your piano.” I would almost
as lief choose a life partner for some one as to
choose a piano for him. It is almost as risky.
Moreover, I would be always under the suspicion
of having received a bribe instead of giving an
honest opinion.
If I were going to buy a piano myself I should
follow my own advice. I would go to a first-class
dealer, to a man who marks his goods with plain
figures, who in marking his goods allows himself a
fair profit for his services and a man who sticks to
his price. I should decide on a reputable make, or
perhaps two or three of them, and then I would
choose my piano. In addition I would inform my¬
self in some way as to the average prices of certain
makes and as to the grades of pianos. If I found
it necessary, finally, to call in an expert to aid me
in choosing, I shouid feel it only fair to re-imburse
my adviser for time spent and professional service
rendered. Such a transaction would be above re¬
proach.
Receiving a fee for professional service is right
and honorable, but taking a commission on sales or
business secured through your influence is unworthy
and morally wrong, or rather it is absurdity itself.
Suppose, for instance, that the commission idea
were to invade private life as it has. commercial life.
Mrs. A. recommends Mr. B. to Mrs. C. as an excel¬
lent teacher, and then proceeds to collect from Mr.
B. ten per cent, or fifteen per cent, of the price of a
term. Perhaps, at the same time, Miss X. has also
recommended Mr. B. to Mrs. C, and she also sends
a bill to Mr. B., for “service rendered,” politely ask¬
ing twenty-five per cent, of the money received
from the first term’s teaching, and so on to the end.
Or suppose Mr. L., during the course of a friendly
evening, admits that Mr. M. is an excellent lawyer
and that Mrs. N., impressed by his opinion, gives
said lawyer her business to look after. Thereupon
Mr. L. promptly exacts' an honorarium from Lawyer
M. for sending him business. It it went farther
Mrs. Smith might demand an occasional steak or
reduced prices on her groceries on the ground that
her “influence” had brought trade to that particular
store. Under such a plan we would have grocers
and butchers and merchants in general marking
their goods at fictitious prices and issuing due bills
to influential people.
As for the professional
classes, they would either have to raise their fees
to a prohibitive mark or else face at once impover¬
ishment, though in either case impoverishment
would probably be the ultimate result.
AN HONEST COMMISSION IS JUST.
Commission for service rendered is honorable—
it is the fundamental law of our present scheme of
civilization—but the person should make a profes¬
sion or a business of the service for which he re¬
ceives a commission, and if a commission is to be
paid the buyer should know of it, for he it is who
pays the bill. To give a third party a handsome com¬
mission for a small service, and add the amount
secretly to the buyer’s bill, is little better than
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highway robbery, and the person who accepts it,
knowing the conditions, should not boast of his
morals, nor claim to be an honest man.
if any one wishes to continue in the piano commis¬
sion business he should become a real expert. He
should know the piano, not only as a player, but he
should know about its construction. He should know
the value of the different woods; he should know the
science of tone and vibrations; he should know the
mechanism of the instrument thoroughly; should
know the different varnishes; know which finish is
likely to- stay in good condition the longest—in
fact, he should be an expert and demand an expert’s
price, which few would be willing to pay. But for
the cause of good music all of us should be willing
to say openly and honestly which pianos we think
are good, which fair, and which, in our opinion, are
the best, and perhaps we could safely keep silent
about the strawberry boxes with strings and ham¬
mers that are frequently sold under the name of
pianos, and our very silence would become such
damning -evidence that after a while all makers
would have to become reputable or else be obliged
to leave the business. Further, if any one really
desired your services or mine in choosing a piano
to the best of our small ability, we would consider it
no more than right to accept a reasonable fee, say
$5.00 or $10.00, for “services rendered,” but if we
were really honest we would hesitate about per¬
forming such a service unless we really knew some¬
thing about a piano and the way it should be made.
We would not resort to dishonest methods to “make
a hit” with our prospects,” for we would have no
prospects. We would leave the piano trade to its
own problems and devote ourselves to the cause of
teaching.
THE TEACHER ENTITLED TO PAY FOR TIME AND
The proposition is simple. If any one wishing to
get a sewing machine should ask a dressmaker to
stop her work and go to help him select a machine,
it is safe to say he would pay her for her trouble
or else not ask her aid. If a man wished to buy a
stationary engine, for instance, and felt himself an
incompetent judge of such articles, and in his
dilemma turned to an engineer for advice and asked
him to spend a half day looking over and examin¬
ing and explaining the merits and demerits of such
engines, would he not expect to re-imburse his
adviser? It would be a small man who would ex¬
pect so much gratuitous service for love of himself
alone. In buying a piano the proposition is iden¬
tical. It is time the innocent householder woke up.
If he wants a piano let him inform himself on the
subject, or, lacking the time and patience, let him
go to someone who knows- and frankly and openly
pay him for his professional service.
The first commission paid was one of those im¬
pulsive, generous acts, or rather a stroke of diplo¬
macy upon the dealer’s part, who never stopped to
argue whether it was right or wrong, wise or
foolish, or to ask himself whither it would lead. It
was good business for him, but what effect had it
on the musician?
If piano buyers are afraid of us teachers we
should do something to restore their confidence.
It is not for us to further the schemes of dishonor¬
able and tricky dealers by distributing their due
bills or .soliciting business for them. If we are to
be piano agents let us be so openly and make a
fair living out of it. We will be in the business and
the world will know the source of our income. But
as teachers let us not be afraid to say that which
we all know—namely, when a dealer allows a hand¬
some price for an old. worn-out instrument as part
of the cash payment, the new instrument is marked
sufficiently high to allow for such a bargain. To
charge $400 for a $250 piano, and graciously allow
$100 for the old piano in exchange, can certainly not
be mistaken for a generous philanthropic action.
As for the due bill, it is the same old trick in a
new disguise.
Let us, as a profession, be done with all such
underhanded business. The chances are that if the
householder could get his instrument more cheaply
he would have more to spend for lessons, and we
would be just as well off in the end. Surely the
teaching profession should not play the part of a
sneaking lackey to the piano trade, and stand with
its hands behind, in studied carelessness, waiting for
the skillfully proffered tip.
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PIANO DIFFERS
FORERUNNERS.

FROM

ITS

PY GEORGE ROSE.
[The following by an English expert appeared in the
London Musical Courier and shows very c early the potots
of difference between the piano and the clavichord. t.ne spinet;
and the harpsichord—instruments about which the student
reads much in musical history.—Editob's Notb.j
In dealing with any modern subject it is the
fashion nowadays to trace back its origin to the
most remote past, and it is easy to carry our sub¬
ject of this evening back to Daniel, Apollo and
Jubal, but we will content ourselves with beginning
with the clavichord, and concern ourselves firstly
with the immediate predecessors of the piano.
So interesting are the keyed instruments of the
eighteenth century that we can on the present occa¬
sion pass over the harp, dulcimer, keyed violin,
zither, etc., and go to the instrument which five
hundred years ago, at least, was the joy of musi¬
cians, and held its own, with little variation, down
to the end of the eighteenth century.
I refer to the clavichord. Queen Elizabeth was
an expert performer upon such an instrument,
though as the term virginal is rather loosely ap¬
plied, she probably used also a quilled instrument—
the spinet. Bach preferred the clavichord for his
own private use on account of the variety of effects
to be obtained from it, and on this account, in spite
of its feeble tone, it held its own not only against
the harpsichord, but for a long time even against
the pianoforte.
The clavichord consists of a series of wire strings
stretched horizontally in an oblong box provided
with a sounding-board and a keyboard. The addi¬
tion of a keyboard to a stringed instrument is a
very old idea, indeed. The hurdy-gurdy, ancient as
it is, and still surviving in France in some country
districts, is the descendant of a formidable machine
used by the Anglo-Saxons, but it was nevertheless
a stroke of genius on the part of some long-for¬
gotten enthusiast to adapt a row of keys to the
zither.
The mechanism of the clavichord is quite peculiar
and so suggestive of the pianoforte in its simplest
form that it is curious the latter should have been
so long delayed and the field so largely held by the
harpsichord and spinet, which are not percussion
instruments, as are the clavichord and piano, but
have strings which are plucked with quill plectra
The key of the clavichord, which is balanced
exactly as is that of the piano, upon a fulcrum, is
provided with a brass tangent which strikes the
string, producing a sharp and feeble note, the pitch
of which is determined by the length of string
which the tangent causes to sound.
The greater the length of a vibrating string of
given diameter and tension the lower the pitch of
the note produced, and the early makers of clavi¬
chords availed themselves of this fact to produce
several notes from the same string, just as in the
mems mand0Hn and a" such fingefboard instru-

ORIGIN OF SEPARATE STRINGS.
It did not, for a long time, occur to anyone to
provide a separate string for each note, so the early
instruments were constructed like the old Italian
one oftimes seen, with so few strings, or rather
pairs of strings, that some of them serve for as
many as five notes.
As only one note at a time can be produced from
each string it is evident that the scope is considerab y limited, and that the composer was often
obliged to avoid chords which would seem the most
natural to use. The early keyboard music indeed
seems curious to our ears, reliance being placed for
effect upon rapid runs and curious turns and graces
rather than upon the chords and harmonies to which
we are accustomed.
When later the clavichord was provided with a
string to every note its capabilities were, of course
very different, and Bach was able to write his pre¬

will confine our attention to the quilled instrument
which never altogether displaced the clavichord, but
nevertheless helped to keep the piano out of the
field for a long time.
.
„
,,
The spinet was, on the continent, usually oblong
in shape, but in England a peculiar type, of a
beautiful wing shape in plan, was produced and
was very popular in early Jacobean times.
Handel also used an exactly similar spinet, many
of which were made, though few survive to-day.
The mechanism of the spinet never varied. The
type was fixed at once at a very early date, and.simple as it is, was never improved upon. Nothing
could indeed be better and more ingeniously fitted
for its purpose.
The key is like that of the clavichord, but instead
of a striker we find an upright piece of wood, called
a jack, which carries a quill plectrum, and engag¬
ing with the string, when the key is depressed. a,„l
passing it, plucks it smartly and produces tin- sound
To permit of the return of the jack and
quill,
the quill is carried upon a tiny tongue o:' wood,
with a bristle spring behind it. so arrant- I that
when the key is released the quill passes t! -tring
silently, without causing it to speak again.
This is a pretty device and should he carefully
studied. It will then be seen at once that
ever
much or little force is expended by the linger of
the performer upon the key no variation
n be
made in the loudness of the note produce, i
Herein lay the weak point of the plucki-d • -trument. When the .plectrum is held in the :
,| of
the performer, as in the case of the zither
! its
kind, very considerable degrees of loudm-s
are
within the range of the instrument, but tin pinet
has a plectrum which requires always a • rtain
force to make it ptuck the string at all, and n ,tiling
more is possible, and nothing less.
The result is, therefore, somewhat monotonous
and the composer was obliged to rely upon . mini
progressions and brilliant execution.
TWO KEYBOARDS.
The early makers soon added another keyboard
and an additional set of strings, and used ,,me
other devices, such as mating the strings.
I hese
double spinets were called harpsichords
The pianoforte is said to have been invent. : by
S 0 0ri ” 1709’
replaced the jack , the
spinet by a hammer, changing the mechanism
nuwhat, but, singularly enough, it was far less ;> I . red
than we should now suppose. There was no
-ire
familiar'/ ‘° aTf ^ character
tone fro,
dav hLS'
be'0Ved by the musicians „
day blending as ,t did, very harmonious!,
day^se

• hat
that
,-ith

chamber instruments then in' , - ery-

The early pianofortes were therefore nr.
with wooden hammers. One maker used mogenious hammers made of paper. It was onlv

l.rl
n
ter

felt were usedUt”y **** 'T* leather and the" "',l
modern oiannf °t COVer tbe hammers, and thu- the
The nei
°
was gradl,all>’ evolved,
to the laree Ji W3s, t0 a,dopt a hamnier mechanism

its effidencyeSaSndhsemaqiiare pian° Was- on *«ount of
long kept the grand I8'26’- ext/emely popular. It
the homes of fhe well tnV" ^ backSround- and
with these little four-foot’thi^^ a'Ways suPPlied
work being often vm H ■ b °"g P'anos, the casemanship.
y de,lcate in design and worksize was the°^sultWauSnt^etLS0,Ught for> and «reater
Piano grew to be th» L ™ e,egant square or table
torian davs, which in a
*tructure of early Vio¬
lently beo^Ia^C ofT"' ^ °",y ^ *
it went out earlier La' tb®. past- In this country
Piano and the convent',!18* d,scarded as the grand
veloped.
nt “Pnght type were de¬

Farandole (Fa-ran-dohl1) or Farandoule (Fa-randool'). (It., Farandola). A circle dance of an ex¬
citing character. Usually in 6/8 time. It is com¬
mon in southern France and northern Italy. Bizet’s
Suite Arlcsienne affords a notable example.

CHARACTERISTIC DANCE FORMS
Short Notes Upon Dances Which Have Become Famous
Through their Adoption by the Masters

Whether music preceded dancing, or whether
music and dancing came into existence concurrently,
is a matter which historians seem to find a field for
tireless investigations. Music and dancing have been
so connected in the past that innumerable forms
introduced into the greatest masterpieces take their
name from the Terpsichorean origin of the forms.
The student is often puzzled by the many names
of dance forms seen in both modern and ancient
music. In the following list the name by which
the dance is best known is- given, and then the
pronunciation, and after that the more common vari¬
ations of the name. The abbreviations Fr., Ger., It.,
Span., Eng., mean respectively, French, German, Ital¬
ian, Spanish and English. The pronunciations are
by no means exact. They are as approximate as can
be got without the use of signs to represent special
inflections peculiar to race, dialect, etc. For any one
accustomed to the continental vowel sounds, the pro¬
nunciations given will be sufficient. For those who
are not acquainted with these vowel sounds, signs
placed over the letters would be of no value whatOur readers will find it well worth their while to
preserve this issue of The Etude, if for this feature
alone, as a similar list does not exist.
The descrip¬
tions of the dances include the country of origin, the
tempo, rhythms, and any matter of special interest
for which space is available. The form of the min¬
uet—that is to say, its method of construction—is
described fully, as the majority of dances are built
along these lines, and a knowledge of this form as¬
sists, not only in the interpretation of most dances,
but also in many piano pieces of the shorter kind.
Allemande (Ahl'mahnd). Also spelled Allemanda,
Alemain, Allemaignf., Almain, Almand, Almayne. Originated in Germany and Switzerland,
and is found in both common and triple time. It
is of a lively character, and usually consists of two
repeated parts varying from 6 to 27 bars in each
section. It is found in the Suites of Bach, Handel,
etc., and is usually written in contrapuntal style.

Bolero (Bo-lair’o). A brisk Spanish dance in threequarter time. It is frequently written in a minor key
and is now almost always accompanied by the
clacking of castanets or wooden shells held in the
hands of the dancers. These instruments of Moor¬
ish origin have a clicking sound, which is very fas¬
cinating. The characteristic rhythm of the Bolero
is an eighth note, followed by two sixteenths, and
then four eighth notes. It is also called a Cachuca.
There is a Bolero in Weber’s Preciosa, and Chopin
has written a Bolero for piano solo (Opus 19). '

spinets are’v^y5^6
a" °'d idea- Upright
and were wing-shaped witf/fh^ somet,n,es made,
upwards.
P ’
th the narrow end turned

me; thereforehl w"rk In'"8 which remains dear to
day only exists
*".* the "k°'e
good mood for as much 2
f sett'ng me in a
Wagner.
UCh work as Possible.r,'

a quarter note followed by an accented half and
a quarter note, thus giving a syncopated effect

Bourr£e (Boo-ray1). Also spelt Boree, Burre, Bouree.
A stately French dance in quadruple rhythm, some¬
what resembling the gavot, except that it starts
on the fourth beat of a measure instead of the
third. The following measure is often made up of

Forlana (It., For-lah-nah), Forlane. (Fr., For-lahn).
A quick 6/8 dance now very rare. It is of Italian
origin. Sometimes spelled Furlana.
Galliard (Fr., Gah-ee-yard'). (Ger., Galliarde. Fr..
Galliarde; It., Gacliarda). This interesting dance
in triple time is of French origin. It was for two
dancers and of spirited, though not rapid tempo.
It was sometimes called the Romanesca, and is con¬
sidered the forerunner of the Minuet.

Allegro .moderato

Cachuca—see Bolero.
Chaconne (Shah-konh); Fr., Chacone; Sp., Chacona;
It., Ciaccona. A graceful dance in 3/4 time. The
name is also given to a set of variations on a
ground bass. It is a slow dance, and resembles the
Passacaglia (q. v.).

Cotillon (Co-tee-yonh). The word is derived from
the French word signifying a petticoat. The dance
dates from the time of Louis XIV. It is said to
have been originally a simple French dance. In its
modern form it is a square dance with many figures
similar to the Quadrille. The music employed for
the Cotillon has been made optional with the per¬
formers, so that the different figures are now
danced to polkas, waltzes, mazurkas, galops, etc.
Courante (Coo-rannt). (It., Corrente.) This is a
lively French dance in triple time. At first, it Was
in 3/2 time. Later it was found in Germany and
in Italy in 3/4 time. One of the distinguishing
characteristics of the older Courante was that the
last measure of each part was written in 6/4 time
in order to insure a ritard. The name is derived
from the French word courir, which means “to
run.” The Courante usually follows the Allemande
in a suite.

Csardas (tsar'-dahs). A Hungarian Gypsy dance of a
romantic kind. It begins with a slow movement
called the “Lassu” in common time, and gradually
increasing in wildness and liveliness until the sec¬
ond movement, or "Fris” is reached. The Csardas
has recently become better known in America
through the success of such Viennese operettas as
The Merry Widow, etc.

Fandango (Fan-dan'-go). A lively Spanish dance in
3/4 time, brought to Spain by the Moors. It usually
has tambourine or castanet accompaniment, and has
later developed the characteristic Spanish rhythm
(see Bolero). Similar dances to the Fandango
are the Tirana, Polo and the Jota Aragonesa.

deal ^tlf fUgUCS 35 if hC had had 3 Pianoforte to
The study of the evolution of the pianoforte is
by no means a simple one. Invention has developed
it upon anything but direct lines, and all kinds of
results have been arrived at. branching off in manv
directions from the parent idea, to which return has
always been inevitable.
We cannot now touch upon these side deveioDments interesting as they are to the student-but
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Galop. (Ger., Galopp; Fr., Galop, Galopade; It., Galor-po). Supposed to be of German origin, though
very popular in France. It is a round dance in
•
2/4 time.
LISZT'

Gavotte (Ga-vot1). (Fr., Gavote, Gavotte; It., Gavotta). The English form of the word is G'avot.
This old French dance is thought to be derived
from the Gavots, a people of the pays de Gap in
Dauphine. The second part or trio of the dance is
often in the form of a musette, and has a drone
bass. This gives it a more rustic flavor, which is
in decided contrast to the more courtly first half.
The Gavotte is usually 2/4 or 4/4 time, and al¬
most invariably commences on the second half of
the measure. This results in the last measure being
but one-half a measure in length.
Allegro con spirito

_

Gigue (Fr., Zheeg). (It., Giga; Ger., Gige; Eng., Jig.)
A lively dance usually in 6/8 or 12/8 time, though
3/8, 3/4, 4/4, 6/4, 9/16 or 12/16 are also found.
The name is supposed to be derived from the early
word for a violin—(Giga, Geig or Geige). Usually
the last number in a Suite.

Habanera (Hah-bah-nair'-ah). The name is derived
from the Spanish form of the word Havana, but the
dance is really a very old African dance introduced
into the West Indies by the negroes, and thence
transported to Spain. The dance is written in 3/4
or 6/8 time. It is of a sensuous character.

Hornpipe. An old English dance which has derived
its name from an instrument said to have been
played during its performance. It was formerly
in triple time, but is now more commonly in quad¬
ruple time, and is more lively in character. The
sailor’s hornpipe is usually in the latter form, and
is still popular in the British Navy.

Pomposo moderato

(The second part of this interesting series will appear
in the next issue.)
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By PRESTON WARE OREM

A LOVE SONNET—A. R. PARSONS.
A portrait and sketch of Mr. Parsons will be found
in another department of this issue. Among the
manifold activities of a busy career Mr. Parsons
occasionally finds time for original work in compo¬
sition. His “Love Sonnet” is his most recent inspira¬
tion. Good players will enjoy this piece, which will
need careful handling and much attention to detail
A reading of the verses with which the piece is headed
will give the clue to the composer’s intentions. Note
that he has divided the sonnet into three portions, as
indicated by the capital letters, according to the sen¬
timent of the text. Specifically speaking, a sonnet in
poetry is a short poem of certain prescribed form
restricted to fourteen lines, arranged according to a
fixed disposition. The sonnet of Dante given by Mr.
Parsons is a splendid specimen of its type. The
composer’s musical illumination of these lines is
sympathetic and inspiring. This piece must be played
m a song-like manner, with elegance and finish.
NOCTURNE—R. GEBHARDT.
In the April number of The Etude we presented
t0( i°IUrcr^derj .the PrinciPal theme and the finale
of Mr. Gebhardt s “Fantasie Impromptu,” which was
one of the prize winners in our contest, recently
closed. In this number we give the middle section
of this piece, which is in the style of a “Nocturne ”
In sheet form the piece is published complete only
This nocturne is a graceful and ornate number
winch will appeal to good players.
This piece
should be played in the manner of a Chopin noc¬
turne, employing the tempo rubato.
BERCEUSE-G. DELBROCK.
Of cradle songs and lullabies there is no end. The
form is a favorite one with composers of all schools.
As a general rule the French title. Berceuse is
employed. The most famous “Berceuse” is the one
by Chopin, but this is a larger work and difficult to
play well. One of the prettiest, of intermediate
grade, is that by Delbruck. This piece has long
been popular as an organ solo, but it is equally
attractive in the piano arrangement. It must be
fiifishd qU‘etly and expressively, with the utmost
ETUDE-NOVELETTE—G. HORVATH.
. This is a dignified and sonorous number of musical
interest and educational value. Mr. Horvath has
been a successful writer of teaching pieces, but this
Etude Novelette” is in rather more ambitious vein.
It reminds one somewhat of Schumann in certain
mannerisms, with a touch of Mendelssohn’s style,
it is nevertheless original and exceedingly well
worked out. It should be played in bold and vigor¬
ous manner and at a good rate of speed. A good
fourth or fifth grade pupil should do well with it.
ROSE AND BUTTERFLY—P. WACHS.
The popular French writer, Mr. Paul Wachs, has
not previously been represented in our pages’ for
some little time. Admirers of his style will welcome
Rose and Butterfly.” . As suggested by its title, this
brilliant and seductive waltz movement has two contrasting sections. The chromatic first theme, run¬
ning along in eighth notes, represents the fluttering
of the butterfly; the graceful and lyric second theme
represents the rose. It E a poetic conception, well
carried out. This piece is not difficult to play, but it
will require a good command of the chromatic scale
and some velocity.
ROSE GLOW—F. P. ATHERTON.
This is one of Mr Atherton’s very best pieces, a
dainty and alluring ‘song without words.” It does
not call for extended comment except to state that in
pieces of this style attention must always be paid to
the inner voices and all harmonies be well brought
Wlth Careful phrasin& and smooth de-

LOVE’S CONFIDING-F. E. FARRAR.
This is a very useful piece by an American "com¬
poser of promise and originality. It may be played
either on the piano or organ and it will prove effect-
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A LOVE SONNET

ive on either instrument. The composer’s original
intention was that it be used during wedding cere¬
monies. If employed for this purpose it should be
played very softly; if on organ, use one or two deli¬
cate stops, but no pedals. As a piano piece it will
make an attractive number of the nocturne type.
Play it tastefully and with expression.

ON ETUDE MUSIC

Every

THE

THE ETUDE

STUDY NOTES

C) She is so pleasant in the eyes of men
A )Mu ladu looks so gentle and so pure,
B) And still, amid the praise she hears secure,
That through the sight the inmost heart doth gain
mien yielding salutation by the way,
She walks with humility for her array;
A sweetness which needs proof to know it by;
That the tongue trembles and has naught to say, Seeming a creature sent from JTeaven to stay And from between her lips there seems to move
And the eyes that fain would see, may not endure. On earth, and show a miracle made sure. A soothing essence that is full of love,
Saying forever to the spirit, “Sigh/"
(Dante)

ALBERT ROSS PARSONS

IMPS AT PLAY-A. PAULSEN.
A rollicking number in the style of a tarantella.
Pieces of this type depend largely upon speed for
their best effect. This number must be carefully
worked up, and it is well worth it, as it is cleverly
constructed and maintains its interest to the end.
An excellent specimen of this style of composition.
BUTTERFLIES—I. W. RUSSELL.
This is a bright and characteristic teaching piece
of real merit, one that should go well at recitals.
From the educational standpoint, this piece will prove
useful, as a study in light finger work, and in what is
sometimes called “keyboard geography,” requiring
certainty in various leaps and changes of hand posi¬
tion. Suitable for an advanced second grade or
early third grade pupil.
MY FAVORITE WALTZ—C. KOELLING.
All the waltzes by Mr. Koelling are good, and “My
Favorite should prove another successful addition
to the list. It is rather easy to play, but it has
the true Viennese sparkle and rhythmic swing. This
waltz may be used either for dancing or for pleasure.
Any pupil working in the early third grade should
master it with ease and satisfaction. Play it steadily
and at a rather slow pace.
IN RHYTHMIC STEP—A. GEIBEL.
This is a capital march movement for a second
grade pupil. It is easy to play and has just the
ngb* S^“g' Xt is catchy a"d melodius, as are all
of Mr. Geibel s compositions. From the educational
standpoint this piece may be employed to inculcate
precision m chord-playing.
UNDER THE ORANGE BLOSSOMSH, ENGELMANN.
Another addition to the long succession of popular
Fn^lng P-eC6S !by this talented composer. Mr.
Engelmann s waltzes, even the easiest, all have a
certain touch of grace and originality, together with
piquancy and harmonic variety. “Under the Orange
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A. D HAENENS.
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This well-known Belgian composer was born
March 24, 1845. His musical talent In ine very
pronounced at an early age. He studied with wellknown Belgian teachers, DuBrucq. Bauddct. Mich¬
elet, Godineau and de Wuli. Two yearthis time
were spent at the Brussels Conservatory, where his
work attracted the most favorable att.
n
He
was then only fourteen years of age. ami lie was
ranked with composers many year older.
His first compositions were published . the age
of sixteen. His compositions, particularly : hose for
military bands, became exceedingly popular in Bel¬
gium and were published by some of
leading
houses of France, Germany and other
untries.
e as been chosen to compose music f.
many
important government events and is regar
as one
° the most popular composers of his nat;
country.
. Hls composition, Coquettish Glance, wo.
of the
prizes in the recent Etude contest and wa.- ublished
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little
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, composition of d Haenens, Feathered Songsters appears
m the present issue.

VALSE VENITIENNE (VIOLIN AND I’l \N0)
L. RINGUET.
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& This piece will prove an effective organ number (without pedals) to be played very softly during wedding ceremonies,using one or two delicate stops,
ft) On a cabinet organ this final passage will be played an octave lower.
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BE MY LOVE, MY LADY
MARK GORDON INGRAM

J. P, LUDEBUEHL
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1 Blithe my heart, and bur - den-less
2 Sweet when first these eyes
of mine
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Conducted by N. J. COREY

TEACHING SMALL CHILDREN.

ARPEGGIOS.

“I receive so much good each month from this
department, I will ask your advice in regard to
teaching young children.
“1. Should the hand he placed in proper position
and technical exercises given before any other work ?
“2. Should this he done at the piano or at the
table?
In what way can I hold their interest? They
start out all right, hut after a few weeks they lose
interest and want to stop their lessons.
“4. Is there a good book I can procure which
will instruct me how to teach them?
“5. Could you give me some table of advancement
as to where the average child should stand in study
at the different periods of first, second, third, sixth
and twelfth months? The first month having two
lessons a wdek with thirty minutes’ practice each
day, then one lesson a week with one hour of

The following interesting and valuable letter was
suggested by the article on Arpeggios in the April
Round Table, and will be helpful to many readers of
this department:

'‘Please explain why the bass is called the ‘F
clef’ and the treble ‘G clef.'
"7. Should this be explained to pupils?”

Copyright 1911 by Theo.Presser Co.
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In an-'\ver to your first two questions I would say
that certainly children should begin to hold their
hands in correct position from the very start. The
first v. ■ k would better be done upon a table. The
longer time children can be induced to work at their
hands cud fingers upon a table the better; that is,
within reasonable limits. In unenlightened com¬
munity. s it is, of course, difficult to induce parents
to consent to such work for long. They are more
likely 11) expect big results months before they
can be reasonably looked for. Naturally, technical
exercises would come first: but with very small chil¬
dren,
soon as the work is taken to the piano there
should he a preponderance of little pieces. None
of the faculties of little tots are developed, and
they must, therefore, be taught by easy stages.
More can be accomplished with a small child by
means of a simple first-grade piece of a few meas¬
ures which the child learns by heart and works at
correct motions after it is committed to memory.
Then is the time when the teacher should spend
much time on drill. When the pupil is learning
the piece the attention is too much absorbed in ac¬
quiring the notes to be able to look after finger
motions.
Furthermore, very small children have
not the strength in their tiny fingers to play the heavy
actions of modern pianos without some help from
farther back in the hands. Therefore, pure finger
action may have to be deferred for a time, or modi¬
fied until the pupil grows older. Small violins are
made for small fingers. It would be a good thing
if small pianos with extremely light actions' could
be made for the little ones who wish to learn to
play.
3. By following the advice that you will find in
the foregoing. Do not try to hold such little people
down to dry practice. Lead them into necessary
technic by slow degrees.
4. Yes, procure a copy of Musical Kindergarten
Method, by Batcheller and Landon; it will help you
very greatly. Musical Picture Book, by Octavia Hud¬
son, will also provide you with material for little
folks.
5. It would be impossible to give a categorical
answer to this, as pupils vary so greatly in indi¬
vidual talent. Small children, however, as an aver¬
age, will not do much more than finish the first
grade during the first year. Larger ones may pro¬
gress well into the second grade, and exceptionally
talented ones may finish it.
6. F and G are modifications of those letters re¬
spectively in the treble and bass clefs. Originally,
when these letters were drawn on the staff, their
terminating strokes indicated the letter names on
their clefs. They have, in modern times, become
fixed. You will notice two dots by the side of the
F clef sign enclosing the fourth line. This indi¬
cates that the fourth line is the letter F. Notice
also how the termination of the treble clef sign
curls around the G line.
7- All matters of this kind should be explained
to pupils sooner or later.

“The fingering anfi proper rendering .of arpeggios
is of interest to all instructors and players because
of the essential position they occupy in modem
composition. No form of passage work is more
beautiful. Nevertheless, the continuity of legato
demanded by it is often marred by an awkward
passage of the thumb. When played slowly this
common defect is not so noticeable, but, as the
tempo increases, the smooth passing of the thumb
becomes extremely difficult. For example, in such
passages as are found in the Chopin Ballade, Op.
23, Saint-Saens’ Fifth Concerto, and especially the
L’istesso tempo in the third variation of Beethoven's
Sonata, Op. 111.
“I have given much study and thought to over¬
coming this technical difficulty, and believe I am
succeeding very well with the following method
for temporary practice. I use the three inversions
of the tonic chord key of C at first, but instead of
the ordinary fingering I use the fingers 1, 2, 3, 5
or 1, 2, 4, 5, according to the inversion, letting the
thumb pass under the fifth instead of the third or
fourth, and letting the fifth pass over in descending.
“I imagine I hear some one say. ‘Oh, how ex¬
tremely awkward!’ Yes, I will admit that it is
awkward for a time. I would not, however, recom¬
mend this for use in all cases, but by practicing
it in all major and minor arpeggios it proves a most
excellent exercise for finger dexterity, strengthen¬
ing the fifth finger and making the passage of the
thumb extremely easy. After I have the position
corrected so that the palms tilt slightly upward at
extreme sides, thus lending freedom to the movement
of
the n
very, very slowly to take the :
mic order, until many notes
i beat have been
mastered.
“This year I am tutoring iwu) uuvouccu
advanced pupils.
pupua.
One of them, a young man, exclaimed. ‘Fingering
arpeggios in that manner is an impossibility 1’ As a
result of this practice, however, the legato passage
of the thumb after the fourth finger in the most
difficult arpeggios is becoming like play. There are
also many passages in which the fingering is close
in which he passes the thumb under the fifth with
exceptional ease. This practice has improved his
entire hand and arm position.
“The other student said, ‘This is very difficult to
practice correctly at first, but how simple it makes
the gaining of a perfect legato of the thumb under
the third nr fourth finger!’
N
N. W. D.”
TO INTEREST CHILDREN.
“I have a pupil in the third grade who lacks in¬
terest. How can I arouse her interest? A. M.”
In the first place, try treating her as a companion
more than as a pupil. Also try conversing about
all sorts of things in which she is interested for an
occasional moment or two, afterwards leading her
attention back to the lesson. This often has a
tendency to freshen the interest. Do not give her
too many technical exercises, but let them be few
and directly to the point. Treat etudes in the same
manner; if they are long, not more than a half of
one at a time. Procure a copy of E. B. Ferry’s
new book, entitled Standard Teaching Pieces, with
descriptive analyses. This will give you poetic
descriptions of many pieces you will desire to use,
many of them in the third grade. No music is
given in this book, however, only the descriptions.
By selecting some of these pieces for your pupils,
preparing the descriptions in advance, you can
arouse the interest of pupils by relating them at the
lessons. Procure also Standard Practice Slips, and
let pupils take pride in making a good showing on
them for the end of the term. Letting pupils pre¬
pare pieces for an occasion is also a great help.
Herein lies the value of pupils’ recitals. Knowing
that they are preparing something to play in public,
or even before the members of their own class, will
prove a very great incentive.
CZERNY AND DUVERNOY.
“What work of Czerny should follow
s Onus
0310? Also, what should follow Duvernoy’s School
of Mechanism ?
T. .T.
Both of the foregoing works are of approximately
the same grade of difficulty, and therefore either
one may be used as a preparation for Czerny’s
School of Velocity, Op. 299. Many teachers prefer
to use the Liebling Selected Czerny Studies, which
contains a graded course selected to meet the aver¬
age need for velocity study. This is, however, en¬
tirely a matter of individual preference.

TECHNICAL POINTS.
“1. Is it wrong .to finger the chromatic scale,
1, 2, 1, 2, 3, 1, 2, etc., beginning on C ascending
right hand, and the reverse for the left hand?
“2. Should one sit directly in front of one line C
(middle C) or E at the piano? The position at the
reed organ would depend on the placing of the
pedals, would it not?
“3. In the names of the degrees of the scale, why
does sub-mediant come above instead of below
mediant, as the name implies?
“4. In harmony, what is meant by unison in this
definition :
“ ‘Avoid consecutive fifths, octaves or unisons
between the same voices?’
K. G.”
1. It is far better to finger the chromatic scale
so that the third finger will come on the black keys
throughout. With this rule it is impossible to mis¬
take the fingering. There are other fingerings given
in various technical manuals, but it is not advisable
to give them to elementary pupils; nor, indeed, to
any except those who expect to become players of
the most advanced order.
2. Most pianos are so arranged that one’s posi¬
tion comes directly in front of E. The pedals of
a reed organ should permit the same position.
3. You mistake the implication in the word sub¬
mediant.
The mediant is in reality the super¬
mediant, or third over the tonic. The sub-mediant
is the third under the tonic. Sub-dominant does not
mean under the dominant, but the under dominant,
or a fifth below the tonic, the same as dominant
is really super-dominant, or fifth above the tonic.
The mediant is midway between the tonic and the
dominant, counting upwards. The sub-mediant is
midway between the tonic and the sub-dominant,
counting downwards.
4. Consecutive unison simply means two voices
consecutively upon the same tones. For example,
if you should write the alto and tenor as follows
you would have consecutive unisons, or in reality
only one part.
B. T.
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In all chords except the first of this example
note that the inner voices (alto and tenor) sound
the same notes—c, d, b, c.
The same would be true of the same conflict be¬
tween any two voices, as soprano and alto or tenor
and bass.
TREBLE AND BASS.
The following letter is from far-away New Zea¬
land, and therefore is of peculiar interest as an ex¬
ample of the far-reaching influence of The Etude.
There is scarcely a civilized country in the world
that does not have its subscribers to The Etude:
“In your Round Table Talks I have seen the
question coining up several times as to the advisa¬
bility of teaching the treble and bass clefs at the
same time. Some years ago my attention was called
to Mrs. Curwen’s Child Pianist, in which the eleven
lines of the Great Staff are taught as a foundation.
Following this the two clefs are taught. Pupils are
not required to learn the names of the spaces bv
heart, but simply to find them in their connection
with the lines. I have found this process of such
great benefit to myself that I should like to recom¬
mend it to other teachers. I do not usd the Child
Pianist exclusively, but find it valuable for refer¬
ence in the early numbers. I believe that teachers
who have much elementary teaching will find it a
valuable work to read, as it will give them many
good ideas to apply in their own work. My own work
lies chiefly at a boys' preparatory school,' which has
given me a great deal of experience with beginners,
else perhaps I should not have ventured to write on
the subject. With very many thanks for your
valuable hints given at the Round Table. I remain.
“Yours very truly,
i. J. K.”
Those teaching elementary pupils in this country
will always find it of great assistance to draw the
Great Staff with a pencil at the start, showing how
the letters read up from the bottom. It can thus be
shown how middle C comes on the middle line.
Erasing this line the two clefs will then clearly
appear, middle C being indicated on an added line,
whether it be in the bass or treble. It can be pointed
out how much clearer to read the staff appears with
the open space, and also how the space is widened
still more in order to add to the clearness. It is
also an excellent idea to compute the letters from
the adjacent line.
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To the "three It's" of ancient fame must now be
added the three I’s of Ellen Terry.
When this actress was asked recently to tell in a
word the secret of her great successes on the stage,
she said, "Intelligence, Industry and Imagination, but
by far the greatest of these is Imagination.”
Intelligence.
The playing of piano music in such a way as to
rivet attention is not so vastly different a thing from
presenting a part on the stage, as one might think
just at first—and the words of Miss Terry express
clearly what has been in many minds for a long time
in regard to piano playing. Intelligence is a god
incarnate, the kind of music intelligence which comes
a gift of Nature and the kind that is attained through
long continued research. The first is the spontaneous
kind, and to it may safely be entrusted the questions that
have to do with inspiration and emotion. The second
kind of intelligence is equally fine in its manifesta¬
tions, and has an advantage over the first variety, it
can be substituted for the nature gift and in every
case it must be associated with it, else the other be¬
comes erratic and non-effective. Industry has been
lauded to the skies in prose and poetry—principally
however, in prose, and it has been proven often enough
that there is practically nothing, at least of a material¬
istic nature that, cannot be accomplished by industry.
Even piano technic, than which no more difficult thing
is existent in the world can be imposed on almost any
band, arm and finger by unfailing industry.
Imagination.
But Imagination! Truly “The greatest of these is
Imagination.” The emotional appeal in music waits
upon the imagination! The vital part of every com¬
position depends upon it and the interpretation can¬
not even be guessed at until the imagination is put
into play. Said a young woman pianist to me—a
pianist whose rank is easily in the artist class: “What¬
ever of fine work I may have done, whatever of appeal
to the public my playing has made, all this I owe to
my vivid imagination—for, since I was a child I have
pictured things in my music, and even the dryest of
technical exercises always says some word or phrase
incessantly to me, and until any phrase attains in my
mind its meaning, and I have a picture that belongs
with it—till then, I cannot play it.” Every great
conductor and every great artist is imaginative, and
equally is it true every great composition is pregnant
with imagination. Is there, then, a practical side to
the question and can we deal even remotely with the
development of the faculty, or must we say that
Nature, and she only supplies the gift and attends
its culture? Undoubtedly, there are some minds al¬
most devoid of the quality of imagination and it is
seriously to be doubted if these can ever interpret
music in an appealing way. But many others have
some traces of the gift and still others have a fair
quantity and still lack the abundance which makes
for intense vitality in the public work. Can such as
these two classes cultivate the faculty? Assuredly,
yes, and the only question is one of choice of means
and persistence in their application.
Curiously indeed are the arts correlated, there is
“form” and "method” in every art. Music has “color”
and painting has “tone,” while emotionality is an at¬
tribute of all of them. It follows then, that a study
of all arts will develop imagination in the one art
most wholly chosen for exploitation. The observing of
shading and tones in painting will suggest similar
artistic treatment of music, and the same thing is
true with all other manifestations of art.
The Drama.
Drama is so potential in its influence that its value
as an awakener of the imagination cannot be over¬
estimated. Attend the theatre all you can consistently,
and be careful to choose plays of romantic and esthetic
import. Watch the gradual building up of the great
scenes, the climax and the catastrophe, notice the
application of stress and accent—and, above all, watch
the utter impressiveness of repose. Put these things
in your piano playing, if you can—and see the results!
Let your choice of reading matter be stimulative to the
imagination also, poetry and romance well chosen and
well considered will reflect in meaning full piano
interpretation. As a teacher it is your duty to en-
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courage the growth of imagination in your pupils, and
to avoid for them that hardness of thought which
comes from an implanted impression that technic is
the one god worthy of worship.

THE THREE “I’S.”

“WHAT IS TALENT 1”

When we come to reflect upon the
number of Americans who are engaged in the study of music, not only
at home, but also abroad, and follow¬
ing our reflection, find that so few of them ever
rise to more than national fame, and a very small
number even to a reputation beyond the confines
of their own locality, we are wont to ask ourselves,
why are the Americans continually bringing up the
rear in the world’s march of music. Is it because
the American’s mind is not as susceptible to music
in the same degree as the mind of a Pole, a Russian,
or a Hungarian? Is it because the American has
less natural technic and conception than our foreign
friends? Or is it for the want of study and practice,
for the want of classical and competent instruction,
or for the want of the musical atmosphere in which
the students of foreign countries are permitted to
Musical
Conditions.

Since the Americans have led the world in almost
every other branch of learning outside of art, it
would be the grossest error to say that there is any¬
thing insusceptible in the American mind where the
practical assistance of progress in the scientific world
is needed. It is the practical value of anything that
appeals to the American, and not the artistic.
Philosophically speaking, like conditions produce
like results. Ought rot the converse of this be true?
Great men are produced by great circumstances.
When have the circumstances in America and Europe
been alike? Necessity has made us a practical people.
While Europe has gone on perfecting itself in art,
the Americans have built a nation. Mozart was born
twenty years previous to our Declaration of Inde¬
pendence, and died when our government was just
two years old. Many of the masters, whose music is
now delighting thousands through the masterly in¬
terpretations of our modern virtuosi, lived and died
before the “land of the free” had been dreamed of.
So from generation unto generation, European chil¬
dren have been surrounded with music of a vitality
that shall last for centuries to come. American chil¬
dren have been taught that art is a luxury, that music
is for those who need diversion, and the dreams of
getting rich has ruined the prospects of many virtuosi
in America.

There are so many lovers of music
and so few doers among them. The
proud parent will say, “The baby is
going to be the musician, he just loves
to thump on the piano.” The baby may love to cry
for the moon, but that crying will never bring the
moon to him. No more is the thumping a sign of
talent in the baby, for any child loves a noise, be
it upon anything never so hideous as a cracked cow¬
bell. We find lovers of music everywhere in grown
people and bow glad we are too, because even though
they play not at all, they are good listeners. Then
comes the talent of the intellect. The most infallible
sign upon which the parent can build hopes of his
child’s becoming a pianist, a singer, a teacher or an
artist in any one of the many vocations in music.
Once in a great while the child
Prodigies.
prodigies have come to the front,
although Liszt always declared that
he was no prodigy. As a rule our masters of music
have been made from the intellectual talent, so to
speak. It is said that Von Billow possess'd no
"real talent” for music, but through bis industry and
intellectual study, accomplished what he did in music.
This will account for his exactness in his playing
which really amounted to a dissection of the selec¬
tion. Beethoven's music may be said to be intel¬
lectual since he could no.t hear it in the sense that
we hear his music. One of our greatest pianists of
the intellect to-day is d’Albert whose playing is so
analytical that the most diflicult classics are made
simple, and easy to conceive. Most of Liszt's pupils
were what is usually called talented pupils and conse¬
quently were content to learn by imitutiou rather
than by individual, concentrated study.
Of the intellectual teacher,- we
Scales.
come now to speak more specifically.
For many years it was thought that
scale practice was not only the greatest aid in master- ■
ing technical difficulties, but also a means of leading
to excellence in the art of playing U|>on most instru¬
ments. Scales for lingering, scales for velocitj. - ,l,s
for rhythm, scales for everything. Liszt is'so id to
have practiced them two hours every morning.
If this was necessary for him, what will the rest of
us poor fellows do? In his day, everything was in
the blast* style, until here came Schumann, u master
of music not playing at all, no not even scales. Con¬
sequently, we find very few scale passages in his com¬
positions.
When America is as old as Europe, shall we not
have reason to believe that we shall have moo rs
equally as great or perhaps greater than the;, have
produced? We arc too young yet, we have not ibed
long enough as a country, as a people, as a tuition,
to be producing masters in art nor interpret,
of
art, and we should be congratulating ourselves noon
the distinguished artist's of American birth, who. by
tbeir untiring efforts, have fanned the spark I M ine
until it has flamed up into some noble create : of
art.
Lovers of
Music.

Continuing the argument, the quesTalent
tion arises, “Who should devote himDefined.
self to the study of music?” This
one says, those who are talented. _
If we read the “Life of I.eThat one, those who love music. The other one, those
Leschetizky. schetizky,” by the Countess Potocka.
who are most intellectual. Then what is talent, what
we find him to be self-made man and
is love for music, what is intellect in music? In
a self-taught teacher. His teaching, ever since he
my opinion, the word talent is too often indiscrimin¬
heard Sehulhof play, has been based on the intel¬
ately defined. Some say talented pupils are those
lectual in music. It was the consciousness and
who can play by ear. Others say pupils are talented
individuality of Schulhof’s tone that made him say
when they show a great memory of indefinite capa¬
that is the playing of the future." This was Lebilities. Mendelssohn says, “Talent is industry,” and
sehetizky’s most valuable lesson, so forthwith he com¬
for many reasons I am inclined to believe the great
menced to study out means of accomplishing desired
master, after having observed how the people of
effects in piano study, whereby the world is greatly
his nationality studied.
benefited by what they call "The Leschetizky
The head of a large German family often philoso¬
Method, which he himself declares could be set down
phizes thusly : “Carl shall play the violin, Hans the on a few pages, but that it would take volumes to
'cello, Marie the piano, Hermann the saxophone, Hugo explain its uses and advantages. Pupils of his are
the bass-viol, Hedwig the cornet, etc., etc.,” and in
all intellectual performers. Therein is their talent,
. the course of time there is an orchestra in the family
their technic and their conception.
playing the classics, but whether there is the most
artistic rendering of the selections, would best be left for
the critic to decide. But at any rate, when the
„™°re people faiI to achieve anything
worth while ,n music from wasting time in indefichildren appear in the family, the possibility of talent
mte
rambling
from one form of study to
was unthought of and when each had mastered his
^an «yer fail
lack of opportunity
own particular instrument assigned him by the father
and had played selections in public, the public in¬
?e ,wor'<l ,'s full of pianists who
, . pa.y the P'an°, singers who cannot sing,
discriminately called them talented children. Not
for once supposing that it was through industry that
wailinL TtS ,Whf>Se efforts remind one of the
g,of a lost s°ul. The reason of this is
the playing was made possible. That is the secret
if there be any secret of the German’s fame in music’
of
d„esi,lt0ry’ careless practice and lack
They simply have dug it out, and where we Ameri¬
na a k one .ln Sfudy than bad teaching or percans leave off, is where the foreign students get their
° ! de^c,en,f'e.s' Remember the words of Marsecond breath.
ernod UrCJUS. F,nd tl,ne to be learning somewhat
good, and give up being desultory."

THE
HOW MAY WE INTEREST OUR PUPILS?
BY JOHN W. HAKDING.
When children come to the teacher it must never
be forgotten that music is a beautiful art which even
these children are capable of understanding to a
degree, and of enjoying to the full. Children must
be approached on the melodic side of music. They
love melody, and, what is more, they cannot progress
well or satisfactorily without it—nor should any
teacher desire that they should. Exercises, it is true,
are. as a rule, indispensable, but these must be given
in the form of melodious studies. Technic must be
sparingly administered, or prescribed in homoeopathic
doses, to be taken frequently, perhaps. I think the
most difficult thing for a teacher of the young to
decide is when to begin technic and how will it be
best to introduce it. This is, I know, a problem to
many teachers, for my writings regarding teaching
of the young frequently bring me letters from teachers
asking the question: “When do you advise me to
begin teaching technic to children, and how is it best
to set about it?” Many teachers of experience have
solved this problem, each for himself. But to the
conscientious young man or woman just starting in
to lea ell it is a problem and sometimes a difficult
one. i t seems advisable, therefore, to touch upon this
point in the present article.
EXERCISES FOR BEGINNERS.
I'
ilar technical exercises (in the raw state) are
noi - my mind, fitted for children's use. For a
bee: inmg I would say give them scales and finger
e\." .-' s skilfully mixed in with pleasing melodious
lilt! -Indies. The position of hand and fingers, and
tli - - - of these, must be pointed out very gradually
an.I < arefully and only when a wrong position or.
uni . in.-in is observed. Many children naturally hold
the;r hands and fingers well, and use them graeefu"y mid (almost) skilfully. It is advisable, very
often (after showing them the proper height for seat
and proper distance from piano, and also how they
nun i.-ll when these are correct or incorrect), not to
undertake the least finger training until you have
observed how much technic they possess naturally.
Tie toucher's duty is to supply that which is lacking
and in begin in due time to strengthen the fingers,
or make supple, as the case may be; to develop indop talent action of the fingers and proper wrist and
ar a movements, velocity, and all the rest, as the
sin.:, at progresses or advances.
Strictly speaking,
tr.’.picul training begins with (1) arm position and
u-. of lit., arm; (2) hand position and wrist action;
("’ ami lastly, the fingers.
I have in mind teachers who are beginning and
have not as yet the experience that comes from teachin;: for years, I shall venture to particularize each
li.tle point. A very good way is this: After form¬
ing the acquaintance of the new pupil and putting
hiia perfectly at his ease, endeavor to make him feel
that music and music-study are altogether delightful
and that great pleasures are in store for him. Seat
yourself before the instrument, and show him the
rise and fall of your arms from elbow to wrist, as
you raise or lower the seat, until you get exactly
the desired position (which in my own teaching is:
elbow slightly lower than wrist when the hand is level
upon the keys). Then show him the slant of the
arms from shoulder to elbow as you sit too near
or to far from the instrument. Children never forget
correct position if shown carefully, in some such
fashion. Say to them: “Let me see now if you can
do this. If you can I shall know that you under¬
stand me.” Then add: “Will yon promise me to try
to tememlier to be very careful at home to get
your position correct ?ach time you practice?” They
will promise, and you will know from future lessons
whether the promise lias been kept or not. Again,
liy seating yourself at the piano show them that the
hand is to be held so that there is room underneath
it to allow the thumbs to move under, easily and
freely. The moment the little fingers begin to
straighten out and the arm to weight down the hand,
point out to them that they have lost their little tent
under the hand, and that the thumb now could not
possibly pass under. Impress upon them that the
arm must hold up the hand, not the hand hold up
the arm.
When we come to finger-training tell them each
finger has to be trained to do certain things: to
strike hard, to strike soft, to go fast, to go slow,
and so on. Tell them that each finger undergoes
its “regulation” training precisely as the would-be
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athlete goes, first, to a gymnasium, where every day
for days, perhaps for weeks, he does some one little
thing over and over until he develops certain muscles
or learns a certain movement; then he goes on to
another exercise to develop some other set of muscles,
or to develop ability to make some other certain
movement.
This finger-gymnasium-idea does away
with much weariness in the case of hands that re¬
quire considerable training. But now, the homoeo¬
pathic dose. If obliged to use a real technical exercise
I usually write one for them of one bar, or two bars
at most, and this to be done by each hand, say, four
times, and this perhaps twice during his practice
time; and I look out to select a little melody-exercise
that will help along the same line. A very good book
to select a bar or two from is Loeschhorn's Technics.
It is reliable, up to date and all right. It covers
about all the required points in teaching the young.
MAKING TECHNIC ENTERTAINING.
By my remarks, thus far, I merely undertake to
show that even technical training may be made fairly
agreeable to children because it can be made interest¬
ing in some degree if the teacher knows his business.
With juvenile beginners especially select exercises that
are melodious. Never dwell too long on the mechani¬
cal side of learninng to play, and, above all, never
separate technical training from music. Bind them
together always. We piano teachers must never forget
that we are to teach music.
It greatly encourages young people (and indeed all
beginners) to -bring them as soon as possible to the
point where they have something to show for their
study; that is, being able to play something that
sounds, and is, pleasing.
Regarding pieces, only those should be given at first
which, in addition to being tuneful, lie directly under
the fingers. It is also well to select, very often,
pieces that are descriptive rather than purely lyric.
Children love stories, the imaginative, faculty being
so strongly developed in them. Many teachers find
it helpful to suggest story-thoughts relating to certain
pieces. This is, of course, closely followed in kinder¬
garten training, but the writer has reference only, to
older children. Nevertheless it is a pretty big child
that is too old for story-hints to help him out in the
interpretation of a piece. Of innumerable works I
will mention, as examples of what I mean, Kullak’s
“Kinderleben,” (Child-life), and Schumann’s “Jungend Album,” (Album of Youth); They are tuneful
yet not trivial, and allow great play for the imaginaAnother way to interest chidren is in teaching
elementary Harmony and Analysis so that they will
appeal to them just as botany does at school, when
they learn the parts of a flower. Children can be
taught to build scales, to build intervals and chords,
and to take these apart (». e., to analyze them) in
such a manner that it becomes intensely interesting
to them. The ability of a teacher may be measured
by his (or her) power to attract or draw the atten¬
tion of pupils and to hold the same. That teacher
who knows how to impart what he knows will be so
full of interest and enthusiasm himself that his pupils
cannot fail to become equally interested and enthus¬
iastic. How do those teachers who acknowledge
that they hate the work, that they simply teach for
“pin-money,” how do they manage to keep any pupils?
This is a never ending problem to me. I fear the
pupils in such case would tell a “dismal tale of woe”
could we but hear their side.
THE MUSICAL CLUB.
Another duty of the teacher is to play to his
pupils occasionally. Play even scales and exercises
showing that these, also, can be played melodiously
and beautifully. Above all have a musical club. Invite
your pupils to meet with you once a month. Have
class-readings, look at pictures, let the pupils prepare
little papers on allotted subjects. Require each one
to take a musical magazine. A very good way is to
subscribe yourself for some eight or ten copies and
charge ten or fifteen cents per month on each pupil’s
account for that month’s magazine. The amount in
this way is so trifling that no parent thinks of object¬
ing, especially when they realize it is the only expense
of the club, no charge being made for the teacher’s
time and strength. I require my pupils to take a
musical magazine for several reasons, two of which
are, we need it for nse in onr clubs, we read from
it and use it from cover to cover; and second, I want
if possible t'o interest not only the children but their

families in reading about music, and to have parents
take an interest in what their children are doing, and
read and study with them.
Now just a word about dull pupils. We all have
them and they must be taught. It is desirable that
they should learn all they are capable of learning.
The dull ones must be interested as well as the
brighter ones. Never mind if their progress is slow;
sometimes the dull pupil proves a teacher’s worth
far more than the brilliant, showy one. Anyone cau
advance a bright, smart child; but it bears evidence
of patience, kindness, faithfulness and sure ability if
a teacher’s dull pupils make a fairly good showing.

PARENTAL HELP.
One of the great difficulties the teacher encounters
is thaat of reaching the parents of his pupils at times
when it is impossible to impress the children with
certain principles without parental assistance. It is
frequently impossible for the parent to call at the
time the teacher appoints, and the pupil often loses
much thereby.
There are many things of a very necessary na¬
ture which all parents should understand in connection
with a child’s musical progress. They range all the
way from the simple matters of arranging the practice
hours, so that the child is not denied the highly neces¬
sary outdoor exercise, to that of giving the child the
requisite inspiration and encouragement which has so
much to do with rapid progress.
We know of teachers who have regularly and per¬
sistently conducted parents’ meetings. In some com¬
munities this is impossible owing to the wide differ¬
ences in the social strata. Singularly enough, with
very young children social strata interfere very slight¬
ly. The mother instinct in relation to the young
child, seems to make all mothers akin. Thus the moth¬
ers’ and parents’ meetings conducted in the heteroge¬
neous social centers of our great cities in connection
with the kindergarten work in public schools has been
very successful. In centers where there are wide
differences of a social nature it has been found that
parents’ meetings held with the parents of older chil¬
dren are rarely successful.
The teacher must exercise great tact or the parents’
meeting will prove anything but an advantage to her
in a financial way. Parents have a way of getting
together and discussing various things which some¬
times leads to dissatisfaction.
A very good plan which some teachers of our ac¬
quaintance have employed is to form twelve letters
upon topics of importance to students and parents.
Have these letters copied, or, if you have a typewriter
and a liektograph or mimeograph, make the copies
yourself. Send a letter each month of the year to the
parents of each pupil. Make the letters as short and
concise as possible. If you have the time write each
parent a personal letter. Make each epistle interest¬
ing and pointed. You will find that your patrons will
appreciate this immensely. It will show that your
interest in the pupil is more than a passing one, and
it will also display your ability to meet with the prob¬
lems of practical teaching. It is. the very best possible
form of advertising, as nothing could tend to extend
a teacher’s reputation for thoroughness and sincerity
as effectively as does this regular monthly letter.
Teachers who have used it tell us that they are rarely
without pupils enough to consume all of their teaching
hours. It is the regular persistent effort that counts.
Another fine plan for teachers who do not feel suffi¬
cient confidence in their ability to write an effective
letter to parents—and letter writing is a very, very
great art—is to mark passages in The Etude along
the aforementioned lines and wherever the pupil is
not a subscriber send a marked copy home to the
parent with a request that it be returned by the pupil
at the next lesson. It is our policy to have frequent
articles that could be read with great profit, even
by parents who have no musical knowledge whatever.
These articles are always practical and are for the
most part written by teachers who have mastered the
ability to put their thoughts into words effectively.
They are not unlike “talks to parents.” The teacher
who is continually thinking of his pupils’ interests and
sequentially, his own interests, never fails to attend
to little details like this. It only takes a few min¬
utes to send home a marked copy of The Etude, and
the effect of seeing the matter the teacher desires to
impress in print, is often more convincing than the
written letter. Try The Etude plan and see if your
pupils' interest, your own classes and your bank ac¬
count do not grow.
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P-^^RAMEAU ON THE

BY MATTHEW SHIRLAW.

fundamental principles, he also at¬
tempted to do for vocal science. Never¬
theless, Rameau’s “method” seems to
have attracted little or no attention.
The principal reason for this may be

[The following article Is reprinted in part
from the Monthly Musical Record of No-
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most beautiful tones possible from the
voice. The summary of our author’s
method, its fundamental principle, may
be given in the axiom formulated by
Rameau himself: “Train yourself to
avoid constraint’’ (“Prendre la peine de
n’en point prendre”). This principle he
repeats again and again, as though he
could not sufficiently make us realize its
importance. He has a word of warning
for thgse singers who are in too great
a hurry to reach their goal. “By exert¬
ing oneself too much,” he says, “every¬
thing is lost. Imitate those children
who have just learned to walk; they do
not dare to press forward, because they
feel that they will fall. But patience es¬
capes; one is impatient to arrive, one
never arrives! A false road has been
taken; great efforts are made to con¬
tinue. Useless cares! A considerable
time is lost. Despair sets in; and the
only consolation one can find is in at¬
tributing to Nature faults which have
their root only in bad habits.

Train yourself to avoid constraint,’ not
only in the throat itself, but in every part
of the body, which should be, so to speak
lifeless, during the time that the breath
is emitted.”
Rameau remarks that he would not
have entered into such a long digression
on the importance of this absence of con¬
straint if he had not felt himself com¬
pelled to combat the “innumerable prej¬
udices” which exist about the formation
of the voice; and the chapter concludes
with still another repetition of this funda¬
mental principle: that the singer should
examine himself continually, to discover
whether he is permitting in himself the
least effort, the least constraint, and with
the wise recommendation to those who
sing badly to give up singing altogether
until they are able to feel in themselves
all the liberty and freedom that are neces¬
sary.— The Monthly Musical Record.

encore songs

IMITATION.

THE POSITION OF THE BODY.
BY GEO. CHADWICK STOCK.
“The body should be held gracefully,
d’en augmenter 1’etendue, et de la rendre
and one should feel the greatest flexibility
t What is the best method of training flexible”). Rameau has a few prelimi- 1
Of all the means which a tudent of
in all its parts. Indeed, this is a general
? .This is a question which is nary remarks Wmake on style, which are
singing
employs in perfectin'.' bis voice
to be answered in different ways “?P°rta.nt enough to deserve quotation, principle of all the arts of exercise. But that which he must exercise with dili¬
by all who know anything of the subject
be.gms ln hls incisive, trenchant way: this gracefulness, this flexibility of body, gence yet with utmost circumspection
cannot
be
attained
where
there
is
the
of'
-jjttjf-’
’
■
Ringing
masters,
especially
in
France,
lice production, and by many who . 31ng“g “asters, espec
is the imitative faculty. It is wise to
know nothing about it. It is, indeed a have a ways tau&bt style in singing, with¬ least constraint. Consider the actor. If
imitate when the question <
fronting
subject about which the most conflicting out concerning themselves much with the he is capable of feeling, he completely
him is one of technic; it is unwise to
and contradictory opinions exist. There means to procure it, neglecting to per¬ surrenders himself to it, and this with all
are methods scientific, methods empirical, ceive on what a genuine style depends; his soul; his gesture, the play of his imitate in the matter of style and ex¬
methods physiological, methods sensa¬ every lesson on style meaning, therefore, countenance, all express his emotion; in pression, because it inhibits the devel¬
him we see Nature herself at work, and opment of individuality. The student
so much waste of time and effort.
tional, and methods without method.
Art is hidden by this art alone—the art of singing should listen attentively to
The physiologist stands aghast at the
of being natural and unconstrained. In¬ the expression which artist; give to
STYLE IS BASED ON FEELING.
presumption of those who would attempt
deed, feeling is a gift which demands their songs, but he must remember that
to train the voice without having seen or
___
iuoi is
“For what use
is a style that
made a single experiment with the based on feeling, and how otherwise can from the mind all the liberty possible, what he hears is the commentary of
the
least reflection destroying every one particular individual’s emotions •
laryngoscope, or studied in the most
be procured? Style in song is like
This principle of
thorough way the anatomy of the larynx gesture in the actor. What is true and natural function.
upon the propositions of his under¬
and become acquainted with the func- natural is easily distinguished from that naturalness and unconstraint is of special standing. The style and expression of
tions of its different parts. The em- which is merely imitation. Let a piece importance in the emission of the breath great artists is always to be emulated,
piricist points triumphantly to the old be ever so well rendered, unless it is necessary for the formation of tone.
but this phase of the art of singing can¬
“All perfection in singing, all its dif¬
Italian school of singing, and wants to based on genuine feeling there will alnot be successfully simulated
imita¬
know how much Farinelli or Porpora ways be absent a certain ‘je ne sais quoi’ ficulties, depend on the manner in which tion in toto interferes with individual
knew about the anatomy of the larynx, which makes all the difference, but on the breath is emitted from the lungs. growth; if persisted in it invariably pre¬
The
breath, indeed, is the only thing in
Another thinks it is all a matter of which everything depends. A little more
vents
a
man
from
ever
finding
his
true
acoustics; he pins his faith to resonance, or a little less, a little sooner, or a little voice production over which we have
With regard to the self. A mere imitator has m'thing to
and would have all singing masters be later—in fact, that exact precision which direct control.
thoroughly up in their Helmholtz. One the expression, the situation, demands muscles of the larynx, all we can do is fall back upon when his model is gone.
thmks that deep breathing is the thing; failing at any one point, everything be- to allow them the liberty to follow their In other words, he himself has nothing
to say.
another has discovered that the whole comes insipid and the effect is lost. At natural movements. When the breath is
A vocal student should be constantly
secret lies in the cultivation of the head the theatre, this man, for example to emitted with too much force, the throat
voice; still another recommends as the whom Nature has given a good voice becomes compressed, and the voice is encouraged in bis efforts to create his
only possible method, the throwing of pleases me less than this other who is robbed of all its flexibility. On the other own atmosphere, and his own style and
the tone towards different parts of the not so favored in this respect ’ because hand, any constraint occasioned even by interpretation. Every singing pupil
body and allowing oneself to be guided the latter puts his soul into all his ex- anxiety for a proper gracefulness of should make it his business to hear
style, or for appropriate inflexions of the good music as often as possible, and
by the sensations experienced, and so on pressions."
ad infinitum. Finally, as a logical and
It is evident that Rameau is here de- voice, efforts which are not recognized as especially the best in vocal music.
natural climax to this medley of conflict- claiming against the stilted artificialitv efforts because of acquired bad habits From listening to good singers repeat¬
ing opinions, we find it declared that which was too common a characterise these are the true obstacles to beauty of edly one gains ideas of style, finish,
there is no genuine method of voice pro- of his time. It is also the dramatic com- tone, as well as to flexibility of voice- phrasing, treatment and interpretation,
duction whatsoever; that the ability to Poser who speaks, the composer who car- ?*j£n* bec°®es 'throaty,’ the voice and this becomes the basis upon which
produce from the voice beautiful musical ned on so well the work begun by Lully trembles, and beauty of tone becomes all judgments must be formed. When
impossible.
tones is never the result of any system and whose operas produced so powerful’
“The maxim of the old Italian singing it comes to the final analysis of tone,
of training, but is the direct gift of an impression on Gluck when he visited
masters, ’F.lare il suono,’ is the correct the student of singing will find that he
a‘U^;.
.._ u •
.
Paris in 1746. But apart from this, there
one, because a tone produced by the must listen to the promptings of the
1
m-fon/ 13 eaSer to wel- is much in the above quotation that re“n<jonstramed outflow of breath text with his inner, not his outer, ear.
come additional light from any quarter, mams true for all time. In singing a= Ty
It so happens that one of the most ex- in every art, it is always the little more t son file) is always beautiful.' All our The promptings which come from
cellent little works ever written on vocal or the little less, which makes all th» attention, all our will, should be oc¬ within will unerringly dictate the tone
science is scarcely known. Its author is difference. It is the difference between cupied towards emitting the breath al- for him to give voice to. This will be
none other than the illustrious French the harsh, grating tone of the uncultured most in the same manner as when we his self-revealing voice, and with none
composer and theorist, Jean Philippe singer, pianist, or violinist, and the full Wish to speak. When the speaker is oc! other will he ever be able to sing with
Rameau.
Rameau was an analytical limpid, singing, or brilliant tone as the cupied only with the thought he wishes real success, because with none other
musical genius of the first order. It was case may be, of the accomplished artist to express, the tones of the voice are can he clearly reveal his own feelings.
not so much to what Fetis describes as It is the difference between the work of the ^me
Emerson says: “Insist on yourself;
eflf0n' Tt ougbt to be
the same with the singer. Occupied sole¬ never imitate. Your own gift you can
Ram admlrabIV ^ ^ ^ ’ that
which fiI,s us with enthusiasm, and
Rameau owed his remarkable discover- that' which leaves us uninspired and cold ly with the feeling he wishes to express present every moment with the cumu¬
les, as to the fact that he was endowed This exact precision, on which everything everything else should be so familiar to lative force of a whole life’s cultivation;
with an extraordinarily keen musical per- depends, can to a certain extent be him that he does n t require to think of but of the adopted talent of another
ception and power of penetration.
taught, but in the higher manifestations t ™ T-ff hell
mmd is detracted by you have only an extemporaneous, half
His work as a musical theorist is of of art it cannot be reduced to an exact two different objects at the same time,
possession. That which each can do
such importance that neither Fetis nor science, but is due to the aesthetic sense these tend mutually to destroy one
another, and so hinder the attainment of best none but his Maker can teach
Riemann has hesitated to eulogize him of the artist.
im. No man yet knows what it is,
as the founder of the real science of
After these preliminary sentences the object aimed at.
harmony. And what Rameau did for the Rameau proceeds to Hve an exposition tn„BUt aH theSe’ beauty and strength of .”or 5^°’ **11 that person has exhibited
science of harmony, by reducing it to its of his vocal method, “of producing the tone, range and flexibility of voice “• i?0 tbat which is assigned thee,
depend on this principle of principles: and thou canst not hope too much nor
dare too much.”
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Inserted i 2 Time*, Before Half Million Musical
People for $15.00

Requisites
for the
Music Teacher
BUSINESS MANUAL FOR MUSIC TEACH¬
ER'-'. Si. GO. This book is a compendium of the
laic ■
best ideas upon the most practical methods
of compelling your professional wort to yield you a
busic transacted by a music teacher.
PUPi, S LESSON BOOK. Price 10c each,
$t.0G per dozen
THE STANDARD LESSON RECORD. (35
.25c. A practical method
teacher to keep a complete r©
LESSON AND PRACTICE RECORD.
(Package of 25 cards.) 25c.
THE STANDARD PRACTICE RECORD.
(Pad of 100 slips ) 15c. Furnishing a week
BILLS AND RECEIPTS. (Packag >f 100.)
, package
BLANK BILLS. (Lari
of SO) 25c.
MUSIC TEACHERS’ DESK TABLET.
(Package of 100.) ISc. Forallmi
especially practice directions lo the pupil.
CLARKE’S HARMONY TABLET. Pad of
100 leaves ruled music paper, 7x10, 25c.
STUDENT’S HARMONY TABLET. Pad of
75 leaves ruled music paper, 7x7, 15c
BLANK MUSIC COPY BOOKS.
Prices 10c to 35c.
BLANK MUSIC PAPER. 1>, 14 or 16 lines
andVocal, sizeI4x22 Inches, per quire 40c.
(Postage 1 I c extra.)
BLANK MUSIC PAPER.
100 leaves 7x8)4 with wide spacing. 25c.
BLANK PROGRAM FORMS. For Concerts
or Pupils’ Recitals, 50c per hundred.
DIPLOMA FORM. 21x19. Price 15c. Parch¬
ment 25c.
TEACHERS’CERTIFICATES. 11x8%. 5c.
MUSICALPRIZE CARD. 6%x4%inches. 10c.
REWARD CARDS. Litho in Colors, set of
15. 50c.
MUSIC WRITING PENS, per dozen 15c.
PROFESSIONAL OR VISITING CARDS. 50
for 35c, 100 for 50c, 500 for $1.25. Neatly
printed in the four most popular styles of type.
RUBBER STAMP AND INK PAD. One line
30c, two lines 40c, three 50c. A handy
article for putting name and address on orders to pub¬
lishers, etc. It prevents errors.
of a part of om
for descriptive

theo. PRESSER CO.
>712 Chestnut St.

-
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convincing force they willingly go any
distance to hear him, but just to see a
display of technical skill they do not
appreciate it, and are not interested.

WHY WE SING.
BY KARLETON HACKETT.
Why does anyone desire to sing?
To express feeling and emotion. Why
does anyone study the technic of sing¬
ing? In order to gain such under¬
standing of the laws governing his voice
that he may use it to express the emo¬
tion there is within him. Many students
seem to lose sight of this fundamental
fact, and, alas, many more never appear
to have heard of it! They have Some no¬
tion that if they learn to produce fairly
good tones that this will in some mys¬
terious way make singers of them.
They are mistaken. They will never be¬
come singers, no matter what technical
skill they may acquire, unless they have
something in them to express.
The power to express is in itself as
much a technic as is tone produc¬
tion, and exactly as vital to the mak¬
ing of a singer. But the power to
express again pre-supposes that the
singer really has something in him
which demands expression. This is
really the fundamental question in all
art
As a distinguished singer once
said, “If a man really has something
to say, he will somehow get techpic
enough to say it.” The matter with
so . many singers is that they have
nothing to say; art does not mean any¬
thing deep or earnest to them, so they
cannot interest people in their singing.
The power to express is a technic; that
is, it is governed by laws, but it must
derive its foundation from some great
fact in life, something which deeply
moves the man and compels him to
utterance. .
The young student hears much about
the necessity for technical equipment
in many directions; he does not always
hear enough of the need for his growth
as a man and a thinker, so that if he
does finally develop some vocal technic
he may turn it to some useful purpose.
There is pupil after pupil, to say noth¬
ing of the singers, to whom the music
and poetry of a song seem to mean
nothing. Their whole thought is en¬
grossed in the production of certain
tones, and whether or not they ex¬
pressed anything by their singing does
not, apparently, cause them the least
This is the true cause of many ar¬
tistic failures. The singer does well
enough so far as the making of
tones goes, but nobody takes any inter¬
est in his singing. Why? Because he
merely makes tones, instead of singing
about something. What does an audi¬
ence care about a singer’s method of
tone production, or where or with
whom he studied? Ninety-nine people
out of every hundred are not in the
slightest degree interested in any of
these things; they wish to have the
singer give them the expression of
beauty, show them the things which
great artists have done, which they can
appreciate but cannot do for them¬
selves. If the singer will do this with

THE ESSENCE OF INTERPRETATIVE
Art is many sided and of vastly dif¬
fering meanings, but it all comes back
to the human fact of telling our brother
men something of the beauty, the joy.
the sorrow, the tragedy of life, and
technic is a necessity merely because it
enables the singer to express his
thoughts and feelings. Josef Hofmann
in his book on piano playing says: “The
pianist’s bank account, upon which he
can draw at any moment, is his technic.
We do not gauge him by it as an artist,
to be sure, but rather by the use he
makes of it; just as we respect the
wealthy according to the way in which
they use their money. And as there
are wealthy people that are vulgar, so
there may be pianists who, despite the
greatest technic, are not'artists.”
How then shall the singer develop in
himself the something that makes an
artist? Let him make a man of him¬
self first, a man with sympathy for life,
for the struggles, sufferings, joys and
triumphs of his fellow men. Let him
give his mind and time up to learning
the truths of life so that he believes in
the good and hates the evil. If his
heart and soul vibrate in sympathy with
the great world around him he will find
himself fairly bursting with thoughts
struggling for utterance. It is in the
mind and soul that an artist is made,
not in the throat and lungs. Hear the
great artists, h-ear all the good music
you can, read the fine books, look at
the pictures, hear the great actors, mix
with men, learn how they feel, think
and act so that you become a vital part
of th-e life of the world, vibrating to its
pulsations, stirred with its emotions.
Live, feel and think; then if there is
anything in you it will come to some¬
thing.

Horsford’s Acid Phosphate

Gives Good Digestion.
If your dinner distresses you, half a tea¬
spoonful Hcrsford’s Acid Phosphate in
half a glass of water will give quick relief.
Makes digestion natural and easy.

VOCAL INSTRUCTION
IN PARIS
GEORGE E. SHEA (Georges Chais)
S, rue Gounod
One of thefirst American men to sing in Opera in France

YO UR DAILY PRACTICE ANN OYS OTHERS

KATHERINE WALKER

Prospective Students of Piano or Vocal Art
ced,” "Benefit of Piano study,” vt
t booklet “Methods and Facts." .
HANS ItlKUEKMANN

ROWLEY BARI™
AND TEACHER OF SINGING
Pupil of SBRIGLIA, Paris: Teacher of the cone
Italian Method: Write for particulars to H. W
ROWLEY. Studio. 2 Armory Place, Utica. N. >

HEPYu^^lGKR WANTS SINGER

ome capital, principal part High Class Jfew York
ATTORNEY

A Large Number of Teachers are Using

Systematic Voice Training

THE TENOR—A CORRECTION.
An article appeared in the May issue of
The Etude entitled The Tenor. In some
unaccountable manner credit for this ar¬
ticle was given to Mr. J. C. Wilcox. Mr.
Wilcox writes to say that he does not de¬
serve credit for this article and that it dif¬
fers from his own views upon the subject.
The article has attracted a great deal of
favorable attention, and letters have been
received from readers who were inter¬
ested by it. We shall be pleased to
correct this error, and give credit for
this article to whom credit is due.

Address: 410 KIMBALL HALL. Chicago. Ills.

GEO. W. MUNR0
Voice Building
a specialty
VOICES RESTORED
516 Kimball Hall

It is curious to note the simple faith
with which pupils will often go to a
teacher under the impression that if only
they receive a few “lessons” all will be
well, and that they will not have to work
to attain results. Hauptmann, the renowned
German theorist and teacher, once re¬
marked : “Some pupils come to me as the
peasant went to the optician for his spec¬
tacles, thinking that if he had them he
could read.”

CHICAGO, ILL.

=WHAT IS=

Gambleized Music?”
IS A QUESTION MANY ARE ASKINC.
Encyclopedias will probably define it as a
lemstitch binding connecting the leaves so that
each is attached to the other firmly yet flexibly.
You’ll like CAMBLEIZED SHEET MUSIC

BROOKFIELD SUMMER SCHOOL OF MUSIC
HERBERT WILBER GREENE
DIRECTOR
VOCAL NORMAL WORK A SPECIALTY.
Write for Prospectus.
H. W. GREENE, 701 Carnegie Hall, New York City ; after June 1st, Brookfield Centre, Conn.

George Chadwick Stock

VOCAL STUDIO, ISZ TEMPLE STREET

NEW HAVEN, CONN.
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A UNIQUE MEMORIAL TO
attempt to get more of the “singing or
FAMOUS COMPOSERS OF
true musical tone in their playing, and
SACRED MUSIC.
realize that vocal and instrumental
In the new Cathedral of St. John
music have much in common. In a
the Divine, which crowns Mornin«iH.
choir one can begin to participate
real music very soon. In playing, more Heights m New York City and represents an expenditure of $3,000,000, al¬
Edited by Well-known Organists and Teachers
things have to be learned■ •before
though as yet it is not one-third com¬
can perform even fairly well, but ii
pleted, there is a unique memorial to
choir one can hear and take part
some famous
which; have
Hell gives
yivcb pleasure
yicd&uic from
iium the
me mot.
, ... names
.
" ■ ~ been
what
first.
CHOIR ACCOMPANIMENT.
The
members
of
the
choir
should
feel
connected
™tb the music of the church,
is hard to see. It has kept many an
At the end of ea<h choir stall there rises
organist in a perspiration, as, notwith- their responsibility
....... individually. Cery H. C. HAMILTON.
a statue one and one-half feet high.
--standing all his intuition and adapta- tainly no one can compel them tu
™
omerwisc. x yice-Preside
... _ .
?ar*. F?
Present of
In accompanying a trained body of bilitY> he is afraid something is coming tend, if they prefer to do otherwise.
paid, has
Levi P. Morton, who,
singers such helps should rarely be for which he is not prepared. There Any position, paid or not paid,
has ex-Vice-President
* *
necessary, and the organist can dve sbould be as perfect an understanding responsibility connected with it. Much
T,
'
ated tbe maf?nificent

DEPARTMENT FOR n
r#%
ORGANISTS
illil
m

,

attention to finer shades of contrast and
phrasing. The choir should he trained
so that every one will get his note from
hearing the hst cho d nlaved"
of the *utmost C °rd P‘ayed’ 35 thlS■ IS
goodaUaT
good attack. InTm
In amateur ZSTS
choirs there
...
alrayS 3 diffidence a"d a “holding
r ° . 'ng
back at all leads, which is fatal to
good interpretation. Sometimes they
ara rfpTTAnHJt-iotheir "Z ”
n J
organ to sound
,
e no e, and sometimes on one
tr i
n c?ses. where the organist
d n cju- " ,- ley-be inexPeri'
enced, he finds his chief difficulty here,
If he has a good pupil in organ to assist
him, it would be well at rehearsals to
stand m front and give the singers
strict time, letting the pupil play all
leads and difficult parts prominently,
As soon as tolerable certainty is gained,
however the organ should either stop

6

aS possibIe during rehearsal> and a11
ritards, accelerandos, etc., gone over
until voice and accompaniment are perfcctly together. Then, if the singer
diverges somewhat at the time of pertbe organist will be so lei.
1.0 what he may expect,
that voice and organ will be more of an
artistic combination.
But if singers have
udvc their
liicii faults,
iciuiis,
neither are organists blameless. Sometimes the organ drowns the voice; at
other times there is not enough supP°rt Then, again, some are helped by
a strong accompaniment, while others
are not. The soft 8-ft. reeds with pedal
bourdon are generally the most useful
stops, and the swell pedal should be in
constant readiness for crescendos and
accents. Unless the singer needs helping it is better not to play the voice
part, but if there is anything in the way

th* —
......
When an anthem can be sung without help from the organ, the choirmaster’s indications being sufficient
fficient, all
will begin to take a fresh interest
iterest
and
even a certain amount of pride in their
work, and only those who have filled
the position can fully understand the
encouragement this brings to the
leader. The time has then come when
attention can be given to artistic hccompannnent, and not merely to pulling the
* - ”
■
choir. along.
, “ The part marked
- “organ”
.
-~
„an7!y.liW.vlSUlt,
ed,t0 tbat„instrualthough it would be excellent on
the piano. An organist with good taste
wiH very rarely play quickly repeated
chords or skips, and then only on a
Z-y, •°fJ -St°P- An accompaniment of
this kind is purely piamstic. Sustained
legato chords, simple though they may
sound, form the best accompaniment
jeon the organ, care being taken, however to phrase correctly.
The organist sometimes forgets that
what to him may sound very so£t (if
the console be close to the instrument)
h™ArTe d'StinCt,y
by those in the pews hence the many
comp amts °i^ too much organ. This is
usually something players are sensitive
about, yet there are often non-professionals with a very fine ear and if one
a Z deS'reS °,id° bC 7h°ir’ h,mseIf
a"dvtb77!5in fuI ,USt,C?.he wdI no^ be
above accepting suggestions occasionWher, If mmec f
■
=oWc 3 tiff. “
,ac®°™panyln8
soloists, a little more adaptability is a
nerTe7 *7*?**’ ** "r m3ttenr h^W
perienced an organist may be he will
find something new to engage his attention in accompanying strange soloists,
It is to be hoped the day will come
when vocalists shall consider proper

SELF-CONTROL.
Musicians are often highly strung
nervous and therefore somewhat irri’
table. It sometimes r^ffireT a^ great

St Cecelia and Isaoh "tJ
’
. ?
. saph’
,‘e Blb,e recr| S 0
e m”s'f °.
Av,d.and Asaph
m“st supply all the informal,,,,, we can
^tam/^rdmg
thwwork as
„ ‘
, musicians.
y be r,
of
' .
garded judged from modern s andards,
one can only observe that if it w.
way comParable with the magnificencTof
*e p0e‘ryof the “SWeet singer „f Israel,”
it must have been wonderful indeed.
Asaph, whom David appoint,-! as the
head chorister of the Tempi,■. and who
was so much admired that choosers who
followed him were pleased to he called
of Asaph,”
i
. SOnS °l
Asapl1’ seems
seems. nf'
have escaped the musical
w., 1 brove and other U
St. Ceml?bt wcl1 have accorded him
1celta> whose spiritual nobility
d°MH
had.hcr :
' as a
TT S£?°US y r|Ueit1,on< 'i '
' ;rove

rJ s
times when one is confronted by an
- accompaniment of moderately fast repeated chords, it is well to hold one
note of the chord, repeating the others,
In this way
a “dead” effect, which some-times results from long, slow chords,
can be avoided, and also the “choppy”
effect of staccato chords is not apparent.
BALANCE of POWER.
One more thing should be noticed in
regard to introductions and interludes,
’ • a thing, personally, I have not s<
.»,
* iu»c uui seen
-C
UC
commented
upon, but 1L
it imgiiL
might be
termed balance of power. It impressed
itself forcibly on me twice- one time in
listening to the solo “Honor and
Arms,” from Samson. The organ was
one of the finest in the Western States,
and had immense power. There was a
decided difference between the singer’s
forte and the organist’s forte, with the
consequence that every time the organ
had finished and the voice began the
latter suffered by comparison, sounding
really trivial after the tremendous tone
had subsided. How much better it
wou,d have bee" to modify the organ,
and not place the voice at such a disadvantage. The other occasion was observed when hearing one of the solos
from
Judas Maccabeaus.
Here the
order of things was reversed. When
the volcf had finished a superb note,
a"d th® °rgan en«'d bave enhanced the
effect by repeating the solo part with
>ncreased. volume, the ear was annoyed
by bearmg the organ part drop and
play in a light frivolous manner.

'

adapt himself
e with whom he
dealing. It is
uncommon thing
for musicians
fail to make
ances. Sometimes a choirmaster fesoT
dally one who is not
S exoeriencedl'
thinks that every one should fall imm*
diately into every idea he
♦
The longer he remains in hie
u
will find that theTe thin
u
. J'
brought constantly heforfth
h -° be
they will be forgotten It is not fa7r Z
expect perfection in a short time Th
•
uu UITIC- i ne
professional musician has hie
11 up with
W1U1 these
Ifl'
taken
things continually
until it becomes second nature
not so with the averse h •
u "
With most, the choir practicels'toThe6"'
a change from their ordinarv nJ.m
tions. Naturally their minZ 77 P
many other things besides
young choirmaster finds
* lhc
sional source of annovanee w
has tact patience
1 "j"6
belief in ultimate success hTwiN hlf 3
long get good results. ’
111 before
Finally, every one
a
against singing- for mere Hicnln r
happiest results cannot be attainedu^td
the choir both as a bnd7
‘
bers realize that they are offei-iW ""kr"
praise. When thfe soirit anlm 7 b ,'.C
the singing will have its effecT e" 3 v
the interpretation leaves thfnZ
?,
be desired. The choir Mill 7
longer be looked upon by some
thing to be merelV tole«tMl k ! 3
kindred spirit will be felt insniri™
present, and making everv
&
scious that what thev
°-ne -COn’

Sh°U'd "0t fail t0 remembc tba‘ truly acceptable Is that wHch^ Z
attendance at choir practice is in itself and expounded.
h
read
very educational. To quote Schumann
-__
again, “Sing diligently in choirs, espeOne of thc best evident
r ,
cially in the middle parts, for this will antiquity of the organ
the
make you musical.” Not that any one an obelisk n C„nstanti' Y C™g on

ss
consider it^JLe'Sr^fdtasS

of ‘J16 c,lurch’s work is done gratui'
tously. All so engaged are conscious
that something depends on them, and
surely, compared with some things, the
choir’s work is not too onerous. There
choirs
have been cases where the choirmaster
has been obliged to phone, write, or see
members of the choir personally to
voices on
avoid being without 1
Sunday. This
undesirable
w/wnuoj.
iiiia iis ci must unuesirauie
state of things. It is better to have
only a few reliable members than a
number whose attendance is uncertain.
A little extra effort on the part of members of the choir when special music
is to be given is always appreciated by
the choirmaster.

I Borthianski, all well chosen; but we ight suggest that in an Episcopal chur, C nam"s‘
•
,
•
«
might have
h*
'a ?been selected whic
haVe
nav<; prOV,dcd
Prov'^ monuments to s„f the
pasters who have written more
dally
f°f ther.serv,Cc of tbat church for in*tanc,e’ Stamer- Barnhy, Goss. M.viin and
Macfarrcn' Borthianski has lit ■ claim
to SUch distinctio11, aa he is kn, n only
V -tlle cTposer of Tone ''M11” "
1,1 tbe
f-plscopa service. He may p,—
have
been included, however, i
, -enting
"
^ Gfeek Church’
SELF-STUDY AT THE ORGAN,
/V* a',' unfortunatc fact that
many
°u *e charches of thls country to-day
the °rSanlsts. ba' c neither the
aining
ror the caPabil>ty their position ,1 mands,
b,Ut arc doing the work becau-c' nobody
else « available. In some count; towns
wbere, fulIy trained organists arc unobtamable, very often the church
rvices
are p*aye(* b>r some local pianist who has
absoluteIy no. knowledge of the require{netntS °f good or8an playing.
In the
atter case thc condition is quite tin
able'
a new or8an comes to
somebody bas to play it, and the salary
Pa'd 'S not a,wa-vs enough to attract fully
tra'”ed pcrfonners. and a beginner or a
Student has to be foi"’d who is willing
t0 d° the best b® can. Fortunately, however’ many such students become inter7Sted in the work and often develop into
,firSt‘rate pla-vers- Thanks to the excelence of many educational works on org:m playing now being published at a
reas°nable price, and to the fact that
musical magazines are obtainable which
pay special attention to the needs of
students living in out-of-the-way places
thcre is every opportunity oMen to the

riSvS
?t ii"?:zb,iL's rt.°?enob'"'-,he
ESisr”
^elh^ t^bel’^

^'^mdh to become^Ii^ow^TndT
vidual self.—Elhert.
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Wirsching Organ

IN WHAT PART OF THE CHURCH
SHALL WE PLACE THE
NEW ORGAN?

THE PIPE ORGAN OF

BY HARVEY B. GAUL.

INDIVIDUALITY and EXCELLENCE
Merits and invites investigation.
Literature, Specifications and
Estimates sent on request. . . .

The Wirsching Organ Co.
SALEM, OHIO

FREDERICK MAXSON

G01GERT ORGANIST
Instruction in Piano, Organ, Theory
1003 South 47th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

The Musical Leader

«== PUBLISHED WEEKLY •———
$2.50 a Year
Ten weeks’ trial subscription, fifty cents
The Recognised Authority on atI Musical
Matters for the Central and Western States.
In cold unction with ETUDE, advantageous
CLUB OFFER:
MIW1I AL I.F.AKKB, rvyslsr yrlw ^ Club Price
Ant' !:TL!l>fc*,"ri4^i«r prlM »1.60 j $22.50
F0RD0TH
Address THE MUSICAL LEADER
McCormick Building.
CHICAGO

Flagler’s Anthem Book
Price, 50 Cents each
$4-50 per doz., not postpaid
This is a compilation of anthems for gen-al use. composed, arranged and selected
j the noted American organist and direc¬
tor, I V. E lagler. It is the product of the
*-ienoe. of a lifetime. The anthems are
E bill moderate difficulty, suited to the
average quartet or chorus choir. Appropri‘
umbers will be found for all occasions,
ml hems are melodious and interesting
ighout : none are dry or tedious. This
IP is well worth a place in the permarepertoire of any choir. It furnishes
alt ii of material from which to select
THEODORE PRESSER CO.
1712 Chestnut SI.,Philadelphia, Pa.

Pipe Organs of Highest Grade Only
Our insiruments comprise all features which
are of real value. Many years of practical
experience.
Write for specifications.
EMMONS HOWARD
Westfield, Mass.

Teachers
Pianists
Organists
Singers

Your name should appear in
PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY
(See page 194)
The cost is small
The advantages inestimable

PIANO TUNING
Regulating and Repairing
A Complete Course of Self-instruction
for the Professional or Amateur
By J. CREE FISCHER
F*RICE $1.75
.. work of great practical value. Arranged
systematically in lessons and thoroughly illus¬
trated, making a book that can be used for selfinstruction, correspondence courses or *-•'l
book in schools and conservatories. A -able lesson is that on the tuning, regulating
and repairing of reed organs. We think a
work of this kind will appeal to teachers
— icians who live in the smaller towns
1 districts rarely visited by profess
rs, and then not oftener than once a ;
ill also be a valuable work for a young
or woman who wishes to add to the ine from teaching by keeping pupils’ pianos
THE0. PRESSER CO., Philadelphia, Pa.

We were taught in school that the laws
of light and sound were analogous; that
both were wave vibrations. Obviously,
then, the position where the organ would
be heard to the best advantage would be
the center of the front wall of the audi¬
torium. The sound waves would then be
diffused in the auditorium without inter¬
ference, there being no side walls of or¬
gan chambers, galleries, or pillars to
break the vibration. In order to see that
this ideal position cannot be always main¬
tained, we have but to take a glance at
the churches of different denomina¬
tions in our neighborhood. In Episcopal
churches the organ is often condemned to
a hole in the side of the choir, as if it
were a naughty child and told to stand in
a corner with its face to the wall.
The Catholic church treats it differently.
That denomination places it in a gallery at
the rear end of the nave. In Baptist,
Methodist, Presbyterian and in other
churches the organ is placed wherever the
whims and fancies of architects and music
committees choose to put it. Of late,
however, the organ has been placed, as a
general rule, in the front of the church,
somewhat in the rear of the pulpit. Plac¬
ing the organ behind the pulpit has one
thing to recommend it—that is, that the
organ gallery is generally higher than the
floor. By having the organ floor elevated
it leaves a space for the circulation of air.
This is a great improvement over the plan
of having the organ on the ground floor,
for if the floor of the church is immedi¬
ately over the basement or cellar, the
mechanism of the instrument is in danger
from dampness.
The organ, if placed in an alcove or re¬
cess, loses much of its power. If the or¬
gan must be placed in a recess the open¬
ings into the church should be ample.
There should be no space over or beyond
the sides of the apertures to hold the
power back or impair the quality of tone.
A fatal mistake is made when an in¬
strument is placed in a recess or chamber
and the whole blocked up with huge pipes
leaving no way for the tone to escape, ex¬
cept through the narrow openings between
pipes.
One does not expect light to enter a
room when the shutters are half closed;
how then do architects and organ build¬
ers expect sound to climb over elephan¬
tine pipes or permeate a stone wall?
The reasons why organs are divided are
many and various. Sometimes it is to
show a stained glass window. Sometimes
the organ is divided because, there is not
sufficient room to enclose it in one cham¬
ber. Then, again, it may be divided be¬
cause the organist wishes to secure an
antiphortal effect.
There is this to say about an instrument
so placed, and that is, that an organ di¬
vided against itself cannot stand without
a great deal of criticism and fault-finding.
The divided organ may have the ap¬
pearance of symmetry, but it certainly has
not a balance of tone, which must be
apparent to anyone.
Care should be taken when the organ is
installed that there are no draughts of air

ORGAN

AND

from the outside which can reach it. A
steady draught of air will put an organ
out of tune, no matter how long and often
the tuner tinkers with it. There should
not be a window at the back or side of
the organ chamber. For two reasons,
first, the window magnifies the sun’s rays,
and also retains the heat; second, there
is almost always a draught of air coming
from the loosely leaded glass, and the
windows being thin, makes the chamber
chillier in winter than the rest of the
building. If there is a window in the
chamber it should be boarded in so that
snow, rain and wind cannot get in their
destructive work.
Lo! the poor organ builder. How
much he is abused! Like many a good
workman, he is hampered in his choice
of tools. He seldom has ample room to
build the organ contracted for, conse¬
quently the air chests are cramped, the
pipes—like sardines—crowd together with
most unseemly comradeship, the mechan¬
ism in general is stratified and compelled
to track in the strait and narrow way. If
on Saturday there is some derangement,
and a hurry call is left for the builder,
he comes with his long, black, bag. He
has quite a neat task to locate the trouble
and remedy it for Sunday. This is gen¬
erally the fault of the church architect,
who evidently thinks the organ-builder
can make a whistle out of a pig’s tail, and
to mix the metaphor a little, allows him
no space to whistle in.
The best position unquestionably to
place the organ would be on a choir
screen, but as choir screens in this coun¬
try are little less common than a speci¬
men of Foraminifera, we will have to dis¬
card the idea of choir screen, and accept
the’ next best location—which is a choir
gallery directly in the rear and above the
pulpit.
Of course, the Episcopalian church will
not admit of such a position; that church
always has had, and always will have,
the side chancel chamber. However, there
are many other denominations that can
use the choir gallery as a site. The pla¬
cing of the organ thus has two virtues:
the centralization of tone and uncramped
space.
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BUILT BY
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BOSTON, MASS.
Write us for any desire
H. HALL & COMPANY
New Haven, Conn.
MAKERS OF MODERN
PIPE ORGANS
Distinguished for Artistic Voicing
Dignified and Churohly.

Kimball Pipe Organs
HONORED
By the Highest Award at the World’s Colum¬
bian Exposition in 1893, the greatest in history;
and the same honor bestowed by the Inter¬
national Jury of Awards of the A. Y. P. Expo¬
sition, Seattle, 1909.
W. W. KIMBALL COMPANY
PIPE ORCJAN BUILDERS
CHICAGO

Church Organs
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BOSTON NEW YORK PHILADELPHIA
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ii ASTINGS CO.
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JEaMilithed Sew York, XSSI

GEO. KILGEN

St. I,oul», 1878
&

SON

Pipe Organ Builders
ST. LOUIS, MO.
One of the most complete Pipe Orgnn Plant* in the United
States* Best of Reference*.

E. RUSSELL SANBORN
Recital Organist
Concede and Teaching
STUDIO ORGAN LARGE FOUR MANUAL
Address
323 Huntington Chambers. Boston, Mass.

A NEW ORGAN BOOK.
Hints on Organ Accompaniment. By
Clifford Demarest. Published by The
H. W. Gray Company, New York, N. Y.
Price,
Adapting piano accompaniments to suit
organ needs is an accomplishment which
organists are frequently called upon to
display. This little book is full of valu¬
able hints and information in regard to
work of this kind. Many examples are
given of the way to adapt pianistic idioms
to organ requirements, and there is also
an excellent chapter on registration. Mr.
Demarest is too well known to Etude
readers for us to need to say that the
work is admirably conceived, carried out,
and suited to the purpose for which it
was intended.
By music we reach those special
States of consciousness which, being
without form, cannot be shaped with
the mosaics of the vocabulary.—Oliver
Wendell Holmes.
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Austin Organs
The tremendous activity of 1910 in
our factory continues unabated. Eigh¬
teen organs from two manuals to mam¬
moth four manuals are now in course
of construction.
Our academic voicing, superb tonal
grouping, elaborate and trustworthy
mechanical convenience and construc¬
tion. based on the UNIVERSAL AIR
CHEST SYSTEM, bring us many con.
tracts without competition.
This is the best proof of our authority
and pre-eminence in organ construction.
And added to this the good words we
always receive for satisfactory business
dealings, and the history of low main¬
tenance costs for our organs, are bringing
us capacity work.
A request wilt bring detailed

AUSTIN ORGAN CO.
165 Woodland Street
HARTFORD,.CONN
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DEPARTMENT
FOR VIOLINISTS
Edited by ROBERT BRAINE

NEW SCALE STUDIES.
The literature for the study of violin
playfng 'SZVJZH standpoint contains many excellent works for the cultivation of scale playing, but the subject
is so important, so fundamental, that a
new treatment of the problems involved
is always welcome. A new work on
scales and arpeggios has just been written
by Henri Ern, the well-known violinist,
composer and teacher.
The title of the new work is “Scales
and Arpeggios for the Development of
Virtuosity in Violin Playing.” The scope
of the work can be judged from the table
of contents, as follows: Slow Scales of
Three Octaves, Fast and Rhythmic Scales
of Three Octaves, Scales of Two Octaves
All the Strings, Exercises for
SmootiT‘‘LegIto"“£yffig" with ^Qui^t
xhumbj Scale Passages Through All Positions. One Octave Runs for Strengthening the Left Hand> Two Octave Runs,
Scales of Four Octaves, Scales and Scale
Passages on the G String, Scales in Harmonics.
jn bjs preface Mr. Ern says: “To
g;ve scaie practice its dues I have written this work, driven by the wish to fill,
at ]east partially, a gap which I have
always sorely felt in vioIin pedagogy. A

KATHLEEN PARLOW ON MOD- persuade Sibelius to rewrite this diERN VIOLIN WORKS.
vision,” said Miss Parlow,
Kathleen Parlow, the young Canadian doubtful if he will succeed.” Asked
violinist, who has had a rapid rise in why she did not play the two good
the past few years as a solo violinist, movements and leave out the other,
until she is now universally pronounced Miss Parlow expressed her belief that
by leading critics in America and *t would be a very strange thing to
Europe to be one of the greatest living allow a concerto to end with a slow
woman performers upon the violin, has movement,
been giving some interesting informaTbe violinist is a great lover of the
t'on on violin playing to a New York “rah™s concerto. She also expressed
reporter, in which she said: “Why, ‘ e deepest affection for the Tschainowadays we find children of the age '°wsky and the Dvorak, and she dotes
of twelve or thirteen accomplishing on the violin sonatas of Cesar Franck,
with the utmost ease what would have
and Gneg‘
the Grieg sonatas always suggest
been considered tremendous feats be¬
fore Paganini’s day. At times it seems
, e. orwegian landscape to me, with
eir wonderful clarity and purity.
almost incomprehensible how they are
able to do it. The fact is they are Particularly striking in this respect is
starting where their artistic ancestors the slow movement of the one in C
left off. For this we may give thanks minor. Some time ago I took a trip
Trondhjem, seeing
to Paganini. When his works were
*e ™S‘
W°^.i:
beautiful fjords.
The vioun Pf°f
m daily
aany scale practice,
written they were louKea
looked upon as lm- some
J . ...
violin piaying
playing -lies
lies in
possible. No c
of find- that cue
are°actuaHyHfar^re'nfoved^from'one
i
r had thought
~
aGiucuiv ini removed rrom one wWch involves the sotei°"<f6r
lifold technical difficulties, and it is
mg himself confronted with such tech- seem close at hand, and I have just
meal problems
nrnn pmc as
oc fliA-tr
__i_ _
,
. .
much to say that intelligent, i
nical
they offered, ~a such
a strange and
impression
“** ethereal “"H1
cssion
_ .
i
. . .
.
. .
consequently they were deemed impos_o _ __vvitipuoi.
listening
‘
~
tb.e
Grieg^
composiXZZTS
sible until their composer had shown tions. I love Norway and"shouhTlike by jtse,f the Gradtls ad Parnassum of
that a newer and broader technic was to be able to spend my vacation there v'obn playing.”
necessary for their rendering, a technic some summer.”
Pr°f. Em’s work contains considerable
*
descriptive matter, treating of bowing,
whose secrets he
alone possessed. In
this I believe we may compare him to
wamtvc
rone production, etc which is of the
MOIST HANDS.
greatest interest. Of slow scale practice
Chopin and Liszt, who wrote piano
The very large number of violinists ^0F development of tone he says: “Slow
music necessitating an entirely new
kind of technic to that which had pre¬ and students who are afflicted with moist scaIe PIaying as a daily practice is the
_ been
_„ in vogue.
w
hands are always interested in means on,y radical means to remedy poor tone
viously
Now all is different. Players have *°r overco™inff the difficulty; and well production as well as faulty intonation,
the Paganini technic to build upon from fhey-may be’ fo.r ,nothing is more dis- It is also the surest way to acquire a big,
the outset
To-dav we dr, nnf
^ Most vloUnlsts suffer from this sonorous tone, and to master all the difTo-day we do not look trouble
rrm » at some~ time
*•
'f other. Some Acuities to which the bow is subjected in
upon a person who can play double possess hands which
^
■_ dry under
all the art of cantilena playing.
hZZtC:^ \miraCl,!°r being' At ^mstances; others again have no.diffi“Great care should be taken that the
the same time it seems harrtlv fns* tn e«ltv parent
_
_
.
...
LIldt rne
soeak of
1 7™ hard-y
t0 ^ 6XCept 3t- «rS When th6y' ^ t0M is pure sLsi^ng for whi TjJg
wav that
thl must
"" 7
* ^"weather
whcn qUaHty a moderate vibrato
way
must seem
disparaging" of
the weather is very warm,P’3yi"g
or in rooms
^ will .be
, of •
Paganini’s abilities, for, after all, was or buildings which are overheated; still S
P‘• •• P ^ constantly with
exaggerated vibrato creates monotony to
it not he who made their achievements otber.s are afflicted with hands which at

ML

possible? It would be quite as unjust
- to imply that piano composers of
■o-d,, are neater ,h» Chop.a bec.u.e
tare. I,.,
“ .
, T,., T“
7
They have mastered the problems whose
solution Chopin’s genius made possible.
“It is as a technician and a picturesque personality that Paganini interests me. Judging him by his music as
such I should compare him to the
Italian opera singer, brilliant of execubu,
deep or iapr=S*e along
other lines.
“Speaking of the acomplishments of
young violinists of the present reminds

^b°Lwh*,,dIAno,i"4 sw,mp rr«

with Leopold Auer in St. Petersburg.
Some of the boys whom he is teaching
are per ect wonders, and the most remarkable part of it all is that they are
so frightfully lazy that one does not
see how they manage to become what
they are. Professor Auer is absolutely
unable to overcome their laziness,
Were it not for this there is no telling
what marvels they might not accomplish.”
Miss Parlow spoke of the new violin
concerto by Sibelius, which, out of
three movements, contained two that
were of amazing beauty and a third
that was “absolutely terrible.” “My
teacher, Professor Auer, has tried to

“r ,he ‘“l- °“k «*“»<»”he»oi^ved
**

a11 times exude moisture like a wet
ponge In many cases the trouble grows SSoTrlfo
f p y
from the
" **
hands were excessively moist in vouth v*obn' do not sQueeze it.
Watch for
suffering less —* •«
nyoutn
i
and leap as they grow 32
a well-kno......
A well-known violinist advises plung- by, he ™nst exclusively.
ing the left hand
35 h0t as can the
• tone is %!e^aCtke
f0bSerVe ,that
be" borne for two “orWatM
three"minuteTjust
Ml and ..... |_I
from end to
before beginning practice, repeating the end of the bow, keeping the stick conoperation as soon as the hand begins to stantly inclined about 45 degrees toward
perspire freely again. The action of the the fingerboard, with the hair as far
Jo.
in "wanning from , bn bridge
be p„„„r. wilUnJ"
ap th® ™^rs and making them supple. The pressure given to the stick must
J°seph H°ffmann, the eminent pianist, originate with the fingers, as part of the
‘° keeP their hands in hand (generally designated by 'wr s )
make the fingers supple and flexible and
there ;s no r”ason PP th a^ise shou"d
not be g00[, for vio,;nists as wSeI)0U;ld
addition to the relief it gives for overperspiration.
I once visited Arthur Hartman, the
well-known concert violinist, in the
artist’s room of the theatre where he
was to Ptay and found that he carried a
bott,e °I alcohol in his violin case, to
apply to his left hand to dry it. From
.g experience he declared that moistV6 ^and w'*b a'coI10I was the best
fnr^nlQ6,
u°i dry tbe band be"
vapidly^and tht 'tn
the versvk^n tI
tJ”? U-P
hat
£ does nor l? 7,
’S
effect does not last long.
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should therefore be kept just as limber
and flexible. Should scratchy tones occur
(mostly caused by pressure from the arm,
Playlng too near the bridge, or by
™«ng the bow unevenly), repeat the
same note until the tone sounds clear and
faadIef'
.
, . .
,
,
Of the speed at which scales should be
Practiced by the student Prof. Ern says:
The tempo should be governed by the
technical Proficlf cy of the student. This
applies not only to scales, but to all
passages where difficulties of any kind
are to be overcome. The neglect of this
principle is often the only cause of slow
progress, or no progress at all.”
Most violin students find great difficulty
m making harmonics, natural and artiScial, "speak” well and clearly. In speakmg of this difficulty in his chapter on harmonies Prof. Ern says: “Clearness of
harmonics, especially as regards the artificial ones, depends mainly (aside from the
principal condition of perfect intonation)
upon the thickness of the strings, and to
some extent also upon the quality of the
instrument. As a rule, harmonics r pond
more quickly and sound clearer ,.n thin
strings. On thicker or norma! trings
they are apt to sound‘covered’or
sound ‘covered’ c husky,’
well-seasoned instrumcn
__
will therefore be more or less a question
of sacrificing one ideal for another: that
£
be ‘°
attained f°r
on thin P°WCr'
strings, whch
or in ':innot
spend
all efforts for the acquisition of a merely
sweet tone that
tnai may sumce
tne average
a
suffice to the
>***
Prudes any larger ran
i well as any considerable
outpour c
vigorous musical temperame]lt
“Scales ) harmonics should at
practiced with a full, light and derided'
stroke of the how. After this ha. been
mastered thoroughly the student will find
it comparatively easy to get the.
like sounds at his command with a
of the bow.”
considered of great interest and i
to teachers and students of the
everywhere.

ENCYCLOPAEDIC DiCTIONARY OF
MUSIC AND MUSICIANS
By DR. HUGO RIEMANN
A thorough and complete account ot the
theory and the history ot music.
Biographical sketches of the musicians
of the past and present, with a list ot
their works.
Complete information of all musical inincluding
1000 pages, Octavo, Half-leather, $4.50

MUSICAL DICTIONARY AND PRO¬
NOUNCING GUIDE
Sy H.

N.

REDMAN

IriJln

A PRIMER OF FACTS ABOUT MUSIC
By M. G. EVANS
It is modern, thoroughly practical and com¬
prehensive in all respects. The work is In
the form ol a catechism, the information
being »r. •.. ,;tlj0IJh™"|hll^l*e ™Cd‘xTrealty
this prim, i i- a complete encyclopedia of
Ifc

this work takes up the depart-

MUSICAL

DICTIONARY

By HUGH A. CLARKE, Mus.Doc.
ary includes, it will r
e prominent features ai

hei^ltalian, AFrenc
Price, SI.00

A MECHANICAL VIOLIN.
A special from Europe, from the
Bru*sf.ls Exhibition, which was recently

CLA« ; s pocKET DICTIONARY
3F MUSICAL TERMS

ZSSiiFSSPJS.Pt.
mechanical violin which has

been attracting much attention there: "An
exhibit which i: of great interest

1
mounted, it must be said

in , • erv

un<Iignified position, upsTde’down above '
the piano, are stopped by mechanical
fWrs
11 “'TT" “J’
of horsehafiT « 1 ^ “ re£vo,v"’.R nng
dered hv\h'' Selectlons of muMC ren'
toZg,
hTwho!
action takes nlfl
i T,h
of the familiar £
t lC agC"Cy
o the oS” ■ '
“ ^ ^ Str'P

«*—< iVsi, ■»

3
S T&t rema'n passive as far
33 m°Vlnf “1 manipulati"g the bow are
concerned. Therefore the arm only fol. J? tbe Wnst’ but 11 has nothing to do
With the moving of the bow. This cann0t be emP,lasized enough, for misunderstandmg of this principle is generally the
cause of wrist stiffness.”
u 0f Ieft-hand fingering Prof. Ern says%et the fingers fall hammer-like from
a reasonable height, and from their socketa; that is to say, do not use the m„sri»c
of the whole hand in order to movP ->
^"gcr. This involves the necessary and
™P°Ftant rule of keeping TJiZt
f[onl any cramping on the neck TheS
!bumb and wrist phiy, in a way just a
important a role as the right h^nd and

musical works
of REFERENCE

e„,. ,

des,c.rlption 'vas given of an automatic
violin player, invented by a SwedishAmerican named H. K. Sandell. which
ls ,now ln use in cafes, hotel lobbies and
other public.places, and set in operation
by a sIot machine device when a coin is
droPPed in- In The Etude article it was
suggested that to be really effective a
£ornbined violin and piano-player would
13Ve t0 be dev!sed> so that the violin
W0"Id have an accompaniment. This
scems to have been achieved in the
m^1'ne exhibited at Brussels,
• ? aut°matic violin player seems to
f Way. mucb “ slowly than
t 'Jjer Platl0> ^ince it is not as cfZrT’ '* ^ comPlicated. and is
SerZno"
C°mbined with 3

DICTIONARY OF MUSICAL TERMS
By STAINER and BARRETT
Thir. is a Standard Work of great value),
both as j reference book and for musical
reading. Its title is misleading, for it is
because^ i('"conTalni0fuU^articies^hundreds
be read by every thorough mus
and progressive teacher.
Price, in substantial binding, *

GROVE’S DICTIONARY OF MUSIC
AND MUSICIANS
Five Volumes Royal 8vo, bound in ClothR
Price, $25.00. Half Morocco,
Gilt Tops, Price, $40.00
For over thirty years the Grove Diction¬
ary of Music and Musicians has remained the
niost elaborate and comprehensive treatment
* English language. So
important is this worl
to the teacher that it
backbone of every good rr
or small. The five voi
ecently ^been
mg oyer 4,000 pages)
revised and brought up
1 composers.

isent. This book completes and amplifies
^information contained in any other mui be purchased on the easy payment plan.

THEO. PRESSER CO., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

LADY HALLE’S ENVIABLE
CAREER.
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ascending a lofty peak in the Alps.
There was great regret in America that
she had not made her visit while in the
full command of her great powers.
Lady Halle had many honors in the
world of music. On one occasion she
played the Bach double concerto for
violin at Berlin, with Joachim, that
great artist playing the second violin
part. Joachim early recognised her
talent. He is said to have remarked
on one occasion to her future husband,
Charles Halle: “I recommend this
artist to your careful consideration.
Mark this, when people have given her
a fair hearing they will think more of
her and less of me.” Hans Von
Billow spoke of her as a rival of
Joachim, and called her “the violin
fairy.” During her best days she was
one of the commanding musical figures
of the world.
Musical students should make note
.of the fact that much of Lady Halle’s
success was caused by the fact that she
was not only a great violinist, but a
good musician as well. She did not
disdain to teach, and for some years
was teacher of the vio'in at the Royal
School of Music of Stockholm. She
was also an excellent quartet player,
having been connected with a number
of quartets as first violinist, including
the Philharmonic string quartet of
London.

The death of Lady Halle at Berlin
on April IS, at the age of 71, adds one
more to the list of great violinists who
have passed away within the last three
years. For many years Lady Halle
was the most famous woman violinist
in the world, and the world of violin
playing owes her a tremendous debt
for her influence in interesting the fair
sex in violin playing.
Wilhelmina Maria Franziska Neruda
was born at Briinn, March 21, 1840,
her father being Josef Neruda, a musi¬
cian of considerable note. Her father
was her first teacher, but he soon put
her under the instruction of Leopold
Jansa, a noted violinist of Vienna. Her
talent developed rapidly and she ap¬
peared in public when less than seven
years of age, the accompaniment to
her solo being played by her sister
Amalie. She attracted so much atten¬
tion as a prodigy that her father de¬
cided to take advantage of the fact, and
took her on an extended concert tour.
Female violinists were much rarer at
that time than at the present, and the
little Wilma was everywhere showered
with congratulations by critics and
public. In 1849 she made her London
debut, playing a De Beriot at a Phil¬
harmonic concert, and was pronounced
a genius by the critics of the British
HER PUBLIC WORK.
capital. In the same year she made a
There are a number of ‘things about
remarkable success in Vienna. ( From
that time on she was almost constantly the career of Lady Halle which are
before the public as a violinist, and of remarkable interest to the violin
made many extended tours all over the student. She was before the public as1
world. She made a sensational success a concert violinist some sixty-five years
in Paris, and was an especial favorite in all, she having appeared in Berlin
with London audiences. For many at a chamber music concert within a
years she appeared at the London very few weeks of her death. Towards
“Pops,” alternating with Joachim, who the last her powers had, of course,
greatly declined, but still the spectacle
was her life-long friend.
She was twice married. In 1864 she of a woman of over seventy having re¬
became the bride of Ludwig Norman, tained enough technic to appear in
the conductor of the opera at Stock¬ public can be considered little short of
holm, and during his lifetime she ap¬ marvelous. She was one of the prodi¬
peared at concerts under the name of gies who did not fail, but advanced
“Norman Neruda.” ' Three years after steadily to the time of her womanhood.
the death of Norman, which occurred The concert platform was her natural
in l8SS, she married Charles Halle, a clement, and she was a woman of ex¬
noted pianist and an orchestral con¬ traordinary strength of character and
ductor of great talent, whose services will power, as is evinced by her setting
to the cause of music in Great Britain out on an American tour the year fol¬
resulted in his being knighted. In this lowing the tragic death of her idolised
She was the possessor of the
way she acquired the titl-e of "Lady” son.
Halle. Sir Charles Halle established Ernst Stradivarius violin, one of the
a series of orchestra concerts in Man¬ most famous specimens of the work of
chester, in which he brought many of the great Italian master in the world.
At the present day her playing would
the most important works to the atten¬
tion of the British public. Sir Charles seem somewhat old-fashioned, and it
and Lady Halle made frequent tours in is not believed that she at any time
achieved
the heights as a virtuoso
the British Isles, to the leading cap¬
itals of Europe, to Australia and to which have since been attained by our
South Africa, everywhere attaining in¬ own Maud Powell, or by Kathleen
stantaneous recognition as remarkable Parlow and Marie Hall, of the present
artists.
It is only within the last quarter
HER AMERICAN VISIT.
century that the violin has sprung into
After the death of Sir Charles Halle, universal popularity as a lady’s instru¬
Lady Halle visited the United States, ment, and the remarkable career of
in 1898-99, where she appeared in the Lady Halle undoubtedly had much to
principal cities. She was then almost do in bringing this about.
sixty years of age and it was quite
evident that her powers had declined
A NEW MUTE.
from what they were twenty or thirty
years earlier, although her American
A violin mute on, an entirely new prin¬
tour was considered successful. The ciple has just been invented. Instead of
writer heard Lady Halle play the being constructed with prongs fitting
Bruch Concerto in G minor in New over the top of the bridge, the new mute
York at her New York debut, and. is constructed with two small pads, one
while her technic was adequate and fitting on each side of the center of
her intonation good, the performance the bridge, and held in place by a spring.
lacked temperament and the fire of The two thin plates to which the pads
youth.
Her playing was no doubt are attached open and shut like a pair
affected while on her American tour of tongs, and the mute can he adjusted
by a terrible personal sorrow the very quickly. The inventor claims that
violinist had sustained the year before the mute does not change the quality of
in the tragic death of her son, Mr. Nor¬ tone, but reproduces the same qualityman Neruda, who was killed while in reduced volume.
Please mention THE ETUDE wh in addressing our advertisers.

CORDE DE LUXE

VIOLIN E
USED BY LEADING ARTISTS
15c Each
$1.50 per Dozen
Catalog of fine violins sent free
MUSICIANS’ SUPPLY CO.
60 Lagrange Street
•
Boston, Mass.

STENGER

VIOLINS

Have distinguishing features over
all other modern violins
Superior Tone, Pure Oil Varnish and
Fine workmanship
Sold under n guarantee. Price. *S50.
W. C. STENOER, Maker of Fine Violins

TO VIOLINISTS

OV1DE MUSIN’S
NEW Composition for Violin
with piano accompaniment

'EXTASE'
VALSE LENTE DE CONCERT
(Price. 35 cts. Net)
Also, two specimen lessons from Ovide
Musin’s violin lessons by Correspondence, sent
on receipt of $1.00.

Students’ Popular Album
FOR VIOLIN AND PIANO
Price, 50 Cents
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He mounted the stool, gave it a twist
up and ran his fingers along the keys.
What need to be afraid now, this was
his throne and he was the monarch. He
played a piece by Ries and his heart
beat time to>it; he felt Beethoven looking
through his mind as though it were a
sheet of glass.
"Can you play a Bach fugue?” said
Beethoven when he had finished. Franz
was too amazed to answer, so he plunged
_ the C Minor Fugue without a word.
“Could you transpose the fugue into
another key?” he asked. Franz did not

AN

INSTANCE IN LISZT’S
Franz had stolen unobserved to the big Iook up- but went ,riSht on iilto another
grand piano and without being invited keY without stopping,
BOYHOOD.
had plunged into the Ries concerto.
At the end he looked squarely at
(This is the year of Franz Liszt’s hun¬
Czerny stood in amazement, his quiz- Beethoven, he wasn’t afraid of the dark
dredth birthday. He was born in Raid¬
zical eyes peered over his spectacles and glowing eyes, for a gentle smile came
ing, a small town near Oedenburg, Hun¬
he looked first at Franz and then at his over his sad face and he bent down and
gary, October 22, 1811.)
father.
stroked the lad’s hair.
Adam Liszt was awake at dawn; there
“Well, well! Why didn’t you say your
“Such a fellow—such a fellow,” he
were bustle and confusion in the little
son was a magician ? Sit down, my dear said, and the boy took fresh courage and
house at Raiding. To-day was the great
said, “May I play some¬
day, for he and little Franz were going
thing of yours?”
to Vienna to see Czerny, the celebrated
Beethoven smiled and
piano teacher.
nodded his head. Franz
Franz was nine. His deep-set and
then played the first
wistful eyes were open wide with ex¬
movement of the C Major
citement.
Concerto. When he had
“Oh, father, can it be true that we are
finished Beethoven took
really going to see Czerny and Beethoven !
him by both hands and
oh, can it be !” and he danced about the
kissed him upon the
room and tossed his long hair from side
forehead, saying ten¬
to side. Beethoven! That magic word
derly, “You are a happy
sent a thrill of delight through his tiny
one, for you will provide
frame. Down deep in his child’s heart
happiness and delight for
he held to the dream of playing for
many others. There is
Beethoven some day.
nothing better, more
Had he not played in a great concert
beautiful.”
at Pressburg, the piano Concerto by Ries
Franz Lis'zt , remem¬
and a Fantasie of his own ? He remem¬
bered that (Jay all his
bered his toes scarcely touched the pedals,
life. It was a sacred
and he remembered, too, how the elegant
memory and he men¬
court ladies picked him up and kissed him
tioned it very sldom, and
and called him Wunderkind (child
prodigy).
then
only
to
good
friends.
Count Amadi and Count Sapary had
heard him that night and after the
(Note: The above in¬
concert they came to Adam Liszt and
cident is founded upon
fact.)
offered to send his son to Vienna to
study. And that is where they were going
to-day.
SOME THINGS FOR LIT¬
Everything was ready, little Franz
TLE FOLKS TO FIND
wore his Sunday suit of black velvet
OUT ABOUT LISZT.
with gold braid and his Father carried
Who were the other
the gold knobbed cane that had des¬
LISZT AS A
famous teachers in
cended to him through four generations,
Vienna ?
for the Liszts were of noble birth, sir; indeed I shall take the lad.” So
Where did Liszt study harmony and
though poor.
Fra ’’ stayed and studied with Czerny counterpoint?
Count Amadi was at the station to for a year and a half,
Did he enter the Paris Conservatory?
say “Good bye.” The bell rang, the
And when Adam Liszt asked for his
What national music did he make
whistle tooted and off they went in the bill at the end of that
Czerny re- famous?
rattling train over the plains of Hungary, fused to accept a cent of pay.
Who were the great composers and
It was a long tiresome journey and little
Franz did amazing things with his
Franz and his papa were dust covered music that year; he seemed to play a concert players who tried to rival Liszt?
What great violinist lived at this time?
and weary when the train rumbled into Hummel concerto as easily as a bird
nuL*13’
•
A'es across the sky, and he was always
there was a jumble of carriages at asking for. harder things to do.
THE WAY EDITH PRACTICED.
the station, but the Liszts did not hire
Czerny was never tired telling about
one—every penny must be saved for his wonderful pupil. The little Hungarian
Pa:
Edith, how often do you practice
tbiJessons.
boy was known in every musical circle on the piano when I’m away?”
The father grasped his son’s hand and and Czerny’s ambition was to have the
Edith: “Every day, pa.”
they hurried along the narrow streets boy play for Beethoven,
Pa:
long did you practice yesto the Jnn.
Little Franz must rest
“No, no, my dear Czerny, you know
to-night,’ said the father, “Czerny must how I hate prodigies; the boy’s too
Edith: “Four hours.”
not see my boy as tired as this.”
young!” But Czerny never gave up. One
Pa: “And to-day?”
Early the next morning they started day at Beethoven’s house he had been
Edith: “About the same”
‘°t™ uP°n Jhe master,”Jor Czerny praising Jhe boy again .and saying,
Pa : “Well, I’m glad to hear you’re so
popular teacher
* U~~ i“
‘
nust hear the boy.” Asifput regular. The next time you practice
city.
ends Beethoven shouted, however, be sure to unlock the piano I
Czerny i
) busy with pupils that
Then bring on the lubber!”
locked it last week and I’ve been carrvmorning, the Liszts c
e very near not
Czerny lost no time in bringing his mg the key in my pocket ever since
seeing him at all.
HHj...I
pupil. When they arrived HH
Franz saw Here it is V’—Barnesville Republican
it “rm overwhelmed with work,” he said, Beethoven sitting at a long, narrow table
‘I can’t take another pupil,” and he composing; he looked so cross that his
-'father at sot ^
* *“ ^ethtet talfed tan undertone to
^ ^ "* s^,v P— to
“But we have come all the way from Czerny, but refused to even look at the thing tcepThard wotT'For
Raiding and my son’s very talented sir; boy. At last, and it seemed a hundred the Neapolitans be eved lr M* T
why he ,s a wunderkmd, Herr. Professor, years to Franz, Czerny pointed to the phenomenal playing was due to Jhe'nW
Won’t you even hear him play?”
piano.
piano. Franz
Franz was brave, this was the which he wore on his finger They v
“No, I have no time—no time, and great moment of his life and he felt it
thunderstruck when he took it off and
besides-What’s that!”
The little though he was such a little fellow.
played as well without it.

THE
A CHOIR BOY’S LESSON.
Bob went to school like all boys of
ten. He played ball, rode a wheel and
on Saturdays he earned extra money
by delivering packages for the corner
drug store; but the thing he loved most
was his music.
Some of the boys
pointed their fingers at him and called
him “Sissy,” but this made little dif¬
ference to Bob; he kept right on prac¬
ticing and singing, for he had confi¬
dence in his mother, and she said
“Some day. Bob, you will be glad to
have your music; it will never betray
your trust if you work hard enough.”
And Bob worked for that and be¬
cause he liked it, too. He was straight
and manly, and naughty, too, for some¬
times choir practice was a terrible nui¬
sance when an interesting ball game
was on.
Th& memory of the choirmaster’s
face was always enough to turn him
churchward, for Mr. Mader; - meth¬
ods were unusual; he didn’t scold and
nag the boys or flog them, a; the oldfashioned choirmasters did. He sim¬
ply remembered things, and this mem¬
ory worked against the boys in so many
unexpected ways that they w re never
quite sure what punishment might come
to them.
Punishment in this choir was the
matter of losing points. T ,i points
meant a perfect score, and losing points
meant that pay was decrease !
Every
boy was expected to make him-elf val¬
uable, and he received pay . ccording
to his usefulness.
To be lat;e, noisy and inatt< nlive was
to lose points, and that me: u a loss
of standing among the boys
First of all, Bob learned what is
meant to be on time. He h .n ned for
the first time in his life that he was
part of a whole, and to be truly useful
it was necessary to work with the
whole and not independently
He learned to know that the vestry
room was not a playhouse u a barn.
The choirmaster, though apparently
looking for the next piece u music,
seemed to see all that was going on.
So the easiest thing to do wn :o mind.
He learned to sit erect and not side¬
ways, to stand on both fee: uid not
to slouch; a good carriage coca ted to¬
ward a perfect score.
He learned the meaning oi ‘ensem¬
ble,” and this helped him in his piano
lessons. When the teacher said. “Play
the hands exactly together,' Bob al¬
ways added the choirmaster’- words,
“Let’s try now' for a perfect ensem¬
ble.” In Bob’s mind to have the left
hand dragging behind the right was to
lose a point.
Another important thing he learned
well was the meaning of the word “At¬
tack.” “Attack” means to fall upon a
thing with force, and Bob usually be¬
gan his practice that way. To fall upon
his scales and exercises with force, it
seemed to make them easier to get
over.
Besides promptness, good carriage,
ensemble and attack he learned to love
the swell of the organ and to love
music for itself. Even the boys who
called him “Sissy” looked up to Bob
because he could do something they
could not, and the day Billy Withers
decided he was going to be a police¬
man when he grew up Bob decided to
be an organist like Bach and Guilmant.
He confided this to his mother one
evening after tea, and she said, “Bob,
dear, you can be anything you like if
you work hard enough.”
Bob has worked and he is glad a
thousand times that he has his music,
for it has never betrayed his trust or
the love he has put into it.

“THE WAY TWO LITTLE GIRLS
PRACTICED.”
Two Monologues with a Moral.
(The resourceful teacher will delight
in finding this material. With two
clever pupils this pair of monologues
may be acted at a recital, and is sure
to arouse great interest and at the
same time point to a good moral.)
MILDRED.
Scene: Parlor.
Time: 4 P. M.
(Mildred, seated at the piano, plays
a scale up and down; she looks up and
says:) “That didn’t come out right;
teacher says you must always come out
on the thumb, but it’s just an accident
when 1 land on my thumb. I ’most
always come out on my third finger.
I don't see why it was my second this
time.” (Plays up and down again and
ends the scale with the second.) “If
it comes out twice on the second it
ought to be right. Third time’s the
charm any way; guess I’ll begin again.”
(Tin- time she ends the scale with the
third linger.) Well, I do declare to
goo.moss!
Who ever heard of the
like, twice on second and once on
thin;: Wonder which is right? Who
mam.- scales anyway ? I see no use in
them
(Looks at the clock:) “I don’t
be!it vc that clock’s going.” (Takes it
duv, n and listens.) “My. but it’s runuim awful slow, I’ve only been here
ten minutes.” (Looks at her practice
card . “It says ten minutes for scales
and fifteen minutes for studies and five
minutes for finger gymnastics.” (She
let . iltn card fall upon the floor; she
In.a.- up at Mozart’s picture hanging
afi.oe the piano.) “O, 1 wish I was a
cm poser, then I wouldn’t have to pract: e
Mozart composed when he was
ten. I’m twelve. I believe I’ll comr 1
it s so much easier than scales.”
111 i . - The Last Rose of Summer with
o'it linger.) “That sounds like somethi:
else; guess I better begin down
lit i ’
(Plays America with one finir :
She looks up surprised.) “So does
/ :■>'.
1 suppose some one has com;• -• 1 that before.
Mozart couldn’t
h e been bothered that way, because
h lived before there were any tunes,
i :-t love to compose; I wish teacher
•aid let me compose like that all the
time. I think I’ll ask her. Well, it’s
ten minutes now and time for studies.”
(I’lays Duvernoy Op. 120, haltingly.)
“I hate studies. I suppose teacher has
to have something to fill up the time.
She says when I play Duvernoy I sit
down at the bars.” (Plays again, halt¬
ingly.) “Maybe I do sit down at the
bars, but what are they there for if
you are to play on?” (Listens intent¬
ly.) “O, goody! there’s Mamie call¬
ing.” (She goes to the window and
calls.) “Yes, Mamie: just a minute.
0, yes, I’m all through practicing!”
MARJORY.
Scene: Music Room.
Time: 8.30 A. M.
Marjory, aged ten, is seated at the
piano. She looks at her practice card
and reads, “Spell out the major scales.”
“Miss Marsh always says ‘Spell your
scales away from the piano, each let¬
ter in its order as it is in the alphabet,
with flats and sharps to make the half
steps come right.’ Now, I always did
call E sharp F in the scale of F sharp;
if you call it F instead of E sharp you
misspell the scale.” (In her note book
she spells her scales in letters, up to
,C sharp.)
“And when I have spelled them in
fetters then I am to spell them in tone
on the piano.” (She takes ten minutes
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for tone-spelling.)
“Teacher says I
must listen to my tone all the time; it’s
what niusic is made of, and if you don’t
have a good tone then the music is
poor. She says I must mould it as a
sculptor does his clay, or as we did in
kindergarten. I must never punch it
A Department of Information Regarding
into shape, but press it there, full and
New Educational Musical Worts !)* 5*
round.”
(Looks at practice card and read^
“Ten minutes for studies.” She takes
down a copy of Duvernoy, Op. 120.)
“I’m to think of a typewriter when
I play this. I’m to imagine a clean Style and Dexterity. Carl Czerny “The First Months “How shall I bepiece of paper under each key, and A New and
gin to teach?”
wrote over one in Pianoforte
when I press down the keys I make a Fascinating Work.
“What shall I do
thousand com- Instruction.”
mark on that clean white paper and By Sartorio, Op. 903. positions, and By R. Palme.
at the first les¬
son?”
“I
can
that mark must be clean and clear like
most ■ of them
the copy of an expert typewriter. were so valuable that the musical play, but how under the sun am I to
tell
others
how
to
do
it?” These and
There’s to be no jumbl ng, no running world is unwilling to give them up,
together of tones. I’m to punctuate, even after the lapse of a half a cen¬ a hundred similar, questions are an¬
too, just as I would a letter, or a note tury. With this new work, Sartorio swered by the “First Months in Piano¬
to a friend.” (Marjory goes over the has reached his 903 opus, and is thus forte Instruction.” The book serves
Duvernoy
study
slowly,
counting in a fair way to break the remarkable two distinct purposes. It provides the
young teacher “just starting in” with
aloud.) “I .hate to count out loud.
record of Czerny. Sartoriols growth
a chart to lead her to see just what to
Miss Marsh is horribly fussy over
in popularity has been due to his fer¬ do at the very first lessons. It pro¬
counting anyway. She says when De¬
tility, his tasty melodies and his exceed¬ vides the teacher who is more experi¬
mosthenes practiced oratory with a
pebble in his mouth he wasn’t thinking ingly graceful and musicianly treat¬ enced with a means for systematizing
about the pebble, for his mind was ments. He is, in fact, a kind of bridge her work with beginners. It is based
fixed Upon stammering, and counting between Czerny and Heller, embodying upon the methods which have been
aloud was like Demosthenes’ pebble; the technical excellence of the former used in German music schools for
It is sufficiently
the thing to think of is the result and with the tunefulness of the latter. nearly a century.
not the pebble. Now, here on the sec¬ Pupils like Sartorio’s works because elastic to permit the teacher to intro¬
ond page, when my left hand comes they are so “playable.” There .are few duce her own ideas in special cases. In
in, I've had such a time with those uncomfortable stretches and “ticklish” other words, it does not bind the
chords! Miss Marsh says they are like passages.
Nevertheless, the . seven teacher down to any particular course,
the leaning Tower of Pisa, they won’t studies in “Style and Dexterity” are but rather points the way. It com¬
stand up because they are not built full of interest and the pupil in the bines practical keyboard work with
right from the bottom.
You never fourth and fifth grades will find plenty that knowledge of the rudiments of
heard of a carpenter beginning to build to work for. There are studies in notation taught in the true and thor¬
the third story first!” (Looks at prac¬ melody playing, arpeggio playing, pas¬ ough German fashion which has been
tice card. “Ten minutes for pieces.”) sage work, chord playing, etc. Teach¬ the foundation for so much of the sub¬
“My piece is that new Spinning Song. ers in search of something to break stantial educational work done in Ger¬
I can’t play it good at all. Miss Marsh
many. Most American teachers, par¬
the monotony of their work, some¬
says I play it with the brakes on, and
ticularly the young ones, need a book
thing to prevent their routine from be¬
that to play with stiff wrists is as bad
like this, and need it badly. The ad¬
coming
a
grind
will
receive
these
new
as running an automobile twenty miles
vance of publication price is only IS
an hour with the brakes set.” (Mar¬ teaching helps with delight. The book
jory shakes her wrists up and down is 34 pages in length—full music size.
Summer
Quite a large number of
and starts in with the Spinning Song.) The special introductory price on this
New Music, our regular patrons, and
“O, I just love this piece. It’s as good work will be 20 cents, postpaid, if cash
many who teach only
If charged,
as an automobile ride.” (Listens in¬ accompanies the order.
during
the
summer
months, are avail¬
tently.)
“That’s Mildred’s call, but postage will be additional.
ing themselves of our offer to send out
I’m busy now.
Miss Marsh always
says after a bad lesson, ‘What a pity Next Season’s As one season follows a special monthly package of piano
you didn’t practice right, Marjory, my Music Supply, another the On Sale music suitable for teaching purposes or
Some who do not
feature of our business for recreation.
dear. Nothing pays quite so well as a
few hours of the right kind of prac- much more than maintains its popular¬ teach in the summer are still glad to
ity. Begun in a small way, its aid to look over the music with a view to
its
use
in
the
fall.
A postal card or¬
the teacher was quickly recognized,
and the growth of the business itself der will start these packages to the ad¬
A BATCH OF BACHS.
has been, in a large measure, the mere dress of any teacher in the United
expansion of the “On Sale -Plan”; this States or Canada.
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BY R. M. C.
A Good Humorous Recitation for Club
Meetings.
Nor old nor new e’er saw the match
Of good old John Sebastian Bach.
There is a bright, a joyous smack
Of humor in the tunes of Bach.
The weaving voices’ friendly talk,
In some melodious fugue of Bach,
Gives jaded ears no sudden shock,
But makes us love and reverence Bach.
The brays that make our ear-drums
ache,
That drown the quiet voice of Bach,
The tuneless ravings of the rash
Perverters of the art which Bach
First founded—all the weird hotch¬
potch
Of nightmare screams that noble Bach
Would laugh at—these shall end in
smoke.
While, down the ages, good old Bach
Shall charm us still, as some calm loch
Charms tired travelers. Here’s to Bach!‘
Beethoven’s great, and Brahms, but ah,
What are such men, compared to Bach?
Auf Deutsch muss ich es sprechen. Ach!
Ich liebe dich, du alter Bach!

plan has been imitated mofe or less, Imaginary
Biographers are
but the peculiarly pedagogic nature of Biographical
often dependent
our publications has placed the solid Letters from Great upon the letters
seal of success on this branch of our Masters of Music.
of great men for
business, so when we solicit orders of
material for their
this character it is without the least biographies. The authors of this de¬
sense of experimentation; we already lightful book for children has reversed
know, and we have great confidence in the process, and by collecting material
our ability to take care of the real from well-authenticated sources they
wants of those who teach music; what have developed a series of letters based
we have done so successfully for over upon fact, but spiced with the interest
a quarter of a century we may be ex¬ of fiction. This book may be used in
pected to continue to do. Therefore club work as an auxiliary book for his¬
we frankly invite music teachers, di¬ tory study, and it also makes about as
rectors and all others professionally attractive a gift book for a child as
connected with this art to take advan¬ can be imagined. The composers who
tage of the “ON SALE PLAN” for are supposed to have told their stories
the coming season.
to little folks are Bach, Beethoven,
It is easy to make arrangements Handel, Mozart, Haydn, Rossini, Liszt,
now, during summer, and we are espe¬ Chopin, Berlioz, Moscheles, Schumann
cially desirous to execute a large share and others. The book is made more
of this class of business in advance of attractive by the use of original draw¬
the rush incidental to the opening of ing made expressly for this work. The
the schools in September. Our regular advance offer price on this book is ex¬
patrons will appreciate the suggestion ceedingly low, and those who desire
to ORDER EARLY for NEXT SEA¬ a copy at this rate should order at
SON, and prospective patrons will not once, as this offer will be withdrawn
regret making early acquaintance with after this final notice. Send 40 cents
our system of doing business. Teachers’ to secure a copy while the offer is still
correspondence solicited.
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No teacher living to-day was
closer
to
Dr.
William Mason
than E. M. Bowman, and when Dr. Mason died he requested that Mr. Bowman might occupy the studio he had tenanted so
long in New York. Dr. Mason was an
extremely original thinker, and the
methods he employed in his “Touch
and Technic” have attracted worldwide attention.
Naturally, there is
much in this system which could not
be included in the original books. Mr.
Bowman in writing these imaginary
letters to an imaginary nephew has ineluded some invaluable comments upon
Dr. Mason’s methods of teaching,
These, of course, form only a part of
the book. The remainder is built up
upon Mr. Bowman’s personal experience as a teacher as well as his
experience as a student in America,
Germany, England and France under
some of the greatest of teachers. This
book is a composite of the best in existing teaching methods, and one may
safely say that the teacher or student
J
.
o possesses it and who applies him¬
sen
uiugcuuy to
iu u,
win have
nave little
nine aimself diligently
it, will
difficulty in getting information and ideas
worth one
one hundred
hundred times
the price
nr,Ye
worth
times the
asked for the work. The advance of
publication price is 20 c
Letters from a
Musician to
His Nephew.
By E. M. Bowman.

THE
About Returning
On Sale Music.

Returns and
Settlement
of Accounts,

To any of our patrons
who have not yet made
settlement of their last
season’s On Sale account, we ask that they now give the
matter early attention. The new season of 1911 and 1912 is but a few
weeks off, and it is of no little importance that the past season’s accounts be adjusted before the new
season’s rush is on.
_
If the On Sale music received from
us during the season just past is satisfactory and of such a character as to
be of use in the next season’s work, it
may be retained for another season on
payment of a suitable amount to be
arranged by correspondence, thus savmg expense of transportation charges,
If the music has been retained two
teaching seasons, however, a complete
settlement is required and expected
now, and the returns should be made
at once. We want to emphasize the
importance of placing the sender’s
name and address on the outside wrapPer of ?ny package containing music
or ^mustc books^ returned ^tp ^us for
,C4edit’ Pa4ron.s failing to do this are
ilk-p
v tn
jnnnmnw as
no dplikely
to Pxnpripni-p
experience annoyance,
de-.
lay
certain
in...
the adjustment
_r ,1is almost
•
,
.
°.f taeir accounts, as it is sometimes
simPly imP°ssible to know from whom

from a dis“atisflcd await a complaint
,
customer. We are,
therefore, very anxious to avoid the
misunderstandings that are so apt- to
Musical Picture Book. This book is
from this kind of oversight.
By Octavia Hudson.
very nearly
Please remember t write your name
.
ready, and
_ address
..__ plainly
r_ o the outside of all
and
W1J1 shortly go to press. Works of packages returned^to u
r for credit.
this type are now used very largely by
elementary teachers, the idea being to Works Reprinted
In accordance with
S,ve the young pupil something to play During May
our custom from
as soon as possible. This is one of
month to month,
44,6 best books of its class, and cannot
take pleasure in calling the atten*ad to interest the youthful beginnt
don of our readers to a number of our
The author, who is a success!
successful important publications which have gone
teacher, has had much experience
enencp ,n through a number of editions and
this line. The book will be published which are again being reprinted. We
convenient oblong form with good- should be pleased to send any of these
s'zet4
-ri,„notation,
__; ,
, .
compositions for examination to all
Sp“a!pf'Cte durlnS the c™. those entitled:
pnth will be 25 cents, postpaid, if
Fotlr Hand Parlor Pieces This is
„ .
„
T1
acc'Janies .the
order
If one of the best conectjons of
”
Mexican Dances
The publication of charged, postage will be additional.
duets for players of 4ermJdkte
for the Pianoforte, a set of Mexican
.
„
.
. , • ««*. All the numbers are bright and
By Luis Jorda.
Dances is partic- Ke d Organ Music. Teachers of the melodious, lying well under the hands,
ularly
timely in
___
ularlv timelv
Reed Organ have with interesting parts for both players!
Turn
Pinnicfo "This'
Tl,;, is another
_il.
r
view of the general interest which is always had more or less dimcultv
difficulty in
Two Pianists.
four
be mg directed toward Mexico at pres- fleeting Proper graded material for hand collection, larger and with rather
ent. The Spanish-American Dances the steady and thorough advancement more advanced pieces than are concharacter and flavor all their °I Pupils.
this has been especially- tained in the preceding work. Both
own. These specimens of Mr. Jorda are true of studies and pieces suited to the books have been very'‘successful
typical and thoroughly artistic. They ™re advanced player. Elsewhere in
Organ Player. Organ Reoertoire
will prove to be striking novelties
novelties on this issue is a special list of those com- These are two of our popular collecany program. They are: to be pubpo¬
Positions and books that experience tions for the nine
P rL, i
lished
handsomely
in
book
form.
has
sh.
lished handsomely in book form.
has shown to be most effective. Reed been extremely successful,
The special price in advance of pub- Organ teachers should send for our widely used both faTdtarih a“nd conhcation is 25 cents, postpaid, if cash complete catalog of compositions and cert j
..
a a con
New Popular
Album for the
Pianoforte.

This work is well advanced in preparation.
but we will continue
the special offer for a
short time. The pieces in this book
will be of intermediate grade, all new
and exceptionally attractive, such as
have not appeared in previous albums
of similar nature. In our experience
there is more demand for a good popular album than for any other collection of piano music. This new volume
of ours will be one of the best.
The special introductory price during the current month will be 20 cents,
postpaid, if cash accompanies the order. If charged, postage will be addi-

postage will be additional.

teachers may order a selection sent
“On Sale” for examination. A postal
Songs of Praise
This will be the card request or order will receive imand Devotion.
last month for the mediate attention.
By I. V. Flagler, special offer on_
‘
this collection of Bach Album for This work is now
Sunday-school and Gospel Hymns. The Pianoforte, nearing completion,
This collection is by I. V. Flagler,
but we will continue
and about one-half the book consists the special offer for a short time. Our
of original compositions by him, and aim is to make this the best popular
the most of the pieces are gems that Bach Collection yet published. It will
are far above the average gospel hymn contain all the favorite numbers which
or the music that is used in Sunday- appear in the usual collections, toschool, and they are extremely melodic gether with a number of others of
and singable. _Anyone in search of a great importance. Every number is a
work for Sunday-school or Young gem. The work will be edited' with
Peoples Societies will find this work the utmost care after comparison with
superior in every way.
all standard editions, and will be handOur advance price for the work dur- somely and substantially gotten up.
mg the current month will be 20 cents.
The special introductory price will
This month will end the special offer, be 20 cents, postpaid, if cash accomso procure a copy to examine during panies the oWer. If charged, postage
the present month.
will be additional.
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Although many of
our patrons have
by this time closed
their “On Sale” and other accounts
with us for the teaching season just
finished, there are still many others
whose work has lasted until later in
the season,-and from whom the returns
are still due; to all such we desire to
say that the unsold and unused portion of the “On Sale” music should
now be returned for credit so that our
accounting department may render a
final and correct statement of each account; goods returned to us should
include only such music, etc., as was
originally sent on sale or for examination, and all parcels, whether sent by
mail, express or freight, should hear the
sender’s name and address for identification in our receiving department. The
return charges are to be prepaid by
the customer; the rate by mail on
Prin4ed matter, and from most places
by exPress» is 8 cents a pound, but the
ileavier shipments by express are carried at a lower rate Per pound except
from very distant points. If in doubt
about the ra4e> weiSh the Package and
_..
• , . and. . _
write us, giving the weight,
will
advise Jyou promptly; also supply
. —
a label entitling shipper to the special
printed
Printed matter
matter rates.
rates. The
The name
name and
and
address °f the sender is absolutely n
> insure proper credit 'for music

1 exception’afset of niece* i
introductorytoThecfcsVcrTl’T
taken up by pupils in the earlt Tec^nd
grade. The nieces arc?°"d

Make Your
Next Season
Yield a
Bigger r
.

Of course, your sole
object ml,te is not that
It,
JUSt
y
ars you
ca” sclaeeze °”4 of it.
Everybody knows ia
lose who make
music a life work make innumerable
sacrifices to art and to their fellowmen. But that is no reason why your
professional work should not return all
t4lat 's rightfully your due. Not more
than ten musicians in a hundred get
anything like a just return for their
investment of time, energy and money,
You may have been among the ninety
who have been cheating themselves un¬
knowingly. The reason the musician
fails to get better return is that he does
not know how to go about it. The
Business Manual for Musicians tells
you how. Mr. Geo. C. Bender, the author
of this book, takes up all the points
bearing upon how to get pupils by in¬
genious but legitimate methods, how
to hold them from year to year, and
how to insure a steady and profitable
income. The time, to get the mo t out
of this book is right now. The Sum o
months offer you extra leisure t.
_ plans
..t-_<
_ mi.:
your
for next year.
..
tells —
all the
of successful
— secrets
-..
sical advertising. It will help
make 1911-1912 your banner te
It will show you how
every teaching period raise your bank
account. If you get just one pupil
through its advice it will pay for itself
many times over. The teacher cannot
possibly find a better ally in the liv lit
for substantial success. The price of
the Business Manual for Musicians is
$1.00—or send us $1.75, and we will -end
you the Bender Book, and at the same
time renew your subscription to Tin:
Etude for one whole year,
“arly
ClosinS-

During July and August muP,ace of business will be
closed daily at 5, except ..n
Saturday, when the closing hour
ill
be 1 oc,ocl{- Nevertheless, we - II
not allow any orders to be carried r.mr,
with the possible exception of selection
orders received in the last mail d,
ery: Pa4rons are therefore advised to
mail all orders to us as early in me
as possible and*thus in most ,stances insure delivery at our office m
^he 8 o’clock or a later Saturday me
ma*l- All special delivery h :
s
shrmlH
rtn their"way'early
fl-ini*!.
should be on
en,
40 reach us before the closing h,
especially anything ordered toward
cIoSe of the week; otherwise such
ders remain
— - post-office
night, and sometimes over Sunday. If
our customers will make it a point to
mail orders according to these suggesusual record for promptness
wil1 be maintained'
New Gradus Ad
This will be the
Parnassum. The Trill, fourth book that
1Sid°r PhiHf>p-

wiU aPPear
•
this
series of
p'an° studies. The trill stands as one
1
i-Portant; divisions of
Tunes and Rhymes for the PI-,,’
P " tecb"’?> and 14 !s also one of the
room, by Geo. L. Snauldimr Th,V ;T' IJIT.LjT in dev<d°Pi"g general techfavorite book for use with vonnt K
k and strengthening the fingers. This
ginners. The pieces are chZaTJLt?' G°°k
be devoted to 4he trill in all
and exceptionally entertain!™ „ lu
/amifications. Both the right hand
number being accompanied hv’^n!.
S,ythe !eft hand wiM be treated. Mipriate text.
* PP
F'llllPP has gathered together all of
MacFarren’s Comprehensive cra,
n
• Studies that con4ai" trills,
and Arpeggios
This is one { 1
f.e ls no4hir>g that shows up debest and most complete collections of nth” te.chnic . flicker, and there is
scaTesTaVeggiosTetc.^in
form*
A
scales. arnee-sHns
,Y all
„ii c_
.ln^ I*134t adds more elegance a
In the Presser Collection we will
nnish than ai beautifully rounded
rouuuea inn.
trill.
print: Heller Oo 47- T oesrhhnrn
Pianists who are ready for this
67; Bach’s Little Preludes and Pm
gfade °f Study should
a11 means get
Kuhlau’s Sonatinas Kohler’s Sonfli™ t tC,°Py °f this work and s4,ldy >4 careAlbum; Duvernoy Oo 176fl,”yOp. 24; Kayser’s Violin Studies On
v ^ advance Price on this book will
Book 1
’ P' 20’ be the same as the others 20 cents
postpaid.

Playing Two
Against Three,
By Chas. W.
Landon.

This new work is now
nearly ready, but the
special offer will be
continued during the
current month. The
playing of combined uneven rhythms
is always a great bugbear to musicians,
but all difficulties may be overcome by
rational, pedagogical means. Playing
Two Against Three is really the
foundation of all uneven combinations,
and when this is once conquered, all
others are made easy. We feel sui-e
that anyone who will carefully study
Mr. Landon’s book will have no fur¬
ther trouble.
The special introductory price dur¬
ing the present month will be 25 cents,
postpaid, if cash accompanies the or¬
der. If charged, postage will be addi-
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Address Francis
TAUSIG HAND EXPANDER for shap¬
ing and increasing expansion of pianists'
hands. One dollar, postpaid. Essex PublishHig Co., 854 Carnegie Hall, Manhattan, New

H. Knollin, Syracuse, N. Y.
A BARGAIN FOR TEACHERS. Sample
grade of the MODERN GRADED COURSE
sent for 25 cents, or TWO GRADES AND
TEACHERS’ GUIDE OF 2,000 TEACHING
PIECES for 50 cents. Address T. H. Fill¬
more, Fillmore School, Blanchard Hall, Los
Angeles. Cal.
MUSICAL EDUCATION in exchange for
housework. Wanted, for September 1, mother
and daughter to care for house and family of
four. Daughter to receive thorough musical
training; mother to receive good wages.
Shepard Music School, Orange, N. J.
REPRESENTATIVES WANTED. Men
and women who desire to build up a business
of their own. Our course of instruction
trains you in our work and prepares you to
take complete charge and act as General
Agent for our organization. Tf you mean
business and are sincere in your request, we
have a place for you on our sales force.
Address The Associated Publishers of America, 39 East 42d Street, New York City.
SIG. ANTONIO FROSOLONO, whose
studio is at 1227 Blast 43d Street, Chicago.
III., has been making a Bpecial feature of
pure technic and the quality of tone Is his
work as a teacher and as a public artist.
At his fall recitals he will play two of the
latest violin masterpieces, Suite No. f "

Preparatory Technic This important
for the Pianoforte.
new
work
is
By Isidor Philipp.
now ready and
the special offer
is hereby withdrawn. This book is
one of the best of its kind ever pub¬
lished. It offers all the necessary
mat onl for daily practice according to
the most modern methods; material
whir.': will last the student for a long
time
Every- department of founda¬
tion. I lechnic is covered adequately.
Although the work is no longer on
spec! : offer, we shall be glad to send
cessful teacher of expression, who wishes to
it on -pecial offer to all who may be continue her musical education. Address
inter, ted. We anticipate a very bright “Ambitious,” care of The Etude,_
future for this book.
PIANO TEACHERS—“Birds and Blos¬
soms" have been revised, enlarged, and are
better than ever for beginning piano lessons.
26 Four-Hand
We will
publish They are among the very easiest piano studies
published,
and teachers everywhere like them,
Pieces.
during the summer
as do pupils. Sample copy to teachers only
By F. Neumann, months an instruct¬ 25c. Kindly write W. F. Strong, Dixon, Ili.
ive volume for four
THE ANNOUNCEMENT that Victor Her-'
hand-. This volume is one of the most hert has made an agreement with the Victor
interesting that we have ever known. Talking Machine Company, of Camden, N. J.,
which will enable Victor owners to become
The pieces are arranged in progressive possessors of records of the Herbert Orchestra,
form. They are little melodic pieces will be greeted with delight. Mr. Herbert,
in a letter, states that this arrangement has
thai nre full of character and were been made because of the artistic merit of
origin Ely made for four hands, and are the wonderful Victor machine. New records
de Gogorza, Witherspoon. Reiss. Tetraon:
,•.ihlished in that form. There¬ bv
zinni (the famous Swiss “Echo Song”), Janet
for, .hey are much more musical and Spencer, McCormack and Sammarco (Ros¬
sini's duet. “Li Marinari") are new riches
itit i ling than they would be if they added
to the constantly growing Victor Cata¬
wt:. -imply arranged from the solo logue. An illustrated booklet, giving full
description of these wonderful records, will
coi !.
The pieces also have names be
sent gratis to all who send a postal reand
ry will mak^a most interesting nuest to the above address.
vol; m lor almost any pupil. They be¬
EXPERIENCED TEACHER of piano,
gin
out Grade 1 '/2 and end at Grade pipe organ, theory, harmony and musical his¬
tory open for position. Studies ahroad; refer¬
3 in the scale of 10.
ence. Address O, care of The Etude.
; >.u ' I vance price on this volume
‘ 25 cents, postpaid, when pubUsher!

SCHOOL OF PIANO TUNING

Special Notices
TES—Professional Want Notice

PROGRESSIVE TEACHERS invited to
Correspond with LOUIS ARTHUR RUSSELL,
laknegie Hall, Manhattan, or the Publishovs, regarding the introduction and Use of
he Russell Systems of Music Study for Pian-

a short time; free practice. Low terms. 19th year.
Diplomas granted. Prospectus.
ALEX. SCHEINERT
2849 N. 11th Street
Philadelphia. Pa.

PATEURs:iih.,:.:“.:
JACOBS’ ORCHESTRA MONTHLY
YG

Rns«B.i0CKllsfs'
The THE CADENZA
‘*ljsseil
books and
are T1?eor-v
coming Class
into Workuse among

earnest musicians throughoi
**-igg|||gj |jje country.

CORRESPONDENCE LESSONS in Har¬
mony and Counterpoint. Stanley T. Reilf,
.sYBbc- Lansdowne, Pa., and 1714 Chestnut St.. Philadelphia, Pa._
MMEn STUDY WITH LOUIS AR¬
THUR RUSSELL.
Author of “Russell
Rooks for singers and pianists. Address Mr.
Kusseil at Carnegie Hall. Manhattan, for parTul 1 S ,regardinS Normal Courses (June and
OPERA
______
to subscribers at *$7.00. I am* selling out the
remainder in priority of application at half
price. On receipt of a postal-order for $3.50
the book will be mailed, prepaid, to any ad¬
dress on earth. John Towers, Compiler, Lock
tor,. Mmuontnwn. West Va„ V. 8. A.
All SIC \ | COMPOSITION LESSONS. A
limited number of students accepted for
I.,,
instruction, beginning September 5,
f.-Ul. Circulars and information on application. Address Mr. William D. Armstrong,
»iton, Illinois.

YcriysraSCIIIPTIOS (each) *1.00. Canada, $1.25. foreign,
10 cents in 8““pswii‘tSL^z,':e:“mp,eco
WALTER JACOBS, Publisher
BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A.
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COUNTERPOINT

Theodore Presser Co.

COMPOSITION

PUBLICATIONS JUST ISSUED

A GUIDE TO BEGINNERS IN COM¬
POSITION
By DR. JOHN STAINER
This work is intended only for beginner*.
It is a collection of hints both to teacher
and pupil as to the course which should be
pursued in the first steps toward the art of
Composition. It is undoubtedly the
most concise, and cheapest work of its kind
Price, 75 Cents

MUSICAL

FORMS

By ERNEST PAUER
the cultivated amateur—all should have a
clear and accurate conception of the various
kinds of compositions such as symphonies,
motets, arias, etc., and this book will gi\e
just such knowledge as well as their charac¬
teristic features.
Price, 75 Cents

COUNTERPOINT
STRICT AND FREE
By H. A. CLARKE, Mus. Doc.
A clear and concise work, including Dou¬
ble Counterpoint, Imitation, Canon and
Fugue, thoroughly in accord with the prac¬
tice of modern composition. This work will
be found not only a text-book, but a system
of teaching as well.
Unlike the ^ older works, strict counterto modern harmony clearly indicated.
Price, S1.00

THE ART OF COUNTERPOINT
By HOMER A. NORRIS
Progressive musicians of to-day consider
a knowledge of the principles of Counter¬
point indispensable to the student who
wishes to be really musical. The best way
to learn, as in spelling English words, is
to write. The rules of the subject can be
put in a comparatively few, clear, simple
principles, to be worked out in appropriate
exercises. The Norris hook is eminently
practical to the needs of the student.
Price, SI.25

A COMPLETE EXPOSITION OF THE
RULES OF STRICT COUNTERPOINT
By DR. J. FREDERICK BRIDGE
A work to be recommended for its clear¬
ness, completeness and brevity.
Within
eighty-four pages the author has set forth
the principles of strict Counterpoint in a
the^ omission of anythinga”necessarYW1 The
book must rank as a standard and reliable
work on the art of Counterpoint.
Price, 75 Cents

COUNTERPOINT AND CANON
By E. E. AYRES
The simplest and clearest language is
used throughout. One principle explained
at a time, in order that the whole mar
become thoroughly intelligible.
One especially valuable pedagogical feat¬
ure is that the student’s work is all clearly
marked out; definite tasks are assigned
him, thus testing his understanding of the
principles, and makes the study of this in¬
tricate' subject delightful, because satisPrice, SI.00

A TREATISE ON INSTRUMENTATION
A Praciical Guide lo Orchestration
By E. PROUT
THE SCARCITY of works in the English
language on this subject is marked. The
subject is one rich in details, and considerwhen he finds the author of this little
primer has made it as complete as it is.
The author has desired to render his Work
useful to those who might have libraries of
their °\vn containing other works on In-

School and Home Marches

Price, 75 Cents

FOR THE PIANO

THEORY OF INTERPRETATION

Price, 50 Cents
This is an entirely new collection of
marches, containing numbers adapted for
all the different purposes to which a march
movement may be put. The marches
such as may actually he marched to,
merely for display purposes. There
two-steps, military marches and grand
marches, all bright, original and character¬
istic. We feel sure that lovers of march
music will appreciate this volume highly.
t hook of tl
together.

By A. J. GOODRICH
A text-hook of musical expression, a
unique work, a revelation indeed, from the
fact of it being the only complete Work on
Interpretation that there is published. A
complete and original system for the unfold¬
ing of musical style and content. It con¬
tains the essence of ail other works on the
subject. A text-book for students’ use.
Price, $2.00

THEO. PRESSER CO., - Philadelphia, Pa.
in THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.
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Any of our works sent on inspection to
teachers, upon request, at our usual large
professional discounts.
Use the number, not the title, in ordering.
PIANO SOLOS.
AY.
Grade. Price.
8911 Fanfare, March, A. Garland 2
8912 Forth to the Fray, Galop,
A. Garland. 2
8945 Night Song, Melody, N. 8.
Calamara. 'jy2
8948 Between Friends, Song with¬
out words, U. Engelmann. 2V4
8916 Around the Campfire, Ma¬
zurka, A. Garland. 2%
egiment:
8914 Regimental
Hop, Polka, A.
8913 Soldiers' Sweethearts, Waltz,
A. Garland. 2
8915 Trooping of the Colors,
Gavotte, .4. Garland. 2
8904 A la Mode, Valsette, Op. 234.
No. 3, C. W. Kern. 2
8903 By Courtesy, March Rondo,
Op. 234, No. 2, C. TV.
Kern. 2
8902 Mardi Gras Revels, Danse
Caprice, Op. 234, No. 1, C.
W. Kern. 2
8905 Oriental Dance, Op. 234,
No. 4, C. W. Kern.2
8930 By Lantern Light, Nocturne,
G. N. Rockwell. 3
8932 Bablllage, Op. 98, No. 1, L.
J. O. Fontaine. 3
8933 Coquettish Glances (Minols
Frlpon), Valse de Salon,
A. d’Haenens. 3
8962 A Forest Legend, Romance,
W. D. Armstrong..
Vith Song and Jest
Elegante, 1. V. Flat,..,_8146 Praise of Tears (Lob der
Thraenen), Op. 179. Tran¬
scription,
Schubert-Hun8963 Fading Day, Reverie, Op.
222, C. W. Kern.. . 4
8966 Moment Musical, Op. 19, No.
8931 In Confidence, Reverie, C.
Mora .
8926 A Napoli, Gondoliera, Op.
394, No. 2, C. Bohm.
8925 Mignon, Nocturne, Op. 394.
No. 1, C. Bohm.
8895 Valse Excentrique. Op. 175,
No. 10, G. Eggeling.
8800 Les Muscadins. Marche Ele¬
gante, P. Wachs.
8934 Polacca Brillante. O. Mere. .
8906 Marche Hongroise, Op. 13,
H. Kowalski.
PIANO STUDIES.
8633 Ten Melodious Studies for
Advancing Players, Op.
876, A. Sartorio.
_
VIOLIN AND PIANO.
8928 The Young Cadet. March,
./. F. Zimmcrmann.
8938 Minuet from Sonata, Op. 49.
No. 2, L. Iran Beethoven. .
Solvelg’s Song V
from ‘Teer [
8939
Gynt,”
> e. Grieg
Album
Leaf l
On. 12. No. 7 J
8929 Valse Caprice, J. F. Zim-

414
5
5
5
5
6
7

4-5
2
3

.

3

Beethoven .
PIPE ORGAN.
8918 Adagio from the “Sonate
Pathetique,”
Op.
13,
Beethoven-Andre . 3
8957 Prayer from “Der Freischiitz,” G. M. von Weber 3
8937 March in C, T. D. Williams. 3M>
SONGS.
8970 Hear Us, O Father, Ave
Maria, Violin Obligato,
R. E. De Reef. 3
8936 Blossom Dear. T. Lieurance. 3
8889 O Lamb of God Still Keep
Me, R. M. Stalts. 3
8941 .Flower Song from “Faust,”
O. Gounod. 4
8893 Lord of Life, Duet. Soprano
and Tenor, R. SchumannJ. P. Kursteiner. 4
OCTAVO ITEMS, CHORUSES AND
PART SONGS.
MIXED VOICES (SACRED).
10123 O for a Closer Walk With
God. A. V. Brander. 3
10124 O Love That Will Not Let
Me Go, E. S. Hosmer. ... 3
10125 The Lord’s Prayer (Pater
Noster), L. Niedermeyer. 3 %
10122 Nearer Thy Presence, Trio.
Soprano, Contralto and
Tenor, H. W. Petrie. 3
WOMEN’S VOICFS.
155 Voices of the Woods, Rubenstein-Watsnn . 3
156 Two Scotch Songs. “Ye
Banks and Braes” and
“Caller Herrin’,” W. R.
Waghome. 3
10128 The Lord is My Shepherd.
J. C. Warhurst. 3

T H E
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THE WORLD OF MUSIC

oratorio of Hector Berlioz, L’Enfance

ARAMENTI ‘
ATLANTIC CITY
BARRY
BEAUMONT

qualities which make Pear.’ Soap the

Sold Under Bond To Please

D cost; high in all good q

sssassas

nears’

M
1

Arisrrep?esent?«TOeof the New

SEND

SOAP
CATALOG
CA

FOR

INTERNATIONAL MUSICAL
EDUCATIONAL AGENCY

Concert Eludes

t-Limenckj

FOR ADVANCED STUDY
. 10 S. Kicks Street,

f.

CLASS PINS
"“bent &“bush ”ca, “

PROFITABLE VACATION COURSES
THE STANDARD HISTORY OF MUSIC
AT ALL AGES

Eight Delightful Weeks of History Studv

-SiSKS

Standard History gf°MHn-e’ baSed£n the forty story-lessonsm the very successful
1st Week,

h/w Musi^Bega/
Music.

Palestrina.

Early English Music

S

’

™

2dWe,k-

?“l£WS
oenB«D;»^S

&ST

4th Week. Gluck, Beethoven, Schubert, Weber, Mendelssc
Oper; Writers of the
5th Week. Schumann and the Age of Musical Romance. Opera
6th Week Chopin*'U
Gre^ Teachers of the Pianoforte.
7th Week. Mridern^astoT.^Brahms, Grieg, Tchaikowsky.

hEl£nir€S“a
ZABEL BROTHERS

'"'.I,™,™”“*

MUSIC PRINTERS
ENGRAVERS

ColTtmbla^Ave^anrt^Randolph St.

AND

The Art Song.

ViHinists^'cornposer^of VaiuaMe*Pianoforte°PiecCT<in<^*he Smaller

“S

hT.r F°n°ck, 'and * manother
>fit: “It is expert in the w

THEO. I

7
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THE

^ HENRY T. FINCK, OF THE EVENING POST, WRITES:
“MAUD POWELL IS THE GREATEST, THE MOST TEMPERAMENTAL AND SUCCESSFUL VIOLINIST OF HF.R.
SEX ANYWHERE.”

fM~

(■

NOW 1911-1912 BOOKING
H. Godfrey Turner,
1402 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

ANSWERS TO
QUESTIONS

What Others Say

PIANO TUNING PAYS

“We are advertised by oor lovtog

Edited by LOUIS C. ELSON
Aim™ send near full nane and address.
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A COLUMN OF HELPFUL TEST

J

S4r”“

9. Ho
in any n.-.jor key?

aSSSSfSSF-"'-

strings, so Hat*the* tone

You wil1 doubtless underst

SIhsU

.! how

...

- - - sSasasiaa

r tttizsxn. & ~'s,ssa=s
and

e the name of one opera by each

stSdier'in^Bmbemsh’8 ‘t‘TwfeIvet Melodious

duUeT^ad b
a stranger to

Centra Using School ot fUlustc

===== GERTRUDE RADLE-PARADIS, Director

had to l

-

ANNA PARKER-SHUTTS, Secretary, Suite 612 Fine Arts Building, Chica;

INSTITUTE

OF MUSICAL ART °MrETK,E

AN ENDOWED SCHOOL OF MUSIC

This is YOUR Opportunity to Study Music

,S#pS=Ssggg=5
'Normal Conservatory of Mus
and School of Fine Arts

EMERSON PIANO C0/“r
high grade Grand and Upright Pianos.

Catalog on request.

560 HARRISON AVENUE. BOSTON
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THE

WESTERN SCHOOLS

THE
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general knowledge
INSPIRATION

Useful Recital

AND

Music

MISTAKES AND DISPUTED POINTS
IN MUSIC

IM. J. COREY
Pianist,

Organist

and

Musical

Lecturer

the American Platform.
s, Colleges, Lyceums

)fa^SocTetiesUni'
“ Eroica Sonata of MacDowi
ch has the composer's own

8 WOODWARD TERRACE, Deti

BUSH TEMPLE CONSERVATORY

800 N. CLARK STREET. CHICAGO.
KENNETH M. BRADLEY, Director
THE
LEADING «
r *—, w .»—<
CONSERVATORY OF

ACTING, LANGUAGES and EXPRESSION
U

PRINCIPAL INSTRUCTORS
FRANK B. WEBSTER
KENNETH M.
ELIZABrEdTH/oISHER
gut woodv
EMILE LECLERCQ
HA

hesfral Schoo , FREE (Limited to Seventy-five)
PARTIAL SCHOLARSHIPS.
FALL TERM BEGINS SEPT
For catalog and further Information address, E. SCIIWENKER, Secretary

NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY
- EVANSTON-CHIC AGO =_-

SCHOOL OF MUSIC
A University Professional School, for the
theoretical music, either^ as a profession

Western Conservatory
Steinway Hall, Chicago
SPECIAL NORMAL COURSE FOR
YOUNG TEACHERS

shore of Lake Michigan, in Chicago’s most

THE MENDELSSOHN SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Director, CARRIE E. SCOTT
Students prepared for SUCCESSFUL TEACHIII. Post-Graduate Course.
IV. Literary-Muaical Couroe.
V. Couroe in Public School Music
Methods.
VI. Normal Course in Piano Methods.
Courses I, II and V includeliterarystudies in
he College of Liberal Arts or Academy withA thorough Preparatory Department is main-

P. C. LUTKIN, Dean, Evanston, III.

A PROFESSIONAL COURSE FOR

SUPERVISORS OF MUSIC
The School of Education of
The University of Chicago

School for Artistic Piano Playing

i Bldg., CHICAGO
“AT THE FRONT”

Missouri Conservatory of Music

Pupils of Miss Watlin.
Prelude in C sharp Minor, Rachmaninoff;
Wedding Procession, Grieg; Bustle of Spring,
Sinding; Minuet, Boccherini; Humoresque,
Dvorak ; Mazurka, Bohm; Polonaise, Chopin ,
Nocturne, Chopin ; Minuet, Seeboeck ; Valse,
Godard; Moto Perpetuo, Raff; Marche in
D flat, Hollander; Impromptu in C sharp
Minor, Reinhold ; Concerto in G Minor, Men¬
delssohn.
Pupils of Miss Garnett Gunther.
Parade Review (8 hds), Engelmann; Little
Dreamer, Martin; Daisy Waltz, Otto; Before
Her Picture (violin), Hubay; Song of the
Mermaids, Baldwin; Off to Philadelphia
(song), Haynes; Little Violet, Kern;
L’Aragonesa (violin), Alard; The Rising
Moon, Engelmann, Brooklet in the Forest,
Kern; Austrian Song, Paeher; Melisande
(song), Goetz; American Medley (8 hds.),
Chwatal.
Pupils of Miss Marie Brockhausen.
Valse Humoristlque, Ringuet; Giants and
Dwarfs, Little Glass Man (4 hds.), Carl
Wolf; Scotch Lullaby (violin), Schwab;
Melody, Czerny; A Merry Dance, McIntyre;
Arabesque, Burgmueller; Scherzino, Handrock ; Dialogue, Meyer-Helmund; Sherzinc,
Karganoff, Mazurka No. 1., Saint-Saens;
Consolation, Mendelssohn; Bohemian Folk¬
song (violin). Friml; Funeral March,
Chopin; Hunting Song, Mendelssohn; But¬
terfly, Grieg; Scottish Tone Poem, McDowell;
Der Freischuetz (6 hds,), Weber-Krug.
Pupils of Granberry Piano School.
Minuet In D Major, Bach-Faelten; Gavotte
In D Minor, Op. 36, No. 2, Mrs. H. H. A.
Beach ; Minuet in F Major, Handel; Bird
Rondo in C Major, Mokrejs; The Echo, from
Op. 75, Raff; Etude de Style, C Major.
Ravina; Minuet, Paderewski; Polish Dance
in E flat Minor, Scharwenka; Chaconne,
Dubois; Valse Lentfi, Dolmetsch; Valse
Brillante in A flat Major. Moszkowski;
By a Meadow Brook in A flat Major, From
Uncle Remus In F Major, In Autumn in F
sharp Minor, from op. 51, MacDowell;
Marche des Fillettes, Godard;
Largo
Fatetico in E flat Minor. Bach-Faelten;
Etincelles, Op. 36, No, 6, Moszkowski;
Aufschwung. Op. 12, No. 1, Schumann;
Minuet in B Minor, Schubert; Prelude in G
Major, Prelude in G Minor, Chopin;

IT
TAKES
BUT

By LOUIS C. ELSON
A book that tells you the “whys” and
“wherefores” in music. Mr. Elson, one of
the most distinguished of American musical
critics and educators, has included in his
new book all of those hundred and one thingB
upon which most pupils and teachers have
an inaccurate knowledge.
Price, SI.25

LITTLE

DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSES OF
PIANO WORKS

ROOM

By EDWARD BAXTER PERRY
giving the structural

AND
MAKES
DOUBLV WELCOME

but there
Perry has

lone along the lines that Mr.
:ed out. His work is a poetic,
historical analysis or descrip-

piano compositio

ALL SORTS FROM EVERY¬
WHERE

EASTERN SCHOOLS

“,1 have bought golden opinions from all aorta of
people. —Macbeth.
A new Etude column giving little bits of informadon on muaical subjects of human interest.

The coronation of King George has
served to fill the public press with in¬
teresting notes and records of previous
coronations in England. One of the
most unique events from the musical
standpoint occurred on the day prior to
the coronation of Queen Mary. Her
‘ royal progress,” as the ride through
the city was called, was marked by
many unique entertainments. At one
point in the route of the procession
there was a triumphal arch. On this
arch sat “a stupendous angel” playing
upon “a stupendous trumpet.” We are
not told how the trumpet was operated,
but we are left to believe that there was

$eber ‘SfS

VON UNSCHULD
UNIVERSITY op MI SIC
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|Sew England

Conservatory

OF MUSIC s.*Wo„

Boston, Mass.
GEORGE W. CHADWICK, Director
A steady growth of over fifty years has made it rich in experience, and it is
everywhere recognized as the largest and best equipped school of music in America.
Its complete organization, its imposing Conservatory building, and the new Resi¬
dence building offer exceptional facilities for students. Situated in Boston, the
acknowledged music center of America, it affords pupils the environment and atmo¬
sphere so necessary to a musical education.
The free, privileges of lectures, concerts and recitals, the opportunities of en¬
semble practice and appearing before audiences, and the daily associations are
LvaiUbU ford1911.a6eS l° th* mUS1C *,udent‘
For particular! and year book, a

S»ii^

A number of free vlolm Schola”hlDS

FOR POSITIONS NEXT YEAR

-REGISTER NOWWITH THE

Music Teachers’ Exchange
DEPARTMENT OF THE

CHICAGO MUSICAL EXCHANGE
E. A. STAVRUM, Manager
1014-15 Steinway Hall,
Chicago
High Grade Positions for Music Teachers
and Supervisors of Music EXCLUSIVELY

Pupils of Barry B. 'Wink.
Morning Prayer, Streabbog; Chansom
Russe. Sydney Smith; Le Secret (6 hds.),
Gautier; Qui Vive (4 hds.), Ganz; Flying
Doves, Heims; Twilight Idyl, Schnecker;
Thine Own, Lange; TrSumerei (violin and
piano), Schumann ; Sparkling Eyes. Anthonv :
lovely May^MerkeU Cloister ^Bells, Read;

=|v':£S^S31
Price, SI.SO

IY

s Golden^Rod, Erb.’

SICAL ESSAYS

Pupils of the Misses Odenhrett.
Madrilena. Wachs; Happy Jack, Cramm
I’l-ip to the Woods, Harding; Kleiner Lieblim
lalse. Sartorio; Rob Roy March, Anthonv
1 he Prince’s Dance, Blose; Andante in ' i
Major, Lichner ; The Wishing Capet, Bugbee

I ARE YOU GOING TO STUDY 1

E. M. BOWMAN

MUSIC

tsstSSsssoBsaSi ... ■■■

IN

THE

EAST

NEXT

FALL?

Specially Low Rates for Beginner.

FREE o^aStn1 rnstrated Catal0£ue

LIFE AND HOW TO
JCEED IN IT

HAHN MUSIC INSTITUTE

uncanny in the idea of playjin Valse, or a Schiitt Suite,
on piano keys covered with the remains
of an animal that lived so long ago that

Birds are known to be very fond of
music. The playing of a piano or a
violin will frequently set the caged

Chronology of Musical History

^.ED65^«EyEARLBOOKAT*

‘
'l,'ik t<
«™method. or i,

iSfflib
■ ADDRESS

THEO. PRESSER CO., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

whenever the bird is liberated, he per¬
sists in sitting upon his master’s bow.
Please mention THE ETUDE wh

J. H. KEELER

MANAGER

1 COMBS BROAD STREET CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
1827-29.81 SOUTII BBOAD ST., PHILADELPHIA

1
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THE

DANA’S MUSICAL INSTITUTE
WARREN, 0.

M

WILLIAM H. DANA, R.A.M., President

ORTY-THIRD year. Music taught in all its branches.
Lessons daily and private. Faculty of first-class instruct¬
ors. Located in one of the most beautiful small cities in
the country. Healthful location, pure water—not a death in
forty-three years. Chartered and confers degrees. Fine modern
dormitories for pupils, with running hot and cold water in each
room, etc., etc. Send for 64-page catalogue and blue book to
WM. H. DANA, President.

FOR

PRIVATE TEACHERS

The Inter-State System
E. H. SCOTT, Pres.
CHICAGO.
Created by State Authority and conducted as a great Universal Conserva¬
tory of capable Private Teachers and their pupils at home. (Not by
correspondence.)
Enables private teachers to actually place about their pupils at home many
inspiring institutional advantages similar to those of a regular Conservatory.

FOUR THOUSAND PUPILS ENROLLED IN THE UNITED STATES
Capable private teachers are eligible to the Inter-State Faculty. No infringe
.S1rmpiL ?dds the larger P°ssibilities and stronger incentives of a
NATIONAL STATE-CHARTERED INSTITUTION.
Arrange now for Fall classes.
Address, E. H. SCOTT, Pres., Steinway Hall, CHICAGO

HOW BIZET WAS DECORATED.
During one of the entr'actes at a re¬
cent performance of “Carmen” at the
Paris Opera Comique two critics in a
corner of the foyer were chatting about
Bizet. One, almost a contemporary of
the composer, related how the latter was
decorated, by mistake, three months be¬
fore his death. On the eve of the pro¬
duction of “Carmen,” there was a ru¬
mor of postponement. Some friends of
the young master, fearing lest this might
delay his nomination, determined to get
him decorated before the production of
his opera. One of them called on the
minister.
“Monsieur le Ministre, authorized per¬
sons have the honor of asking the croix
for M. Georges Bizet.”
“Who is M. Georges Bizet?”
“A remarkable artist who has already
written several works which have been
highly appreciated.”
“What else?”
“Among his latest, specially L’Arlesienne.”
"L’Arlesienne?” interrupted the min¬
ister, somewhat mystified. “That is cer¬
tainly a charming book. I read it with
the greatest pleasure. What! The au¬
thor is not yet 'decorated? Tell his
friends that the matter is settled!”
And that is how Bizet obtained the red
ribbon from a minister who held in high
esteem the talent of—Alphonse Daudet.
—The Monthly Musical Record.

SOME POPULAR
SONGS.
It may be interesting to trace the
origin of some of the better known bal¬
lads, which seem to have been written
for all time. Home, Sweet Home, was
written by an American poet named
Paine, the setting of the familiar verses
being by Sir Henry Bishop. The Blue
Bells of Scotland was the work of Annie
McVicar, afterwards Mrs. Grant, the
daughter of a Scottish officer in the
British army. Although often claimed
by our friends beyond the Tweed as of
Scottish origin, the music is that of an
old English folk-song. The Wearin’ o’
the Green exists in several versions, the
best known being that written by Dion
Boucicault, and sung by Shaun the Post,
in Arrahna-Pogue. Rule, Britannia was
composed by Dr. Thomas Arne, and was
first heard in a masque written by
Thompson and Mallet for the accession
of George I. Scots wha ha’e wi’ Wal¬
lace bled, is said to have been written by
Burns on a dark night while the poet
was on a journey. The tune is Hey,
Tuttie, Tattle, an old march which is
said to have animated Bruce’s men at
Bannockburn. That great and glorious
battle was fought on June 25, 1314; it
secured] the independence of Scotland,
By Alethea Crawford C-x and Alice Chapin
fixed Bruce on the throne, procured a
.
Price, $1.25
long period of peace, and rendered the
valour of the Scots famous throughout
the whole of Europe. The Last Rose of
Musical Biography Made Fascinating by Presenting it in
Summer was written by Tom Moore, to
the Most Human and Interesting Form
an ancient Irish air, which may be found
in collections of Irish music at least two
THE LIFE STORIES OF THE GREAT MUSICIANS TOLD
hundred years old. Kathleen MavourIN THE FORM OF PERSONAL LETTERS
neen was written by Mrs. Crawford, an
THE SERIES INCLUDES
Irish lady, whose songs about a hundred
Bach
Rossini
Chopin
Schubert
Moscheles
years ago were in great vogue. The com¬
Haydt
Handel
Mendelssohn
Wagner
Berlioz
poser was William Nicholls Crouch,' who
Schumann
Beethoven
Mozart
died in America a few years ago in dire
This 223-page illustrated book is just the thing to quicken the interest of
poverty. _ It is related that he once
musical children. Prepared by teachers with wide experience with little folks,
begged his way into a concert given by
it Will supply a demand for musical educational advice and instruction robbed of
Titiens, that he might hear his own com¬
all possible dryness and invested with the vitality which is always found in a
position worthily sung. Much uncertainty
lively personal letter.
exists regarding the origin of Auld Lang
Syne. There are several versions of this
universal favorite, the best known, com* mencing “Should auld acquaintance be
Theo. Presser Co., 1712 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. f forgot?” being by Burns, in respect of
* the second and third stanzas only; Ram********* say wrote the remainder.—Music. ’
mtion THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.

PHOTOGRAVURE MUSICAL PICTURES

Imaginary Biographical Letters from Great
Masters of Music to Young People

THE

ETUDE

ORIGIN

OF

Club Workers

Special Clubs
SEASONABLE
MAGAZINES
TEE ETUDE (One Year) . . $1.50
American Subnrbstonevear) 1.50

aoo
Special Price, $1.60 for Both
Superior in illustration, clearly pr
readable throughout, is^the only v. ay til
partial observer
Suburbs. Giving vi
'bing
n
' ’
”building__
'"'.ft..11'
__
mansions. While the main objen o
Suburbs is the exploitation of hand s
and surroundings there is a generc
of kindred subjects which areei:
general reader. No homeiscompk:

THE ETUDE (One Year
Farm Journal
Ye.rs;

$1.50
.90
$2.40
Special Price, $1.75 for Both
(Expires December, 1915)

home magazine, first issued by Wi! i er Atkin¬
son in March, 1877, and published minuously
by him to the present time. It con-Ms of from
24 to 80 pages according to the month, printed
on good white paper, in large, cleor typefand
fully illustrated] You would haully believe
that a farm paper could be made so entertain¬
ing and readable. It is entirely unlike any
other periodical in the world.

OTHER COMBINATIONS
etude.41.50
Country Life in America. 4.00
Both (one year) for $4.60
*5-5°
ETUDE.$1.50
Forest and Stream.. 3 09
Both (one year) for $3.45
&-5°
ETUDE.<1 50
Garden Magazine...is’
Both (one year) for $2.20
fe 00
ETUDE.51.50
*4-5°

ETUDE.41.50
Suburban Life. 300
Both (one year) for $3.35
*4-5»
ETUDE.;.51.50
Good Housekeeping. 1.24
Both (one year) for $2.10
>TS
ETUDE.51.50
Housekeeper. 1 00
Both (one year) for $ 1.90
5’ 5®
ETUDE.41.50
Popular Magazine (semi-monthly). 3-Q°
Both (one year) for $4.10
*4-5»
ETUDE......51.50
Red Book.
..|r.5Q
Both (one year) for $2.45
*3-“
ETUDE..
Smart Set...
3.00
Both (one year) for $3.10
* 5°
SEND ORDERS TO

THE ETUDE
1712 Chestnut $t., Phila., Pa.

NEW YORK SCHOOL OF MUSIC AND ARTS

WHO COMPOSED?

RALFE LEECH STERNER, Director

BY M. J. EPSTEIN.

OF

Both (one year) for $3.45

Summer Schools

Ways and Means for

TWO

The following list may be employed
in a very interesting contest-game
for clubs composed of music lov¬
ers whose experience has been some¬
what extensive. Probably the fairest'
way in which to play the game would
be to ascertain the number of guests
likely to attend the function, and then
divide the number of names given be¬
low by the number of guests. Then
make separate slips, each containing the
desired number of names on the plan
indicated below.
A different slip is
given to each guest and each one is re¬
quested to write after the name given
the name of the composer. The slips
are then collected and the guest having
answered the greatest number of names
should be awarded an appropriate prize.
SLIP NO. I.
1. Eroica Symphony.
2. Sakuntalu Overture (Orchestra)’.
3. Hansel and Gretcl (Opera).
4. Midsummer Night’s Dream (Or¬
chestra).
5. Creation (Oratorio).
6. Salome (Opera).
7. The Erl-king (Song).
8. Harmonious Blacksmith (Piano).
9. Dance of the Hours.
10. Fantastic Symphony.
1.
2.
3.
4.
S6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

SLIP NO. II.
Calm as the Night.
Herodiade (Opera).
Liebestraume (Piano).
Elijah (Oratorio).
Eeramors (Opera-ballet).
Egmont (Overture).
Narcissus (Piano).
Surprise Symphony.
Mazeppa (Symphonic poem).
Tales -i Hofmann (Opera).

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

SLIP NO. III.
KreuUer Sonata (Violin).
Scarf Dance (Piano).
Adelaide (Song).
Funeral March of a Marionette.
The Messiah (Oratorio).
Scotch Symphony.
I Pagliacci (Opera).
Largo from Xerxes (Opera).
Rustle of Spring (Piano).
Suite l’Arlesienne (Orchestra'

1.
2.
3.
4.
56.
7.
8.
9.
10.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

SLIP NO. IV.
Invitation to the Dance (Piano;.
Ein Ton (Song).
Pique Dame (Opera).
Danse Macabre (Orchestra).
Rain Drop Prelude (Piano).
Coppelia Ballet (Orchestra).
Faust Symphony (Orchestra)Kammenoi Ostrov (Piano).
Sonata Tragico (Piano).
The Lost Chord (Song).
SLIP NO. V.
Sampson and Delilah (Opera
La Boheme (Opera).
Kaiser March (Orchestra).
Death of Ase (String Orchestra).
Casse Noisette (Suite).
King of Thule (Song).
Emperor Concerto (Piano).
Orfeo (Opera).
Sonata Pathetique (Piano).
Der Asra (Song).

SLIP NO. VI.
1. Lucia di Lammermoor (Opera).
2- Till Eulenspiegel
(Symphonic
3. Aufswung (Piano)4- La Marselleise (Song).
(Con’inued on Page 502)
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FOR MANY YEARS NEW YORK CITY’S PRE-EMINENT MUSIC SCHOOL
Delightfully situated between Central Park and the Hudson River
REGULAR STAFF OF EMINENT TEACHERS WILL BE IN ATTENDANCE DURING THE ENTIRE SUMMER

SPECIAL

SUMMER

COURSE

FOR

TEACHERS

AND

PROFESSIONALS

Our'lnstructors will teach you Just what you need In your work. Our Teacher*’ Diplomas are recognized throughout America
Free Vocal Sight Reading, Harmony, Theory, Etc.
Concerts weekly all summer._SEND FOR BOOKLET

MRS. STACEY WILLIAMS

The Eminent Teacher of Singing
IN AMERICA DURING SUMMER OF 1911
Only Earnest, Serioue Student.
o
numerous de¬
Announcement
ads from all parts of the
country for work: with lier durr months, Mrs. Williams has decided
nual season of teaching abroad and
ir work; at lier Chicago studios during
July, August and September).

_
Qualified Pupils placed in Opera, Concert and Church work
ESPECIALLY ATTRACTIVE NORMAL COURSE
For lerm^nnd'PB^rtlciilars
STACEY WILLIAMS
Suite 406-408 Kimball Hall.
Please mention" The Etude"
ChidagOjJll^

S H E R W O O D

schooE
FINE ARTS BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL.

Founded by Wm H. Sherwood.
.
SPECIAL SUMMER SESSION.

Improved Music
for Beginners
Dunning System ofStudy
The Summer Normal Training Class for Teachers will open July 5th,
at Chautauqua Lake, N. Y.
There is a reason why the Dunning System is the only one endorsed by the worldrenowned masters of music. There is a reason why a teacher in the suburbs of St. Louis
should have a Dunning class of seventy-two in three months. Teachers are proving
every day that it pays, Musically, Artistically an 1 Financially, to take the Dunning
System, for it is recognized as the best in use in its line of teaching. That is the
opinion of Leschetizky, Scharwenka, Busoni, Carreno, De Pachmann, Gabrilowitsch,
Dr. Mason, Johanna Gadski and many others. For further information and booklets
Address MRS. CARRIE LOUISE DUNNING, 11 W. 36th St., New York City

MICHIGAN CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
Washington Ave. & Park St., DETROIT. MICH.

FREDERIC L. ABEL, Director

SPECIAL SUMMER SESSION IN ALL DEPARTMENTS, INCLUDING SPECIAL
COURSE IN PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC-BEGINNING JUNE 19 TO AUGUST 1.
WRITE FOR SUMMER CATALOG, K. -

1J> COMPREHENSIVE COURSES JL
Eighth St., S.

MINNEAPOLIS SCHOOL OF MUSIC
ORATORY AND DRAMATIC ART
SUMMER SESSION OF S

Two Year Course, which entitles to LIFE CERTIFICATE
IN STATE OF MICHIGAN. Students may enter
second year work, by passing examination or presenting
Limited- to SO Students
v
Ear
MUSIC—Methoda,
I Training, Sight Reading, Har_v,_I History, Elements of Music, Psychology,
DBAWINO—Free Hand and Mechanical Drawing,

Dept. K. 530 Woodward Avenue
JAMES H. BELL, Secretary DETROIT, MICHIGAN

$65

SIX WEEKS’ COURSE
For Teachers and
Advanced Students

INCLUDING BOARD
Piano, Organ, Voice, Violin, Other Instru¬
ments, Elocution, Etc.
Teachers educated in Europe. Leschetizky
Piano Technic. Two Private Lessons per
Week. Class Lessons, in Kindergarten, Pri¬
mary, Normal Methods. Public School Music,
Harmony. Teachers’ Certificates, Programs,
Catalog.
Marks’ Conservatory of Music
2 West I2Ist Street,
New York

Leschetizky School
- of Music =
WILLIAMSPORT, PA.
MISS MARY LUNDY, the director,
returns from study in London and
Vienna in June.

Special Summer School
for advanced pupils and teachers
JULY AND AUGUST
Studio, 26 East Third Street

Crane Normal
Institute of Music
Potsdam, N. Y.

for Ill (i.triitcct Catalog E.
LARGER RETURNS

MORE PUPILS

To Succeed Next Season You Should
Make Your Business Plans at Once

THE BUSINESS MANUAL
FOR MUSIC TEACHERS
By G.

Detroit Conservatory of Music

C.

F*rice,

-

BENDER

-

§51.00

Tells how to make the most of your talents; how to make musical advertising
pay; how wide awake teachers raise their rates and secure new pupils; how suc¬
cessful teachers hold their old pupils by bright ideas in correspondence, recitals,
etc.; how to collect old accounts, etc., etc.
Not one teacher in a hundred receives more than a fraction of what his valuable
services should bring if profitably and actively marketed.
One chapter i% this book may raise your income enough to pay for it a
hundredfold.
THEODORE PRESSER CO.
1712 Chestnut Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
Pleas

tion THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.

SUMMER SESSION
August 21 to Sept. 2
An opportunity for Music Supervisors to get
new idea* on Public School Music Teaching.
Course A for advanced music students de¬
siring to enter the school in September to
complete the Supervisor’s Course in one year.
Course B for teachers of experience seeking

PRESERVE YOUR COPIES OF THE ETUDE

THE ETUDE BINDER
It is simple hat complete, cheap but
durable, and beautiful in appearance.
It has a solid wooden hack, which al¬
ways keeps it in shape, and it does not
mutilate the contents.
The copies are instantly bat securely
bound by the thin slats which run the
length of the periodical, and yet can be
removed at pleasure.
Each Binder holds twelve copies, or a
full year's subscription, of The Etude.
Price, postpaid, $1.00
THEODORE PRESSER CO.
1712 Chestnut St.
Philadelphia
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Summer Schools

BURROWES COURSE OF MUSIC STUDY.
Kindergarten and Primary—Instruction for Teachers by Home Study.
«".dbS;E^dwKATHARINE BURROWES,
5J
SPOKANE, wash,
school of Vocal Art
Maphra*matlc Breathln*. Correct Tone Placing.
A Beautiful QuaUtj- and Ease of Production assured

m

urneete Hall, New York Cit
...**„* ™ Vwa.nl*.

COME TO BOSTON I

“TEACHING TEACHERS HOW TO TEACH”
Twelve lessons in modern ideas of Touch, Technic, Pedal, Metronome, etc., and
HOW TO TEACH THEM
By JOHN ORTH, steibosto"all
Write at once to the author for particulars.
This Course can he taken by mall.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

SCHOOL or VOCAL ART
VOICE PLACING A SPECIALTY
NORMAL SUMMER COURSE
June, July and August
FRANCES THOROUGHMAN
Late of New York City
91S Van Ness St.

Gramberry Piano School

UNIVERSITY

K

eyboard harmony
and 105 Entertaini:
Exercises enable students
all grades to easily and rapidly
spell, write, hear and play all
kinds of chord combinations,
resolutions and modulations.
Write

FAELTEN SYSTEM
Booilst

CARNEGIE HALL, NEW YORK

FOREST PARK ISS
StockhoS, Piano. Nordstrom Carter, Voice. Burg,Vio¬

lin. 5rst year. College, College Preparatory and Col¬
lege of Music. Annual Session, September 20. Gym• Apply
promptly. ANNA
ANN
S. CAIRNS, Presider
St. Louis,

EFFA ELUS

GEORGE fOLSOM GRANBERRY, Dikectob
TEACHERS’ TRAINING COURSES

SUMMER COURSE

v MASON METHOD

}

BESSIE MORCAN

Effa Ellis Illustrated Music School
203-4 5-6 Boston Store Bldg.
OMAHA, NEBR.

Studiui 50 Jefferson Ave.
Jersey City Heights, N, J,

'*

• *' >r., .
m&AeK.

er in SAN FRANCISCO

Publishers of Music cur
of Their Publications by adv-. .
THE ETUDE. SEND FOR RATES

GOURTRIGHT SYSTEM OF MUSICAL KINDERGARTEN
Director and Head of the Vocal De-

E TO ENROLL

THE COLUMBIA SCHOOL Of MUSIC
CLARE OSBORNE REED, DIRECTOR

A SCHOOL OF MUSIC

Announces a Summer Normal Session in Piano, Voice, Violin,
Theory and Organ. Opens June 26th. Closes July 29th.
For Information Address J. B. Hall, Businas. Manager. 328 Wabash Ave., S. E. Cor. Congress, Chicago

IV. Course in Theory, 1
and History of
V. Course in Public School Music.
VI. Course in Piano Tuning.
» Elocution and

The Recognized Leader of All Practice Instruments
Has Piano Action and Touch
ay full expenses for tlie school year
»m, board, laundry and tuition in

. C. I. and School of Music
DAY-TON, VA.

Interesting Catalogue

The Virgil Piano School
42 West 76th St., New York

Special Summer Session for Teachers
and Students—June 28th to August 8th
65 LESSONS ....

$55.00

SEND FOR EXPLANATORY BOOKLET

WEIGESTER
Summer School
OF

VOCAL MUSIC

5.
6.
7.
8.
910.

Flying Dutchman (Opera).
Gradus ad Parnassum (Piano)
To a Wild Rose (Piano)King Lear (Overture).
Erotic (Piano).
Louise (Opera)..

SLIP NO. VII.
1. Old Folks at Home (Song).
2. Oberon (Opera).
3. Passion Music (Oratorio).
4. Die Konigin von Saba (Opera).
5- Impressions of Italy (Suite).
6. The Seasons (Oratorio).
7. Death and the Maiden (Song).
8. Sinfonia Domestica (Symphonic
poem).
9. Euryanthe (Opera).
10. Merry Wives of Windsor (Over¬
ture).
SLIP NO. VIII
1. Iris (Opera).
2. St. Paul (Oratorio).
3. Lakme (Opera).
4- Ocean Symphony.
5. Fingal’s Cave (Overture i
6. The Rosary (Song).
7- Harold in Italy (Orche fra).
8. Sonata Appassioniata (l'iano).
9. Genoveva (Opera).
10. Angel’s Serenade (Song).
SLIP NO. IX.
1. Choral Symphony.
2. Melody in F (Piar ‘
3. 1812 Overture (O
4- The Last Hope U
5. Carnaval (Piano).
6. Hora Novissima (O
7. New World Symphony
8. Madama Butterfly (Opera).
9. A la bien aimee (Piano).
10. II Trovatore (Opera).

of Instructing Children

CEORG KRUGER, Head of the Piano
Department
Catalog and full information on request.

SIXTEENTH SEASON

Chicago
Piano College
Kimball Hall

-

Chicago, III.

Lake^ Pontoosuc, Pittsfield, Mass.

Special Term for Teachers

July 24th to Sept. 1st (6 weeks).

June 26th to August 5th, 1911

A COMPLETE ANDSYSTEMATIC COURSE FOR SINGERS
AND TEACHERS
etI •

Mr. and Mrs. Crosby Adams
SPECIAL SUMMER CLASS
sf 2d to the tSth
or Teachers of Piano in the study, discussion il
ration nnd interpretation of studies etudes
:es, duets, duos, quartets, etc. Mrs. Adams haj
n gathering ti „ material from world-wMe
roes lor many years, has tested it In her own
ft
?'a88ifie<I and graded it
thly and waatt^lly in a series of typed
at the P'ano on to the
at s materia!. No work l8 required, just listen
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HOW TO AVOID “DRYING OUT”
YOUR PIANO.
The Etude has received a or at num¬
ber of letters asking whet!
it was
advisable to put a vessel containing
water in or near the pian
-'
“drying out.” One frien
of a
lady who kept an aquariurr
strument for this purpose,
thoroughly competent to p
upon the aquatics of the
quested Mr. Niles Bryant,
Bryant School of Piano Ti
swer these questions for u
is as follows:
“There should be
of humidity in the atWop
the piano stands. Where
nace heat is used, the re
become over-heated, Hu
percentage of moisture, nui
absorbs the moisture from the
the wood, causing the
which is the cause of u
the piano. A hot, dry
cause the sounding board
temperature of a room in
stands should never be a
above 75 degrees Fahrer
never go below 40 degrees
An over-heated, dry room w
harm to a piano in a few wee
years of daily practice. The
tion of the atmosphere can be
overcome by placing a flat dish c
near the radiator for evaporatio
advise against placing the wate
under, the piano, as many are
habit of doing. The prihumidity produces ai
equilibrium, so that the
the air will not absorb
experience teaches u<
ever condition of atmospi
ful and comfortable for a person
a fairly good condition for the
The normal humidity is one anc
tenths per cent.”

Mirth and Music
A GUIDE TO OPERA.
Bang, thump, and crash, with a roll of the
drum—
That’s the motif announcing the hero will
come.
Ting-a-ling-ting, and an arpeggio—
The heroine’s off for a walk with her
beau;
Two minor chords, with the clarinet’s
shriek—
The public is sure there is vengeance to
wreak:
Umpty-dump, umpty-dump, down in the
bass—
The villain is seeking the hero’s disgrace;
Tweed Ci.', tweedledy, two or three
times—
•’
Here reference is made to most hideous
Crasher cacophonous stunning the brain—
The hero’s in danger, that’s perfectly
plain :
Toot, toe) ! The cornet rings out on the
He trio phs and seizes his foe by the
hair;
, .
Mush, mush, played slow and repeated ad

Summer Schools
LAWRENCE CREATH AMMONS
JOSEPHINE REA AMMONS
PIANISTS
Summer Season 1911
PUPILS ACCEPTED
Studio, 709 Fine Arts Bldg., Chicago

CINCINNATI CONSERVATORY of MUSIC,

established i867.
Miss Clara Baur,
Directress.
Faculty of /nternanonu* jw^utuuwn

-

All Departments Open During The Summer
Elocution-MUSIC-Languages
Also Special Normal Course in

- OCTAVIA HUDSON’S GRADED MUSIC STUDY FOR CHILDREN
Special Rates During Yaeatlon Months
A Normal Course through Correspondence, giving only that
vhich has provedof greatestvalne-to a teacher who baa devoted
fc of aU grades: Primary and^Intermediate^Speclal

PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC

Location and surroundings ideal for Summer study.
Summer vm-uw.
Circular o—v*.
Address
'____L_LLf=="
~—7
rFor
or Catalogue
L,aiaiogue and
aim cuuuuw
MISS CLARA BAUR, Highland Avenue and Oak Street. CINCINNATI. OHIO

SAN
Glorious Climate

LOUISE ST. JOHN WESTERVELT
SOPRANO
Teacher oi Voice
offersa SpeeialCourse forJSingers and Teachers
Chicago, III

Boarding School for Young ladies

FRAN CISCO, CAL.
The Ideal Place to Study Music

MME. ISABELLE MARKS

SOPRANO

SCHOOL OF SINGING F^StiST)
Special Summer Normal Session. Voice Placing
Italian Method Coach
Mention “The Etude”

American Conservatory
KIMBALL HALL, 304 S. WABASH AVE.,

::

Sup^-ior^Teacher^Trainfng^epartmenq^Public^dmoi Mustek

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
StUnriv£dedU^ee^dvamag«:

SUMMER NORMAL SESSION

AN UNUSUAL OPPORTUNITY
OF SINGING and

NORMAL WORK

£

Teachers of Singing

||S§S|djIo|i|!|S

■jgggaaapaae

«£*£*£&£*«**

Frederick W. Root
Kimball Hall, Chicago

Co^edJ.^Co^oftwoweek.or
™ C°Uege'
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laws of health, or entrusting your case to a lawyer who does not know
the first principles of the Common Law, or feeling confidence in a ship
pilot who cannot “box the compass.” You would not think of studying a

Satisfaction

IS if WWW S11! ill 11 Pill

r,

Guaranteed

SELECTIONS FROM THE ABOVE SENT "ON SALE” AT OUR USUAL LIBERAL SHEET-MUSIC DISCOUNT

its Grammar and Rhetoric. Neither should you expect pupils to be willing
to study music with you if you are without a thoro grounding in Harmony

Refunded:

Have You Had a Thoro Course

in Harmony
Counterpoint and Composition?
GnplHIS QUESTION IS REPEATEDLY ASKED of music
teachers seeking positions or soliciting pupils. The standard
“
of music teaching has been materially raised in the last
few years and as a result, a thoro knowledge of Harmony
and Musical Theory is an essential requirement for the serious,
ambitious music teacher and student.
iqplHE REASON FOR THIS IS CLEAR.

Imagine your having faith

m mu y w

II!'!'

&

®r
Money

J * The* Gem of the* Sea

20

successes are in no small meas¬
ure due to these lessons."

mm.
First in the Perfection of its System of Individual Instruction

In Your Own Home
^
@
^
During Your Spare Hours Only
Without Impairing Your Present Income
And at Small Actual Cost

to Talk® a Course in Harmony @ni Composition
■•Now appreciate twerp tone

/o
guides and models in your Own t

htn

„ Ah«n!■S&Sl.'Sl F*$Z*J*

Scholarships
Awari@i

||

“ study’ and of bemS useful later as helpful
CoUrse- Can you afford longer to be behindhand in

be, if you write at once, that we can help you with a Partial Scholarship, thus effecting a great
saving for you and bringing the Course easily within your means.
P
S & great
Write this letter Today. It incurs no obligation whatever on your part, and every day's delav
means actual and needless loss to you. Write us Today.
F
y y aelay

8

Diploma
Qranfei

THEO. PRESSER CO., PUBLISHERS. 1712 CHESTNUT STREET. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Siegel-Myers Correspondence School of Music
2395 Monon Block, Chicago, III.
-
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STRICH & ZEIDLER ! PIANOS

Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.
Please mention THE ETUDE w

|j

Manufa

•}

E. 140th St. & Robbins Ave
NEW YORK CITY

“f

G

Built especially

for people of high

A

the difference between good and best
Your correspondence solicited

Ivers & Pond
pianos

THOROUGHLY RELIABLE
THE BEST RESULTS ARE OBTAINED
BY USING

Baker’s
Chocolate

T F in your studio, country j
A or seashore home, you have
a little space that has seemed !
too limited to properly accom- ‘
modate an upright piano, our
little Puritan Model, shown
herewith, will interest you and
! prove what you need. We be¬
lieve no upright has ever been
, made with, the full octave com¬
pass which takes up so little
floor space and possesses tone
of such rare beauty and re¬
markable volume and which
Anew’lpuSSt\n^aurLmfgn‘dfor
°ffers Stich durability and tune"‘Sma r00”‘S'
staying capacity as style 715.
We build pianos of all types. Should you prefer a large
upright or a small grand, you will find just the piano to suit
' you, pictured and described in our new catalogue.

j

MOW TO BUY.

(Blue Wrapper, Yellow Label)

making Cakes, Pies, Puddings,
Frosting, Ice Cream, Sauces,
Fudges, Hot and Cold Drinks
For more than 131 years this chocolate
has been the standard for purity, deli¬
cacy of flavor and uniform quality.
53 Highest Awards in Europe and America

In case no dealer sells IVERS & POND pianos in your
need not
talogue and descriptive literature as
ihing pianos anywhere in the Unite
i as easily and advantageously ar if

Be . tereT
V. s. Put. office

1 The trade-mark, “La Belle Chocolatiere," on every
| genuine package. A beautifully illustrated booklet of new recipes for Home Made Candies and
Dainty Dishes sent free. Drop a Postal to

I

If

II

Walter Baker & Co. Ltd.

IVERS & POND PIANO COMPANY

DORCHESTER, MASS.

Established 1780

141 Boylston Street, Boston

THEO. PRESSER CO., Publishers, PHILADELPHIA. PENNA

IMPORT ANT WORKS JUST ISSUED
Educati onal Musical Works of General Interest are Being Issued Constantly

RICHARD WAGNER
HIS LIFE AND WORKS
Price, $1. 75
One of the most striking personalities
in music is here treated in a fascinating
and exhaustive manner. The life of
Richard Wagner contains more interest,
more of the diamatic and picturesque,
than most works of fiction. In this
handsome volume of 480 pages a wealth
of material will be found: biographical
and critical. The profuse illustrations
include portraits of the master, scenes
for the various music dramas, carica¬
tures, autographs, &c. Interest in Wagner and his works is increasing rather
than diminishing, since the majority of
his operas and music dramas are now
to be found in the permanent repertories
of most opera houses.
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MUSICAL DICTIONARY

Mistakes and Disputed
Points in Music

AND

PRONOUNCING GUIDE

Instructor

r* L°vU,f C' ELS0N
Price, $1.25
This is the day of positive knowl¬
edge. You cannot afford to go along
with uncertain or slip-shod methods.
The old motto: “Be sure you are
right and then go ahead,” applies very
directly to music. Are you sure you
are right upon all important musical
points? If you are not, do not fail to
get Mr Elson’s book. It has already
surprised many who thought that
they knew, but who have found out
that they didn't. This work embraces
very many branches of technical knowl¬
edge and Mr. Elson presents the facts
in such a charming way that one is as
much interested as in reading fiction.

By H. N. REDMAN
Price. SO Cents
A dictionary of music, convenient
in size and easily handled, yet compre¬
hensive and authoritative, is a prime
requisite for every teacher and student.
Redman's is one of the best. It con¬
tains all terms used in modern music,
properly defined and with the correct
pronunciation of each. It may be
carried in the pocket for ready refer¬
ence or it may .be placed upon one's
book shelf. It is neatly and substan¬
tially bound. In fact, it is a better book
than many larger and more pretentious
works.

LIFE STORIES OF GREAT COMPOSERS

stir:? s
j

CASSii;*''bi *
*

;£

By EDWARD BAXTER PERRY
Virtuoso and Lecturer
Price, SI. 50
Perhaps you remen ber how almost
every piece, you played when a student
fired your imagination and led yon to
see musical pictures.” This feeling
is strong in all children and Mr. Perry's
book tells the stories of the pieces in a
way that will stimulate the child mind
as nothing else possibly can. The result of this stimulation is practice—
not bored-to-death” practice, but real
practice. Like Mr. Perry's “Descriptive
Analyses of Pianoforte Works," this
book informs the teacher of much valu¬
able new teaching material, which lie
may have no other means of uncovering.

|

sent on Application.

By CEORCE C. BENDER
PRICE,. $1.00
Probably the teachers who imagine that tl
ley do not need such a work as this are the very
which the teacher shouldknowt'and vrithoutPwh
"n%bn knows^e^ecmi o?™ k’ °f ‘"“W*M
collecting bills promptfy? makim?rcSr ™ ™
points admirably, and should be on the studio ta
'.....

Sic" and’ fc^Bo^NoM^ fee

1-

-ers^Dealers,

1

BUSINESS MANUAL F OR MUSIC TEACHERS

PRICE, $1.50
,
The lives of the great composers have proven a source of never-failine interest
to musicians and students. The object of this work is to present in succinct vet
tainedrethernS1Vh f°rm %
°- observln& how great life purposes have been at-

I

STORIES OF STANDARD
TEACHING PIECES

Importers,

::

5?3k°[!ta"*&*Cl,0n-

1712 Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA

PENNA

VOSe WANOSis—SlaSHS-'v°se &

SONS PIANO CoTLstoiT
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